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The journey begins with curiosity
and evolves into soul-felt questions

on the stones that we walk
and choose to make our path:

sometimes never knowing,
other times knowing too much.
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Preamble
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stellar atmospheres and the specific topic of my research – magnetism in cool stars. To
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Chapter 1
Magnetism in red giant and supergiant
stars

In this chapter, I will introduce the class of objects under study in my Thesis: the cool
evolved stars. I will first describe the main changes these stars undergo in the course of
their evolution. I will then describe key points about magnetism in red giant and
supergiant stars, using the case of the Sun as a reference. Finally, I will introduce the
particular stars that I study and list the scientific aims of my Thesis.
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1.1. CLASSIFICATION OF STARS

1.1 Classification of stars

In stellar astrophysics, it is customary to classify stars according to their luminosity L
and effective temperature Teff (the temperature of a blackbody with the same spectral
energy distribution). Stars can have a wide range of effective temperatures, reaching as
high as about 35000 K for the hottest ones and less than 3000 K for the coolest ones.
Typically, classification is done by grouping stars by their spectral type, which has a
close relation to temperature: in the temperature range given above, stars can have a
spectral type O, B, A, F, G, K or M, where O-stars are the hottest and M-stars are
the coolest. Also, within each spectral type, there exist subtypes numbered from 1 to 9,
where 1 is the hottest and 9 is the coolest (for example, an M1 star has a higher effective
temperature than an M9 one). Stars can also cover an even wider range of luminosities:
if L� is the luminosity of the Sun, then the brightest stars can have L ∼ 106L�, and the
faintest ones – L ∼ 10−4L�. There also exist different luminosity classes, labelled with
roman numbers from I (most luminous) to V (least luminous).

Stars can also be quite different in terms of size. Since the geometrical shape of stars
is usually very close to a sphere, their size is described by their radius R. If again we
use the Sun as a reference with its radius R�, then the largest of stars can have radii
R ∼ 103R�, while the smallest ones have R ∼ 10−2R� (de Boer & Seggewiss, 2008).
This huge range of radii justifies the fact that stars are often referred to as ”supergiants”,
”giants” or ”dwarfs”.

To classify stars, it is usual to locate their position on a diagram with temperature (or
equivalently, spectral type) on the horizontal axis, increasing from right to left, and lu-
minosity on the vertical axis. This is the so called Hertzsprung–Russell diagram (HRD),
shown in Figure 1.1. The HRD is important because it gives more information about
stars than just their luminosity and effective temperature. It turns out that depending
on their evolutionary stage, stars cluster in different parts of the HRD. An important
region on the HRD is the Main Sequence (MS): a streak spanning from the top left to
the bottom right of the HRD, populated with stars that burn hydrogen in their cores.
It is the longest period in the course of stellar evolution.

The cool evolved stars considered in this Thesis have already spent their time on the
MS and have parted from it. Such stars are generally located to the right of the MS
and above it, towards lower effective temperatures and higher luminosities. In the next
section, we will follow the course of their evolution once they leave the MS and go on to
become giants or supergiants.
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CHAPTER 1. MAGNETISM IN RED GIANTS AND SUPERGIANTS

Figure 1.1: HRD. Luminosity is in solar units, L�. Image credit: http://astro.

physics.uiowa.edu.
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1.2. EVOLUTION OF SINGLE STARS AFTER THE MAIN SEQUENCE

1.2 Evolution of single stars after the Main Sequence

The position a star has on the MS mostly depends on its mass: more massive stars of
early spectral types (O, B, A) are found in the top, more luminous regions of the MS;
stars of lower mass and later spectral types (F, G, K, M) are found in its bottom right
regions. The course of evolution after the MS also depends on the mass of the star: low-
(M < 1.5�) and intermediate (1.5M� < M < 8M�) mass stars evolve in a different way
from high (M > 8M�) mass ones (de Boer & Seggewiss, 2008).

1.2.1 Evolution of low- and intermediate mass stars

The subgiant stage

Stars with initial mass M ≤ 1.15M� burn hydrogen (H) mainly through the proton-
proton (PP) chain and have no convection in their cores (de Boer & Seggewiss, 2008).
Still, due to the high temperatures present there, particles move at high velocities and
mixing occurs. Helium (He) clusters in the center due to its higher molar mass. As
the temperature grows, H begins to burn in the outer layers of the core. When the
concentration of He in the stellar core becomes high enough, the PP-chain reactions
cease. In this way, the star will undergo a smooth transition from core H-burning to
shell H-burning, which also leads to a smooth increase in luminosity.

Stars with initial mass M > 1.15M� (de Boer & Seggewiss, 2008) have temperatures
in their cores high enough to burn H via the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycle. In
this case, the temperature gradient inside the core is very steep, which leads to convec-
tion inside the stellar core. Convection transports H-rich material from the shell to the
He-rich core and vice versa. When the portion of hydrogen in the core decreases below
a certain limit, H-burning ceases somewhat abruptly, leading to a decrease in the tem-
perature of the core, and it begins to contract. Due to the contraction, the temperature
and pressure in the shell increase, leading to the onset of shell H-burning.

In both cases (with and without convection in the core), once H-burning begins to occur
in a shell in the periphery of the core, the star leaves the MS and becomes a subgiant
(luminosity class IV).

4



CHAPTER 1. MAGNETISM IN RED GIANTS AND SUPERGIANTS

Figure 1.2: Evolutionary tracks on the HRD of stars with 1M�, 5M� and 25M�. Figure
adapted from Iben (1985).
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1.2. EVOLUTION OF SINGLE STARS AFTER THE MAIN SEQUENCE

The red giant stage

As the star contracts gravitationally, the temperature at the core and in the H-burning
shell increases, and with it increases the rate of shell H-burning. At a certain point
in time, the temperature gradient in the envelope becomes steep enough for convection
to take place. Once the envelope becomes convective, the star moves on the red giant
branch (RGB, luminosity class III) of the HRD, where it spends time tRGB ∼ 0.1tMS

(de Boer & Seggewiss, 2008). A schematic view of the inner structure of an RGB star
is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the inner structure of a red giant. Not to scale.

When the convective envelope reaches the core regions where there is material processed
in the core H-burning reactions, convection lifts this material and takes it to the upper
layers. This is called the first dredge-up stage. The first dredge-up occurs in the very
beginning of the RGB and causes an increase in the surface abundance of He and in
the N/C ratio. Lithium (Li) is also destroyed during this stage, causing its observed
abundance to decrease. Another indicator for the first dredge-up stage is the 12C/13C
ratio (90 in the Solar case) which decreases to about 20-25 (Dearborn et al., 1976). It
is possible that the first dredge-up also transfers angular momentum from the core to
the convective envelope, increasing the observed rotational velocity of red giants and
decreasing their rotational period (Simon & Drake, 1989; Mosser et al., 2012). The
convective zone reaches its maximum span in altitude in the end of the first dredge-up
phase, after which its bottom end begins to recede towards the surface.

Helium flash and core He-burning

Shell H-burning increases the He abundance in the core and so, its mass also increases.
The core contracts and grows in temperature. For stars with lower mass (M < 2M�),

6



CHAPTER 1. MAGNETISM IN RED GIANTS AND SUPERGIANTS

the contraction causes degeneracy of the electron gas in the core. Once the pressure of
the degenerate electron gas balances the force of gravity, the contraction stops. At this
stage, the star has a degenerate He core, a burning H shell, a convective envelope and a
large atmosphere. At the tip of the RGB, the temperature and pressure at the core are
sufficient for He-burning to occur via the so-called triple-alpha process which fuses He
into berilium (Be), carbon (C) and oxygen (O):

He4 + He4 → Be8 + γ

He4 + Be8 → C12 + γ

He4 + C12 → O16 + γ

The triple-alpha process runs differently for the stars with degenerate cores (M < 2M�)
and for those without such cores (M > 2M�). He-burning increases the temperature
in the core, but in the case of a degenerate gas this does not increase the pressure and
the core does not expand. The rate of the triple-alpha process depends very strongly
on temperature; for the stars with degenerate He cores, this causes a runaway reaction
called a helium flash: a sudden release of a large amount of energy which is mostly used
to take off the degeneracy of the core. In intermediate mass stars, helium flash does not
occur, and instead the triple-alpha process increases the pressure in the core, causing it
to expand and cool down. In this way, core He-burning occurs at a steady pace in such
stars.

The onset of He-burning in the core leads to an increase in the effective temperature and
contraction of the overall radius of the star. On the HRD, the star moves down and left,
descending off the RGB and onto what is called the helium Main Sequence (He MS).
This evolutionary stage is the second longest one after the MS stage. During it, the main
source of energy is the core He-burning. The He MS runs somewhat parallel to the MS.
However, since core He-burning stars have a hydrogen envelope with high opacity, they
are redder than MS stars and so are shifted towards the right on the HRD. Stars that
have thin H-envelopes (stars with small initial masses or which have experienced mass
loss during the RGB stage) are less affected by this reddening due to the lower opacity
of their envelopes.

Low mass stars (0.6M� < MMS < 2M�) form the so called horizontal branch (HB)
which appears on the HRD as a horizontal streak from the He MS on the left to the
RGB on the right. Intermediate mass stars (2M� < MMS < 8M�) after the tip-RGB
stage perform what is known as a blue loop on the HRD, initially moving left (towards a
higher temperature) and then slightly up and right (towards a higher luminosity and a
lower temperature; see the evolutionary track of a 5M� star on Figure 1.2). During this
long evolutionary stage (∼ 20%tMS) these stars may cross a region of the HRD known
as the instability strip and be observed as Cepheid or WW Virginis variables.

7



1.2. EVOLUTION OF SINGLE STARS AFTER THE MAIN SEQUENCE

The asymptotic giant branch

Once the star has exhausted He in its core, the degenerate C+O core contracts and the
temperature of the shell increases; the shell expands and becomes convective. However,
since the conditions in the star are now different from those at the RGB stage, it ap-
pears bluer than during the RGB. Its evolutionary path on the HRD approaches the
RGB asymptotically, hence this stage is called the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). Dur-
ing the AGB stage, He-burning occurs in a shell around the electron degenerate C+O
core. AGB stars have very extended envelopes with complex structure (see Figure 1.4
for a schematic view of an AGB star). Above the pulsating photosphere of an AGB star,
a very extended (∼ 103R�) and cool atmosphere can be found, where the low tempera-
tures allow for the formation of dust and molecules of different elements, and where shock
waves may be propagating. Due to the significant mass loss stars experienced during
the AGB stage because of the combination of pulsations, a very extended atmosphere
and low surface gravity, a circumstellar envelope (CSE) is also present around these stars.

During the first part of this evolutionary stage, called the early-AGB phase, the mass
and size of the C+O core increases due to the shell He-burning, while the He-burning
zone moves radially outwards. In stars with 3M� < M < 5M�, a second dredge-up event
occurs. Similarly to the first dredge-up event, this happens when core He-burning ceases
and the growing convective envelope reaches the degenerate C+O core. The surface
abundance of 4He and 14N increases, while that of 12O and 16C decreases.
Mira stars are pulsating variables that belong to the AGB. They are known to undergo
severe mass loss (between 10−7 and 10−4M�yr−1), the mechanism behind which is prob-
ably radiation pressure on dust (Willson, 2000).

When the expanding He-burning shell reaches the H/He discontinuity, He-burning ceases
and the overlying H-shell contracts, causing it to heat up and to ignite H-burning re-
actions. This marks the beginning of the thermally pulsating AGB (TP-AGB) phase.
A thermal pulse occurs because as H burns, more and more He is built up on top of
the degenerate C+O core. This He layer is compressed and heated by the H-burning
shell, and when it reaches a critical mass, the triple-alpha process occurs in a runaway
reaction. This event is called a helium shell flash and most of its energy goes into heating
up and expanding the overlying layers of the star. As this material expands, the newly
ignited He-burning shell also expands and the runaway reaction continues in a quiescent
state. Once the He in it is exhausted, H-burning begins again and another thermal pulse
can occur.
After the helium shell flash, the convective envelope extends inwards, leading to the
third dredge-up event, which may bring products of He-burning (mainly C) and heavy
s-elements (elements heavier than iron, produced through slow neutron captures) closer
to the surface, thus changing the observed chemical composition of the star.

The thermal pulses continue to repeat until the mass of the H-burning shell decreases
below a critical value. Once this happens, the star leaves the AGB and moves leftward
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on the HRD towards higher effective temperatures. Thermal pulses also contribute to
the mass loss of AGB stars.

Figure 1.4: Schematic view of an AGB star. The complex structure of the atmosphere
is also shown, with pulsations, molecules and dust being present at different altitudes.
Image credit: J. Hron, Institute for Astronomy, University of Vienna.

Post-AGB stages

After a star leaves the AGB, it continues to burn hydrogen in a thin layer and evolves
rapidly towards higher effective temperatures at nearly constant luminosity, moving to-
wards the left on the HRD. Lower mass (0.5M� < M < 0.75M�) stars may cross the
instability strip to become RV Tauri variables (see Chapter 4 for a detailed study of
the RV Tauri variable R Sct). Once the leftmost point along this evolutionary track is
reached, H-burning ceases and the envelope layers contract towards the core. The star
eventually ceases all nuclear burning processes and its hot remnant C+O core which
cools off radiatively becomes a white dwarf (WD). The outer envelope which had been
ejected into the circumstellar and interstellar environment in the course of mass loss
during the AGB and post-AGB stages is referred to as a planetary nebula (PN).
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The last stages of evolution of low- and intermediate mass stars, characterized by severe
mass loss, are among the most important sources of heavy nuclei for the enrichment of
the interstellar medium.

1.2.2 Evolution of high mass stars

Unlike their lower mass counterparts, stars with masses MMS > 8M� (de Boer &
Seggewiss, 2008) begin core He-burning smoothly and not long after hydrogen in their
core is exhausted. They leave the MS and move right on the HRD as their surface
temperature decreases (see Figure 1.2). In massive stars, the temperature and pressure
at the core are high enough to allow C-burning, as well as that of heavier elements.
Successive fusion stages take shorter and shorter time, due to the less and less available
fuel for them (the material for each stage being created in the previous one). On the
HRD, the star moves further to the right and becomes a red supergiant (RSG, luminosity
class I). A RSG star has an onion-like inner structure (see Figure 1.5), with the heaviest
elements being at the core, and elements with lower atomic number residing further and
further away from it. RSGs are known to experience severe mass loss that may reach
tens of solar masses for the most massive of them. Because of this, supergiants play
an important role in the enrichment of the interstellar medium with heavy elements.
However, the precise mechanisms behind mass loss in RSG stars are still not known.

Figure 1.5: Onion-like inner structure of an evolved RSG star. Figure from
https://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov.

Possible mass loss mechanisms

A number of processes that could play a role in the mass loss in RSG stars have been
proposed. One such is radiation-driven pressure on dust grains, which is the mecha-
nism expected to operate in AGB stars. According to this physical scenario (van Loon,
2006; Höfner, 2008), pulsations lift stellar material to altitudes where the temperature
is sufficiently low that dust may form. Once dust grains have formed, radiation pressure
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accelerates them outwards, away from the photosphere. The grains then transfer mo-
mentum to the nearby gas through collisions. While radiation-driven pressure on dust
seems possible in AGB stars, in RSGs the pulsations are much weaker, which suggests
that in them this mechanism may not be as effective.

Another scenario which has been proposed to explain the mass loss in RSGs is that the
wind is driven by dissipation of Alfvén waves. Hartmann & Avrett (1984) and Airapetian
et al. (2000) performed magnetohydrodynamic simulations of Alfvén wave driven wind
in Betelgeuse and found that dissipation of Alfvén waves may indeed contribute to the
stellar wind. However, both simulations predict very high wind temperatures (∼9000 K),
while the peak temperatures in the chromosphere of Betelgeuse has been measured by
O’Gorman et al. (2020) to be 3800 K.

A third hypothesis is that mass loss may be caused by surface convective motions.
Josselin & Plez (2007) find variable supersonic velocity fields in the atmospheres of RSG
stars, which the authors suspect to be linked to giant convective cells. In this work, the
authors point out that such convective motions may create turbulent pressure, which
would in turn lead to a strong decrease in effective gravity and could thus contribute to
the stellar wind.

Giant convective cells

Schwarzschild (1975) suggested that RSGs host giant convective cells in their atmo-
spheres, and estimated the typical timescale of variability of convective motions to be
around 150 d, which is compatible with the velocity variations observed by Josselin &
Plez (2007). One of the RSGs with the highest known mass loss rate, VY CMa, hosts
an asymmetric nebula in its CSE. Smith et al. (2001) suggest that the arcs found in this
nebula are probably formed by multiple ejections which originate from giant convective
cells. Circumstellar inhomogeneities have also been observed for α Ori (Plez & Lambert,
2002). Giant convective cells are also predicted in α Ori by simulations (Freytag et al.,
2002; Chiavassa et al., 2011b), and evidence for their presence is seen in UV (Gilliland
& Dupree, 1996; Dupree et al., 2020) and interferometric observations (Haubois et al.,
2009; Montargès et al., 2016). Goldberg et al. (2021) present 3D radiation hydrodynam-
ical simulations of RSGs which also confirm that convection in these stars is dominated
by a low number of large convective cells. These authors also confirm the result of
Chiavassa et al. (2011a) that in RSGs turbulent pressure is significant and dominates
thermal pressure in the outer stellar layers.

López Ariste et al. (2018) present a method for the imaging of the bottom atmospheric
layers of the RSG α Ori using high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations in linear
polarization by assuming the presence of giant convective cells, and infer images that
match well direct imaging via interferometry (see Chapter 2 for details on spectropolari-
metric observations and their analysis, and Chapter 5 for a detailed review on the linear
polarization imaging method).
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Final stages of evolution

RSG stars may perform blue loops on the HRD and may also become Cepheid variables
as they cross the instability strip (possibly more than once). The cores of RSGs are so
massive that at the end of their life electron degeneracy is not sufficient to prevent their
gravitational collapse. The ultimate fate of these objects is a supernova type II explosion
in which the stellar envelope is ejected into the interstellar medium, while the core is
converted into a neutron star if its mass is below the Chandrasekar limit or, otherwise,
into a black hole.

1.3 Magnetism in the Sun, solar-type dynamo and Rossby
number

The Sun is the best studied magnetically active star. The first direct observations of the
effects of magnetism in the Sun using a telescope were reported by Galileo himself, who
in the very beginning of the XVII century observed dark spots on the visible surface of
the Sun that would become known as sunspots. Since then, the effects of solar magnetism
have been extensively studied for centuries. In the following section, I will discuss the
mechanisms that lead to the surface magnetic fields found in the Sun, as well as the
effects that magnetism has on observations. Later, I will discuss how magnetic fields in
other stars have similar or different observational characteristics.

1.3.1 Solar-type dynamo

Magnetism in the Sun is caused by a process generally known as a magnetic dynamo,
which consists of the cyclic conversion of part of the kinetic energy of the stellar plasma
into magnetic energy. Dynamo models are based on the α- and Ω effects (Moffatt 1978,
review by Charbonneau 2010).

To understand the physics behind the magnetic dynamo found in the Sun, we need
to consider the inner structure of this star. The interior of the Sun (see Figure 1.6) is
roughly composed of:

• an active core, where hydrogen is fused into helium and the energy that sustains
the hydrostatic equillibrium of the Sun is created;

• a radiative zone, where the energy released in the core is transmitted radiatively
outwards from the core;

• a convective shell, where the energy transfer is sustained by convection (hot plasma
with high boyancy rises towards the surface, cools down and then sinks again due
to its decreased boyancy, resulting in net outward transfer of energy);

• the top of the convective shell, called the photosphere, where sunspots can be
observed.
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The photosphere is the top layer of the interior of a star, and also the bottom layer
of its atmosphere. It is the layer where the plasma transitions from being opaque to
being transparent for radiation and where the continuum is formed. Conversely, the
photosphere is the innermost layer of a star that can be observed.

Figure 1.6: Schematic view of the inner structure of the Sun. Certain layers of interest
are indicated with arrows.

The rotation of the Sun around its axis as a whole is not that of a rigid body, in which
all points of the Sun would rotate with the same angular velocity with respect to its
centre. Instead, only the core and radiative shell rotate together as a rigid body, but
in the convective envelope above them the rotation is differential: points closer to the
equator of the Sun rotate with larger angular velocity around its axis than points closer
to its poles do - on the equator, one full revolution takes around 25 d, while close to the
poles it takes around 36 d. Below the convective envelope, there is a transitional shear
layer, called the tachocline, where a smooth transition between rigid body rotation and
differential rotation occurs.

Figure 1.7 presents a sketch of the operation of the solar magnetic dynamo. Assume that
at some initial moment in time the magnetic field of the Sun has a poloidal geometry,
meaning that the magnetic field lines are oriented along the solar meridians. As the Sun
rotates around its axis, the magnetic field lines that permeate the plasma are twisted
due to the differential rotation of the envelope into a toroidal geometry, now following
the solar parallels (see the upper panel of Figure 1.7). This process of converting the
poloidal field into a toroidal one through differential rotation is generally referred to as
the Ω effect. On the other hand, the plasma motions in the convective shell twist the
magnetic field lines of the toroidal field into loops (see the bottom panel of Figure 1.7),
which is referred to as the α effect. The α effect acts on a local scale and in time restores
the initial poloidal geometry of the magnetic field, but with opposite polarity.

A magnetic dynamo may consist of the combined action of both the α and Ω effects.
Depending on the relative action of either effect, a dynamo may be classified as α2Ω-,
αΩ- or αΩ2-type. An αΩ dynamo is also referred to as a solar-type dynamo, since it
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is the one that operates in the Sun. For the Sun and other MS stars, the solar-type
dynamo is most efficient in the tachocline layer, if the star has one (i.e. for stars hotter
than spectral type M3-3.5). An α2Ω dynamo is present when differential rotation is
weak, in which case both the α effect and differential rotation shear contribute to the
production of the toroidal field. Conversely, an αΩ2 dynamo is present when differential
rotation is strong. It is also possible to have an α2-type dynamo, in which the α effect is
the sole source of both toroidal and poloidal magnetic components; this type of dynamo
is believed to be the mechanism behind some planetary magnetic fields.

Figure 1.7: Schematic of the solar-type dynamo. The magnetic field lines are shown
with thin black lines, and the field orientation is indicated over them with arrows. The
direction of axial rotation is also shown. Upper panel: differential rotation turns the
poloidal field into toroidal one (Ω effect); lower panel: the interaction of rotation and
convective motions creates loops in the toroidal magnetic field, eventually restoring the
inital poloidal geometry (α effect). Image credit: Dr. Allan Sacha Brun, Department of
Astrophysics, CEA Paris-Saclay.

1.3.2 Rossby number

In order to characterize the efficiency of the solar-type dynamo, it is customary to use
the Rossby number Ro (Rossby, 1939), which indicates how long the convective timescale
is with respect to the rotational period.

The time necessary for the turnover of a convective cell, or the convective turnover
timescale τc(r) at a given distance r from the base of the convective envelope is defined
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by Gilliland (1985) as:

τc(r) =
αMLTHP (r)

Vc(r)
, (1.1)

where

• HP (r) is the pressure scale height (the distance ∆r at which the pressure P (r +
∆r) = P (r)e−1)

• αMLT is a free parameter called the mixing length parameter, which defines how
many lengths of the pressure scale height are necessary for the convective cell to
travel in order to lose its integrity and become fully mixed with the surrounding
matter

• Vc(r) is the convective velocity.

The Rossby number is then defined as the dimentionless ratio of the rotational period
of the star Prot to the convective turnover timescale:

Ro =
Prot

τc(r)
, (1.2)

A system which is strongly affected by Coriolis forces will have a low Rossby number.
In such cases, the convective motions will no longer happen along a two-dimensional
trajectory, but will instead be twisted into a helix by the Coriolis forces. This helicity
of the convective flows is a key factor to sustaining an efficient α effect, necessary for a
magnetic dynamo. A star with convection is likely to have a solar-type dynamo operating
if its Rossby number is on the order of or below unity.

1.3.3 Effects of magnetism in the Sun

The presence of surface magnetic fields in the Sun is evident through a great variety of
observational features. Probably the best known such features are sunspots: visually
dark spot-like areas on the otherwise bright solar photosphere. A close-up image of the
Sun showing sunspots is presented in Figure 1.8. In this Figure, it can also be seen that
outside the sunspots the photosphere of the Sun is covered with visually small cells of
different shapes and sizes that appear darker at their edges. This phenomenon is known
as granulation. In fact, these granules are the very top parts of convective cells: the
bright central areas are zones where hot plasma rises due to convection towards the pho-
tosphere, where it cools down (mainly due to radiative losses into space) and then moves
horizontally in a diverging flow towards the edges of the granules. There it cools down,
becoming darker than its surroundings, and sinks down due to its increased density.

However, if a magnetic field is present, this scenario changes. In the darkest parts
of a sunspot, called the umbra, the magnetic field strength can reach up to 3 kG and the
field lines are mostly vertical. In the presence of such strong magnetic fields, the ionized
material becomes bound to the field lines. Because of this, ionized gas can move freely
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along the field lines, so the upflow of hotter material at the centre and the downflow of
cooler material at the edges is not inhibited; however, horizontal motions of the plasma
become practically impossible. This prevents normal plasma circulation and effectively
inhibits heat transport. As a result, the umbra becomes cooler and visually darker than
the rest of the photosphere.

Figure 1.8: Sunspots and granulation on the photosphere of the Sun. Image credit:
Hinode’s Solar Optical Telescope (SOT), JAXA/NASA/PPARC.

The chromosphere is a portion of the solar atmosphere that lies just above the pho-
tosphere. In this layer, the temperature increases with altitude, while the density drops
by a factor of ∼ 104. In such conditions, certain lines may be formed which cannot be
found in the higher densities and lower temperatures of the photosphere: for example,
lines of CaII (notably the CaII H&K lines at 396.8 and 393.3 nm, respectively), HII,
FeII, SiII and others. The hydrogen Balmer lines may also have chromospheric com-
ponents; in fact, the name chromosphere comes from the greek word χρώµα, meaning
”color”, and refers to the characteristic red color of the chromosphere which is caused
by the emission component of the Balmer line Hα present there. The degree of emission
in chromospheric lines is proportional to the local magnetic field strength. In contrast
with the stellar photosphere where the heating is mostly due to radiative transfer and
occurs mainly in the continuum, in the chromosphere the heating is non-radiative and
takes place mainly in resonance lines (produced by a transition between the ground
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state and the first energy level) of chemically abundant elements. The heating in the
chromosphere may be caused by dissipation of acoustic waves or dissipation of magne-
tohydrodynamic waves. This is why, in stars with surface magnetic fields (including the
Sun), the chromospheric emission lines are excellent indicators of the magnetic activity
and its variability with time. In the chromosphere of the Sun, chromospheric lines show
emission above active regions, where the magnetic field is strongest.

Mass loss

The Sun is known to experience mass loss due to magnetism in the so called coronal
mass ejection (CME) events. During a CME, a stream of charged particles (mostly
protons and electrons) is ejected from the Sun and released into the interplanetary space
of the Solar system. CMEs are typically preceeded by a magnetic reconnection – an
event in which two magnetic fields of opposite directions are brought together and a
rapid rearrangement of the magnetic field lines occurs. The rate at which CMEs occur
strongly depends on the level of solar magnetic activity: around the maximum of activity,
CMEs are observed more frequently, leading to more mass loss.

1.4 Magnetism in single stars at the giant branches

G, K and M giants are expected to have weak surface magnetic fields due to their large
radii and slow rotation (see e.g. Landstreet 2004). However, activity signatures in the
form of photometric variability, emission in the cores of the absorption components of
spectral lines which are indicators of chromospheric activity and X-ray emission is well-
known in some such stars (see e.g. Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2013; Korhonen 2014).
Magnetic fields have been detected in a large number of single G and K giants using
spectropolarimetric observations (Konstantinova-Antova et al., 2013; Aurière et al., 2015;
Konstantinova-Antova et al., 2014).

Aurière et al. (2015) present an extensive study of the magnetism in 48 red giant stars of
spectral class G and K, and unambiguously detect surface magnetic fields in 29 of them.
The largest absolute value of the longitudinal component Bl of the magnetic field that
the authors measured from spectropolarimetric observations (see Chapter 2) for these
stars is |Bl|max = 98.6 G. An important result found by Aurière et al. (2015) is that
the strength of the magnetic field correlates strongly with the rotational period Prot and
hence with the Rossby number Ro up to Prot ≈ 300 d. The left panel of Figure 1.9 (from
Aurière et al. 2015) shows the distribution of |Bl|max versus Prot for the stars in their
study with detected magnetic fields and known rotational periods (for red giant stars,
determining Prot is observationally difficult, since it is generally on the order of hun-
dreds or even a thousand days). It can be seen that, generally, the longer the rotational
period, the weaker the magnetic field. A similar trend can be seen for the |Bl|max(Ro)
distribution shown in the right panel of Figure 1.9. Based on these facts, Aurière et al.
(2015) suspect that an αΩ-dynamo operates in these stars and is responsible for their
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observed surface magnetic fields. However, four stars – EK Eri, OU And, β Cet and
14 Cet – deviate from this general trend. Aurière et al. (2015) consider that these giants
are likely evolved stages of Ap-stars that had strong (up to 10 kG) magnetic fields on the
MS, and through magnetic flux conservation have kept them as their radii grew during
their evolution after the MS. This hypothesis is supported by studies of EK Eri (Aurière
et al., 2011) and β Cet (Tsvetkova et al., 2013). The same goes for OU And, although
this star, situated before the base of the RGB, appears to also host an active dynamo
that interacts with the inherited magnetic field from the Ap-star stage, because of the
remnant fast rotation at the Hertzsprung gap (Borisova et al., 2016).

Figure 1.9: Correlations between the maximal longitudinal magnetic field |Bl|max and the
observational rotational period Prot (left panel) and the Rossby number Ro computed
for τconv max from models (right panel). Both figures are from Aurière et al. (2015).
The positions of Pollux and three outlying giants, likely evolved magnetic Ap-stars, are
shown. The straight line fits are computed by least squares regression, excluding EK Eri
(known to be overactive with respect to its rotation) and OU And, β Cet and 14 Cet,
which the authors consider to be Ap-star descendants.

Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2009) selected a sample of 7 stars – G, K and M giants – on
the basis of their fast rotation, and observed them in high resolution spectropolarimetry
in Stokes V using the instrument Narval (see Chapter 2 for details on spectropolarimetric
observations and the instrument itself). These authors were the first to report a direct
detection of a surface magnetic field in an M giant star, namely EK Boo (HD 130144).
Later, Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2010) presented an extended study of EK Boo based
on Narval observations between April 2008 and March 2009, and found that the mag-
netic field of this M giant is variable with time (the authors found it to vary between
-0.1 and -8 G during the time of their observations). The authors proposed that the
possible origin of the magnetic field in EK Boo might be the αΩ dynamo. In addition,
Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2010) also observed 8 other M giant stars in search for
magnetic activity, and obtained a definite detection of a surface magnetic field for the
stars V669 Her (Bl ≈ 1 G) and RZ Ari (Bl ≈ 3 G) and a marginal detection for the star
β And (Bl = −0.95 G). These detections show that EK Boo is not the only case of a
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magnetic M giant.

Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2014) presented the first results of a spectropolarimet-
ric survey on a new sampling, which contained all single G, K and M giants with visual
brightness down to V = 4mag in the Solar vicinity that were observable with Narval. This
sample contains a total of 45 stars, of which 29 were already observed by Konstantinova-
Antova et al. (2014). The authors measured the longitudinal magnetic field of the stars
from their Stokes V observations (see Section 4 of Chapter 2) and also determined their
evolutionary status on the basis of evolutionary models with rotation (Lagarde et al.,
2012a; Charbonnel et al., 2017) and fundamental parameters, as given by Massarotti
et al. (2008a). 13 of the observed stars were found to be ascending towards the tip of
the RGB and in the early-AGB phase, and of these stars 8 were found to have a surface
magnetic field (61% detection rate). The authors note that, in general, the detected stars
show a tendency to ”clump” at certain evolutionary stages: the first dredge-up and core
He-burning, and the region covering the tip-RGB and early-AGB stages. Konstantinova-
Antova et al. (2014) also find indications of a dependence of |Bl|max on the rotational
velocity v sin i, and suspect that the αΩ dynamo might be operating for these stars, as
it has been predicted by Nordhaus et al. (2008).

Magnetic strips

It was establised by Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2014) and Aurière et al. (2015) that
the giants found to host surface magnetic fields are not chaotically spread over the HRD,
but are mostly found in two so called magnetic strips: the first one covering the base of
the RGB near the first dredge-up stage and the core He-burning stage, and the second
one covering the early-AGB stage (see Figure 1.10). The existence of the magnetic strips
was theoretically explained by Charbonnel et al. (2017), who demonstrated that an αΩ-
dynamo is possible after the MS for stars with intermediate mass during the stages of
stellar evolution where the convective shell is largest and the convective turnover time
is long, leading to a decrease of the Rossby number.

The left panel of Figure 1.10 (from Charbonnel et al. 2017) shows the Ro values computed
from stellar evolutionary models by Charbonnel et al. (2017) at r = HP /2 (where HP is
the height above the base of the convective envelope at which the pressure P = e−1PBCE,
with PBCE being the pressure at the base of the convective envelope) for evolutionary
tracks of stars in the mass interval 1 - 6 M� with solar metallicity and vrot = 30%vZAMS

crit ,
the critical rotational velocity (the velocity at which the centrifugal force resulting from
rotation would break the hydrostatic equilibrium of the star) at the zero-age main se-
quence stage. In the left panel of Figure 1.10, the positions of the stars studied by
Aurière et al. (2015) are shown and the intensity of their respective magnetic fields is
represented by the symbol size (non-detections are marked with an open circle). The
dashed lines indicate the beginning and end of the first dredge-up stage: on the left -
when the mass of the convective envelope reaches Mconv = 2.5%M?; on the right - when
Mconv = Mmax

? , i.e. when the convective envelope has reached its full growth and its
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Figure 1.10: Left panel (from Charbonnel et al. 2017): HRD with colorcoded expected
values for the Rossby number Ro(HP /2) for the evolutionary tracks of stars with mass
M? between 1 and 6 M� with Z = Z� and vrot = 30%vZAMS

crit . The points correspond to
the stars studied in Aurière et al. (2015), with the size of the filled circles corresponding
to the measured magnetic field strength, and the empty circles corresponding to giant
stars with no detection of magnetic field. The first magnetic strip is circled in red.
Right panel (from Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2014): HRD with colorcoded expected
log values for the maximum convective turnover times log(τmax) of the same evolutionary
tracks. The second magnetic strip is circled in red. The points correspond to the stars
studied in Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2014).

base will next start to rise higher towards the photosphere. It can be seen that the G and
K giants hosting surface magnetic fields are found mainly in the areas where Ro(HP /2)
is close to its minimal value, thus defining the first magnetic strip (circled in red); on
the other hand, most of the G and K giants that show no magnetic field detection lie
outside of these areas.

The right panel of Figure 1.10 (from Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2014) shows the ex-
pected values (in log scale) for the maximum convective turnover time log(τmax) for the
same evolutionary tracks. The positions of the stars studied in Konstantinova-Antova
et al. (2014) are shown, and again the size of the symbol represents the detected strength
of the longitudinal magnetic field (open circles correspond to non-detections). It can be
seen that the M giants for which a magnetic field is detected have a tendency to cluster
in an area of the HRD which corresponds to the second magnetic strip (circled in red).
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1.5 Magnetic fields in Mira and post-AGB stars

Magnetism at the very late stages of evolution of stars with low and intermediate masses
– in Mira stars and during the post-AGB stages – is still poorly studied. Lèbre et al.
(2014) reported the first direct detection of a surface magnetic field in the Mira star
χ Cyg. These authors observed χ Cyg around its phase of maximum light using Narval,
and obtained from circular polarization observations a direct measurement of its longi-
tudinal magnetic field Bl of about 2-3 G. The authors suggest that the origin of this
magnetic field is a local dynamo powered by convection (as we will see next, this is also
the case for RSG stars). However, Mira stars undergo radial pulsations which trigger
shockwaves that propagate throughout their atmospheres.
A shockwave is any mechanical wave that propagates though a given medium faster
than the local sound velocity. This causes an abrupt change of the pressure, density
and temperature of the medium at the shock front. In the case of Mira and post-AGB
stars, the shocks are triggered by the pulsation mechanism. Once they emerge from
the photosphere, the shockwaves then propagate through the extended atmosphere of
the star, imprinting complex ballistic motions which separate the atmospheric layers
into different velocity streams and cause atomic spectral lines to have Doppler-shifted
or double-peaked profiles (see Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 for more information).

Lèbre et al. (2014) discovered that in χ Cyg, the circularly polarized signatures, which
trace the surface magnetic field, are associated only to the blue lobe of atomic spec-
tral lines. This blue lobe is formed by atoms behind the shock front which are being
accelerated upwards (away from the star) by the shock. This led the authors to the
conclusion that the propagation of a shockwave could introduce a compressive effect on
the magnetic field lines, and in this way could locally amplify an already present weak
surface magnetic field.
The same connection between atmospheric dynamics and the observed strength of the
surface magnetic field is suspected to exist in the post-AGB pulsating variable R Sct
by Lèbre et al. (2015). These authors obtain observations of R Sct with Narval and
report that, for the observation where a circularly polarized signature is detected, this
signature appears centered on the blue lobe of the intensity profile, as it is in the case of
the Mira star χ Cyg. A detailed study of the possible connection between atmospheric
dynamics and surface magnetism in the post-AGB star R Sct is presented in Chapter 4
of this Thesis.

1.6 Magnetism in RSG stars

Direct measurements of surface magnetic fields using spectropolarimetric observations
(see Chapter 2) at the Gauss level have been reported for a few RSG stars, namely
Betelgeuse ≡ α Ori (between −2.5 ± 0.1 and 2.5 ± 0.2 G) (Aurière et al., 2010;
Mathias et al., 2018), CE Tau (between −2.7 ± 0.5 and −1.2 ± 0.2 G) and µ Cep
(1.3 ± 0.3 G) (Tessore et al., 2017). In Figure 1.11 (from Mathias et al. 2018), the
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evolution of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field Bl of Betelgeuse in the
period March 2010 - April 2017 is shown. Josselin et al. (2015) estimate Ro ≈ 90 for
this star, taking Prot ' 17 yr and vconv ≈ 20 km s−1. A Rossby number so large means
that a large-scale dynamo such as the solar type one is not at all expected to operate
in this RSG star. However, Dorch & Freytag (2003) and Dorch (2004) show through
magnetohydrodynamical simulations that a small-scale dynamo operating between indi-
vidual convective cells in Betelgeuse may lead to local magnetic fields of strength up to
500 G but with small filling factors. When integrated over the whole visible stellar disk,
such small-scale fields may be detected as a global field of a few Gauss, consistent with
the direct measurements of Aurière et al. (2010); Mathias et al. (2018).

Figure 1.11: Evolution of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field Bl of Betel-
geuse in the period March 2010 - April 2017. The open and full symbols represent data
obtained with the instruments ESpaDOns and Narval, respectively. Figure from Mathias
et al. (2018).

Aurière et al. (2016) present observations of Betelgeuse in linear polarization obtained
with the spectropolarimeter Narval (see Chapter 2) in the period 2013-2015 and suggest
that the linear polarization signal found in this star is caused by polarization in the
continuum due to Rayleigh scattering, followed by depolarization during the formation
of atomic spectral lines. According to these authors, observing a net linear polarization
signal in this star is only possible if the surface brightness distribution is not uniform
across the stellar disk, leading to the conclusion that the surface of Betelgeuse must be
covered asymmetrically with bright spots. In a first attempt to map the surface of this
supergiant, Aurière et al. (2016) also propose a model which infers the location of such
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bright spots over the disk of the star (see Chapter 5 for more details). Direct images
obtained through interferometric observations of Betelgeuse (Montargès et al., 2016) also
support the idea of bright spots unevenly spread on its surface.

Mathias et al. (2018) present a study of the magnetic field of Betelgeuse using high-
resolution spectropolarimetric observations in circular polarization with Narval. The
authors find in both the circularly polarized and intensity spectra a periodicity of about
2000 d, close to the so-called long secondary period (LSP) of the star, known from pho-
tometry (Kiss et al., 2006). Based on this periodicity and the variability of both linear
and circular polarization in amplitude and velocity, Mathias et al. (2018) favour giant
convective cells as the main reason for the linearly polarized signatures in this RSG star.
These authors also find that the circularly polarized signatures that trace the surface
magnetic field are most of the time redshifted with respect to the mean spectral line
intensity profile, and suggest that they are formed in the cooler, sinking regions at the
borders of giant convective cells. The authors also suggest that the linearly polarized
signatures, on the other hand, originate from the uprising central parts of the convective
cells, which also explains why they are mostly blueshifted with respect to the intensity
profiles. These points were investigated in details during my PhD, and are presented in
Chapter 5.

Following the works of Aurière et al. (2016) and Mathias et al. (2018), López Ariste
et al. (2018) further explore the possibility to map the surface of Betelgeuse. These
authors propose an imaging technique that uses spherical harmonics to fit the observed
linear polarization of Betelgeuse under the assumption that it is formed due to surface
brightness inhomogeneities caused by the presence of convective cells. The images ob-
tained by López Ariste et al. (2018) using their method are in agreement with direct
images obtained from interferometric observations by Kervella et al. (2018) and Mon-
targès et al. (2016). This technique is thoroughly explained in Chapter 5; in the present
Chapter, we shall only consider the results that López Ariste et al. (2018) obtain using
it.

An example image of Betelgeuse inferred using the technique of López Ariste et al.
(2018) is shown in Figure 1.12 (from López Ariste et al. 2018). By obtaining similar
surface maps for 43 dates between November 2013 and August 2018, these authors find
that the characteristic size of the convective cells is more than 60% of the stellar radius
(R = 1021R�, Ohnaka et al. 2011), and that magnetic fields are concentrated in the
relatively dark intergranular lanes where the plasma motions are downflowing, similar
to the quiet Sun. The authors also find that changes in the inferred stuctures occur
on timescales of 1 week, but individual structures can be traced over 4 years of ob-
servations. This is in good agreement with numerical simulations (e.g. Freytag et al.
2002; Chiavassa et al. 2011b). Furthermore, López Ariste et al. (2018) suggest that such
convective structures are likely present not only in Betelgeuse, but may be common in
other RSG stars too, giving the M supergiant CE Tau as an example. Inferred images
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Figure 1.12: Inferred image of Betelgeuse from December 9, 2015. The presence of
bright spots at the level of the photosphere can be seen, likely corresponding to the
rising regions of giant convective cells. Following Mathias et al. (2018), the magnetic
field should be constrained to the dark intergranular lanes. Figure from López Ariste
et al. (2018).

of CE Tau using the linear polarization imaging technique are also in good agreement
with interferometric observations presented by Montargès et al. (2018).

All the studies described above lead to a consistent physical scenario for the observed
magnetic fields in RSG stars, which might appear similar to that of the weakest mag-
netic fields in the solar photosphere. The local magnetic fields are too weak to affect the
convective motions, but are instead completely dominated by them. In the centre of con-
vective granules, hot plasma rises towards the stellar surface. It then moves horizontally
across the photosphere, dragging the magnetic field along. When the plasma reaches
the dark intergranular lanes and is sufficiently cool, it sinks down towards the center of
the star. The magnetic field cannot escape from the interganular lanes, being constantly
pushed towards them. This process leads to the magnetic field being concentrated in
the dark intergranular lanes, reaching a large local intensity there but having a small
filling factor, being constrained to only a small part of the stellar photosphere.
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1.7 Magnetism in cool evolved stars: aims of the study

Magnetism in single giant stars has been well studied in recent years for the hotter G
and K stars. However, not so much is known for cool M giants yet. More detailed
studies of magnetic M giants is needed in order to understand the mechanisms of stellar
magnetism during the tip-RGB and AGB stages.
For post-AGB stars, still too little is known about the impact magnetic fields have on
the severe mass loss these objects experience, and the role magnetism has in the forma-
tion of planetary nebulae. The possibility for an interplay between magnetic fields and
pulsations at this final evolutionary stage is also still poorly studied.
RSGs are also known to experience profound mass loss. However, the exact mechanisms
behind it are still unknown. The connections between convective dynamics, magnetism
and mass loss need to be further explored in order to reach a more complete understand-
ing of the mechanisms that are at work during the final stages of evolution of massive
stars.

In my Thesis, I study five cool evolved stars of different evolutionary stages that have
magnetic fields detected at their photospheric levels. These stars are the red giants
RZ Arietis, β Pegasi and EK Boötis, the post-AGB star R Scuti (an RV Tauri variable)
and the red supergiant Betelgeuse. All five stars are studied in detail using long data
sets of high resolution spectropolarimetric observations that cover up to 10 years. The
stars were chosen for this study for a number of reasons. First, they are easy to monitor
with Narval, each being observable for at least 6 months per year. Also, the stars are
sufficiently bright so that high signal-to-noise ratio data can be obtained. A detection of
a surface magnetic field has already been reported for each of the M giant stars, making
them promising targets to study stellar magnetism in. The post-AGB star R Sct was
selected because it is the brightest member of the RV Tauri class, and because it had
already been reported to host a variable surface field. Betelgeuse is an interesting target
because of the Great Dimming that occurred between the end of 2019 and the beginning
of 2020. Lastly, at the start of my PhD study all five stars had already been observed
for a long time with Narval and a long-term observational dataset was available for each
of them.

In terms of stellar evolution, the three mentioned red giants are all either at the tip
of the RGB or at the early-AGB stage. My aim for these stars is to study their surface
magnetic field behaviour by using long-term spectropolarimetric datasets, to determine
the mechanisms that create it, and finally, to compare the results for the three stars.
At these evolutionary stages during which the stellar structure changes, there are three
main hypotheses that could explain the origin of the observed surface magnetic field:

1. Operation of a magnetic dynamo, either of the solar type or another, caused by
changes in the internal structure of the star that occurred in the course of stellar
evolution, or as a result of angular momentum transfer after a planet engulfment
event;
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2. Local amplification of a weak surface magnetic field by means of compression due
to the propagation of shock waves through the photospheric and atmospheric layers
of the star as a result of pulsations;

3. Operation of a small-scale magnetic dynamo due to convection, like in the RSG
star Betelgeuse.

The study of the three M giant stars is presented in Chapter 3.

Regarding the RV Tauri pulsating variable star R Sct, my aim in this Thesis is to
check the hypothesis that radiative shock waves may be locally amplifying the star’s
surface magnetic field. To do this, the shock waves that occur semi-periodically in the
atmosphere of this post-AGB star are thoroughly followed and matched to the star’s
variable surface magnetic field. This is done using the longest dataset of high-resolution
spectropolarimetric observations of R Sct yet, obtained over the course of 5 years. An
original improvement of the classical spectropolarimetric approach for the study of stel-
lar surface magnetic fields is used. This improvement is made for the particular case of
stars with extended atmospheres and focuses only on the magnetic field at the photo-
sphere, filtering out the contribution of higher atmospheric layers. The study of R Sct
is presented in Chapter 4.

The RSG star Betelgeuse experienced its famous Great Dimming episode between Oc-
tober 2019 and February 2020, when its visual brightness decreased by about 1 mag
(Guinan et al., 2020). In order to explain this unprecedented decrease in brightness, a
number of hypotheses were proposed, including a dust cloud formation due to a mass loss
episode (Levesque & Massey, 2020; Dupree et al., 2020; Cotton et al., 2020; Montargès
et al., 2021). In my Thesis, I aim to study the convective motions in the photosphere
of Betelgeuse, and the forces that act upon them, in order to better understand the
processes that may lead to mass loss in this and other RSG stars. In order to do this,
I participated in the development of a numerical method to build 3-dimentional (3D)
maps of the bottom layers of the atmosphere of RSG stars using high resolution spec-
tropolarimetric observations. The study of convective motions in the photosphere of
Betelgeuse is presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Spectropolarimetric observations,
methods & tools

In this Chapter, I will first present some basic concepts in spectropolarimetry, such as
the Stokes parameters and the Zeeman effect. I will then describe the way that the
observations I use in my Thesis were obtained using the spectropolarimeter Narval, and
the methods and tools that I used to extract from them information on stellar surface
magnetic fields. I will also describe the successor of Narval, the spectropolarimeter
NeoNarval.
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2.1 Spectropolarimetry: basic concepts

2.1.1 Polarization of light

Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave: it has an electric component ~E and a mag-
netic component ~B, which are orthogonal both to each other and to the direction of
propagation, given by ~S, the Poynting vector: ~E ⊥ ~B ⊥ ~S. The electric and magnetic
fields may oscillate in any direction, while maintaining orthogonality. By convention,
the polarization of light refers to the direction of oscillation of the electric field. When
all directions are equally present in a given light beam, this is called fully unpolarized
light. Light can also exhibit linear, circular or elliptical polarization.

Linear polarization

If each of the two fields oscillates only in a single direction, this is referred to as linearly
polarized light : the vector of the electric (or magnetic) field is projected as a line when
viewed towards the direction of propagation (see Figure 2.1). The plane which contains
the vector of the electric field is referred to as the plane of polarization.

Figure 2.1: An illustration of linearly polarized light beam. The paths of the electric
and magnetic field vectors are drawn in red and blue respectively, and the direction of
propagation is shown with a black arrow.

Circular polarization

If the vectors of the electric and magnetic fields rotate around an axis containing the
Poynting vector ~S in such a way that they draw in space a helix, this is referred to
as circular polarization, since the helix projects as a circle when viewed towards the
direction of propagation (see Figure 2.2). When the direction of rotation of the electric
field vector from the observer’s point of view is counter-clockwise, by convention the
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polarization is considered right-handed, and if the rotation is clockwise, it is considered
left-handed.

Figure 2.2: An illustration of circular polarization. Only the electric field vector is
shown. The rotation of the vector is counter-clockwise (from the point of view of the
observer) and by convention the polarization is classified as right-handed.

Elliptical polarization

Elliptical polarization is a sum of linear and circular polarization. In this case, the
tip of the electric field vector describes an ellipse when viewed towards the direction of
propagation. Based on the direction of rotation of the electric field vector, we can again
have a right-handed or a left-handed elliptical polarization.

2.1.2 Stokes parameters

The state and degree of polarization can be fully described by the four Stokes parame-
ters: I, Q, U , V .

Suppose that we want to describe the state of polarization of a given light beam and we
have a set of six filters (F1 to F6) that transmit polarization as indicated in Figure 2.3:
filter F1 only transmits linear horizontal polarization; filter F2 only transmits linear
vertical polarization (at 90◦ with respect to F1); filters F3 and F4 only transmit linear
polarization at respectively 45◦ and 135◦ with respect to F1; finally, F5 and F6 only
transmit left- and right-handed circular polarization.
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Figure 2.3: Polarization transmitted through each of the six filters that allow measuring
the Stokes parameters.

Suppose now that we have a perfect detector that measures the light intensity i trans-
mitted through each of the six filters. The four Stokes parameters I,Q, U, V are then
defined as follows:

• Stokes I: the full light intensity, I = i0◦ + i90◦ = i45◦ + i135◦ = iright + ileft;

• Stokes Q: the difference in intensity between the horizontally and vertically polar-
ized beams, Q = i0◦ − i90◦ ;

• Stokes U : the difference in intensity between the beams polarized at 45◦ and 135◦,
U = i45◦ − i135◦ ;

• Stokes V : the difference in intensity between the right- and left-handed circularly
polarized beams, V = iright − ileft.

The degree of polarization is defined by the ratio:

P =

√
Q2 + U2 + V 2

I
(2.1)

In particular, the linear polarization ratio PL =
√
Q2 + U2/I, and the circular polariza-

tion ratio PC = V/I.
For a fully polarized light beam, I2 = Q2 + U2 + V 2 and P = 1.
For a fully unpolarized light beam, I = 1, Q = U = V = 0 and P = 0.

2.1.3 The Zeeman effect

The Zeeman effect in atoms is the splitting of a spectral line into more than one com-
ponent when the absorbing atom is placed in a magnetic field.

In an atom, each electron possesses a spin ~s and an orbital angular momentum ~l. The
ensemble of electrons interact together to form a total spin ~S =

∑
~si and a total or-

bital angular momentum ~L =
∑~li. The total spin and total orbital angular momentum

interact in what is known as the spin-orbit coupling, which results in the full angular
momentum ~J = ~L+ ~S. When placed inside a magnetic field, each energy level with a full
angular momentum J splits into 2J+1 sublevels which have different magnetic quantum
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numbers m. The difference ∆λ between the wavelength of two sublevels is proportional
to:

∆λ ∝ λ2
0gB (2.2)

where:

• λ0 is the wavelength of the transition in the absence of magnetic field;

• B is the magnetic field strength;

• g is the Landé factor - a physical quantity representing how efficient the angular
momentum of the atom is in generating a magnetic moment.

When the magnetic field strength is below ∼ 1 G (in which case we say that the system
is in the weak-field regime), the Landé factor is given by the formula

g =
3

2
+
S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)

2J(J + 1)
(2.3)

A transition between two energy levels is only possible when the difference ∆m between
their magnetic quantum numbers is either 0 (in which case the spectral line is called a
π-component) or ± 1 (σ±-component). The σ-components are shifted in wavelength fol-
lowing Equation 2.2, with the σ−-component shifted to the blue and the σ+-component
- to the red. The π-component is not shifted in wavelength. This is shown schematically
in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: An illustration of the Zeeman effect on the energy levels (left) and an example
atomic line (right).

The three components also have different polarization depending on the orientation
of the external magnetic field. If the field vector ~B forms an angle θ with the line of
sight, the π-component is linearly polarized and the two σ-components are elliptically
polarized in opposite directions, and the full intensity of the π-component is proportional
to sin2 θ. In the case when the field vector is transverse (perpendicular to the line of
sight, θ = π/2), all three components are observable and are linearly polarized, with the
π-component being polarized in a perpendicular plane to the plane of polarization of the
σ±-components. In the case when the field is longitudinal (parallel to the line of sight,
θ = 0), the π-component is not observable at all and the σ±-components have opposite
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circular polarizations. A representation of this case is shown in Figure 2.5, where the
intensity profiles of the σ-components are shown in the bottom panel, and their circular
polarization profiles are shown in the top panel. The Stokes V signature observed in this
case is sometimes referred to as an S-shape Stokes V profile. Figure 2.5 shows the case
of a positive longitudinal magnetic field, when an inverted S-shaped profile is observed;
the usual S-shape can be seen in the presence of a negative longitudinal field.

Figure 2.5: An illustration of the Zeeman effect in the case of a positive longitudinal mag-
netic field in Stokes I (bottom panel) and Stokes V (top panel), where the characteristic
(inverted) S-shaped Zeeman profile can be seen.

The Zeeman effect generates both linear and circular polarization, but for magnetic
fields in the weak-field regime (. 1 kG) the degree of linear polarization is an order
of magnitude lower than that of circular polarization. This is why, in order to study
relatively weak (< 20 G) longitudinal stellar magnetic fields, in this Thesis I focus on
observations in circular polarization, except for the study of Betelgeuse presented in
Chapter 5 where I work with observations in linear polarization. Furthermore, in the
weak-field regime (. 1 kG) the degree of circular polarization of the σ±-components de-
pends linearly on the longitudinal magnetic field Bl, which makes circular polarization
due to the Zeeman effect a promising way to study and measure the magnetic fields of
cool evolved stars.

Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of a star with a non-zero disk-averaged surface magnetic
field ~B (depicted with a black arrow) and the line-of-sight projection of the surface field
vector (depicted with a blue arrow), the longitudinal magnetic field ~Bl – the component
of the disk-averaged surface field that can be directly measured from spectropolarimetric
observations in circular polarization.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic representation of the disk-averaged surface magnetic field vector
~B and its longitudinal component ~Bl, which can be directly measured from spectropo-
larimetric observations.

2.2 Observations with Narval

Narval (Aurière, 2003) was a fiber-fed échelle spectropolarimeter that operated between
2007 and mid-2019 at the 2m Télescope Bernard Lyot (TBL) at the Pic du Midi ob-
servatory in the French Pyrénées. In spectropolarimetric mode, this instrument allowed
simultaneous measurement of the full intensity as a function of wavelength (Stokes I )
and the intensity in linear (Stokes Q or U ) or circular (Stokes V ) polarization versus
wavelength. Narval was capable of detecting polarization within individual lines with
an accuracy of about 10−4Ic (Ic being the intensity of the unpolarized continuum). The
spectral resolution R of Narval in polarimetric mode was R = 65000. The instrument
could also operate in spectroscopic mode to obtain only the Stokes I intensity spectra,
but with a higher spectral resolution R = 80000. In both modes, Narval covered the
spectral region between 375 and 1050 nm. Narval is a copy of the instrument ESPaDOnS
operating at the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (Donati et al., 2006a).
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The instrument itself consisted of a polarimeter (Figure 2.7) and a spectrograph (Fig-
ure 2.8), which are described below.

The polarimetric analysis with Narval is performed thanks to the polarimeter, which
is attached at the Cassegrain focus. It consists of a Wollaston prism, one quarter-wave
and two half-wave Fresnel rhombs. Between the Wollaston prism and the second half-
wave Fresnel rhomb, a Fabry-Perot element may be inserted to produce interference
patterns in the spectra in order to check the stability of the instrument.

The Fresnel rhombs are essentially waveplates made of a birefringent material: in them,
the index of refraction is different for light polarized along one or the other of the two
perpendicular crystal axes (called the fast axis and the slow axis). This introduces a
controlled phase shift in the light beam, thus altering its polarization state at the exit of
the waveplate. Each of the half-wave rhombs introduces a 180◦ phase shift of the elec-
tric field component of the light beam, while the quarter-wave rhomb introduces a 90◦

phase shift. While the quarter-wave Fresnel rhomb remains on the optical path, we can
measure the left- and right-handed components of the circular polarization (Stokes V ).
To measure the state of linear polarization (Stokes U or Q), the quarter-wave rhomb
must be removed from the optical path.

At the exit of the polarimetric module, the Wollaston prism splits the incoming light
into two orthogonally polarized beams, i‖ and i⊥, which continue their path through
two separate fibers of the optical fiber link. To extract information on the polarization
of the stellar spectra, each exposure with Narval is build from four sub-exposures. Each
sub-exposure, referred to as its index n (in, with n = 1, 2, 3, 4), is obtained by rotating
the two half-wave Fresnel rhombs to different angles α with respect to a fixed reference
and yields two spectra: in,‖(α) and in,⊥(α).
To construct the intensity spectrum I and the Stokes parameter X (X being either
Q, U or V ) from the eight collected sub-spectra, the following calculation is performed
(Donati et al., 1997; Bagnulo et al., 2009):

I =

4∑
n=1

in,‖(α) + in,⊥(α)

X =
RX − 1

RX + 1

(2.4)

where

RX = 4

√
i1,‖(α)/i1,⊥(α)

i2,‖(α)/i2,⊥(α)

i4,‖(α)/i4,⊥(α)

i3,‖(α)/i3,⊥(α)
(2.5)
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The angles of rotation are different for the three Stokes parameters Q, U and V :

RQ = 4

√
i1,‖(0◦)/i1,⊥(0◦)

i2,‖(45◦)/i2,⊥(45◦)

i4,‖(180◦)/i4,⊥(180◦)

i3,‖(225◦)/i3,⊥(225◦)

RU = 4

√
i1,‖(22.5◦)/i1,⊥(22.5◦)

i2,‖(67.5◦)/i2,⊥(67.5◦)

i4,‖(202.5◦)/i4,⊥(202.5◦)

i3,‖(247.5◦)/i3,⊥(247.5◦)

RV = 4

√
i1,‖(−45◦)/i1,⊥(−45◦)

i2,‖(45◦)/i2,⊥(45◦)

i4,‖(135◦)/i4,⊥(135◦)

i3,‖(225◦)/i3,⊥(225◦)

(2.6)

Furthermore, a diagnostic null spectrum is obtained for each exposure to help diag-
nose spurious polarization signals. The null spectrum NV in the case of Stokes V is
computed as follows:

NV =
RN − 1

RN + 1

RN = 4

√
i1,‖(−45◦)/i1,⊥(−45◦)

i2,‖(45◦)/i2,⊥(45◦)

i3,‖(225◦)/i3,⊥(225◦)

i4,‖(135◦)/i4,⊥(135◦)

(2.7)

Similar formulae are used to compute NQ and NU .

Attached to the polarimeter is the calibration unit, which contains a removable prism.
This prism can be used to direct the light coming from calibration lamps into the po-
larimeter, and from there, into the spectrograph. The calibration lamps are used for
wavelength calibration (ThAr and Ne) and flat-field correction (halogen). In the cal-
ibration module, there is also the atmospheric dispersion corrector (ADC), consisting
of two prisms that rotate independently from each other and serve to cancel out any
atmospheric refraction in real time. Also attached to the polarimeter is the guiding CCD
camera that is used to keep the telescope on the observed object.

After exiting the polarimetric module, the light travels through the optical fiber link
and into the spectrograph through a slit. After that, the light is reflected from the main
collimator to the diffraction grating, which sends it back to the main collimator. From
there, the light goes to a flat mirror that reflects it onto a transfer collimator, which
directs it to the cross-dispersing double prism. After exiting the cross-disperser, the
light is now split into 40 échelle orders that finally enter the camera and are picked by
the CCD detector.

The path that stellar light follows after reaching the main mirror of the TBL can also be
seen in a video found online at https: // www. youtube. com/ watch? v= CEvXJjnSVEQ .
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Figure 2.7: The polarimeter of Narval. Image from https: // tbl. omp. eu/ . Copyright:
Laurent Parès (IRAP-OMP).

Data format

All Narval observations are treated initially by the fully automatic reduction software
LibreEsprit (Donati et al., 1997), which performs optimal spectrum extraction, wave-
length calibration, heliocentric frame correction and continuum normalization. For each
observational sequence, LibreEsprit outputs two text files:

• a .s extention file containing a two-line header with the object name on the first
line and the number of data points in wavelength space on the second, followed by
the reduced spectrum in the format of an ASCII table that consists of six columns:

– wavelength λ, [nm]

– normalized full intensity I(λ)

– normalized polarized intensity Ipol(λ)/I(λ)

– normalized null #1 profile intensity N1(λ)/I(λ)

– normalized null #2 profile intensity N2(λ)/I(λ)

– normalized full intensity error σI(λ)/I(λ)

• a .out extention file containing technical information, such as the date and time of
observation, CCD exposure time, SNR at the center of each échelle order, etc.
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Figure 2.8: The spectrograph of Narval. Image from https: // tbl. omp. eu/ . Copy-
right: Laurent Parès (IRAP-OMP).

2.3 Least Square Deconvolution

Faint polarization within individual spectral lines can be below the detection limit (typ-
ically about 0.5 G for Narval) when dealing with spectropolarimetric data. This is
particularly true when observing in circular polarization stars with weak disk-averaged
magnetic fields. In this case, the Zeeman signatures, although present, have a very
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and accurate measurements on the basis of data from
individual lines is impossible. Instead, a multi-line approach must be used.

2.3.1 The method

The Least Square Deconvolution (LSD) (Donati et al., 1997) is a method of averaging
the shape of thousands (or even tens of thousands) of atomic lines to derive a mean line
profile in both Stokes I and polarized light with a greatly increased SNR. It is widely
used among the worldwide spectropolarimetric community to detect faint mean polar-
ization profiles, and more specifically, to detect and measure stellar magnetic fields, by
confronting the observed spectrum with a numerical line mask which contains informa-
tion about atomic spectral lines.

LSD works under the assumption that all spectral atomic lines have the same inten-
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sity profile and only scale in depth. This is a fair approximation for most lines, except
for some especially strong ones which are known to trace specific processes (chromo-
spheric activity, atmospheric dynamics) or to have a significant interstellar or circum-
stellar component. Lines which are excluded from the LSD routine for these reasons are
for example the Balmer series, CaH&K and Ca infrared triplet, the sodium D-doublet
(D2 at 588.9950 and D1 589.5924 nm), and others. With the exception of these lines,
the LSD procedure can be used on the whole 375-1050 nm spectral window to average
more than 10 000 atomic lines. This allows the detection of mean polarization signatures
with an immensely higher SNR compared to when measuring individual lines.

We suppose that in the case of cool evolved stars with weak surface magnetic fields,
the local circularly polarized signal V associated to each spectral line is given by the
weak field approximation:

Vloc ∝ g λ
∂Iloc(v)

∂v
(2.8)

where v represents the velocity coordinate ( c∆λλ ) associated with a wavelength shift ∆λ
from the central wavelength λ, and g and Iloc(v) are respectively the Landé factor and
local profile of the atomic line. Assuming that the shape of the spectral lines is the same
and they only differ in scale by their central depth d, we obtain:

Vloc = g λ d kB(v) (2.9)

where kB(v) is a proportionality function which is equal for all lines.

If we integrate the previous equation over the entire stellar disk and assume that limb
darkening is not wavelength dependent, we obtain:

V (v) = S Z(v) (2.10)

Where the function Z(v) is called a mean Zeeman signature, which is constant for all
lines and its shape is reproduced by all Stokes V profiles with a scaling factor S = g λ d.

We define a line pattern function

M(v) =
∑
i

ti δ(v − vi) (2.11)

where vi and ti are respectively the position in velocity space and the weight of each
spectral line. The line pattern M, called a line mask, contains the parameters of atomic
lines that are used in the LSD process: wavelength, relative depth, Landé factor and ex-
citation potential. In order to create an LSD line mask, a model atmosphere is necessary
that reflects as closely as possible the physical conditions in the star under study. Also,
in order to know the transition wavelengths and parameters of spectral lines, atomic
and molecular linelists which contain this information are necessary. In this Thesis, line
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masks are computed using MARCS1 model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al., 2008) and
linelists extracted from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD)2 (Kupka et al., 1999).
The circularly polarized spectrum V can be expressed as a convolution of the line pattern
function with the mean Zeeman signature:

V = M∗Z (2.12)

If we now assume that the intensities of the spectral lines add up linearly, we can rewrite
the last expression as a linear system:

V = M · Z (2.13)

The LSD method computes the least-squares solution for Z. This solution, equivalent to
a deconvolution, is expressed as:

Z = (Mt · S2 ·M)−1Mt · S2 ·V (2.14)

where S is a square diagonal matrix whose element Sjj contains the inverse error 1/σj
of spectral pixel j.
The mean Stokes U and Q signatures can also be computed in the same way.

An example of a Narval observation of the M giant star EK Boo on 2009/03/18 and
its LSD output are shown in Figure 2.9. The line mask that was used was computed
from a MARCS model atmosphere with the following stellar parameters: Teff = 3500 K,
logg = 0.5, microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and solar metallicity.

1https://marcs.astro.uu.se/
2http://vald.astro.uu.se/
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Figure 2.9: Upper panel: an example of a Narval observation of the M giant star EK Boo
on 2009/03/18 in a narrow spectral window. The intensity profile is shown in black, the
Stokes V profile - in red, and the two null profiles - in gray. The Stokes V and null
profiles are shifted vertically and amplified for display purposes, and their zero levels are
shown with dashed lines. Lower panel: the LSD profile of the same observation. The
intensity profile is shown with the black solid line, the null profile - the black dashed
line, and the Stokes V profile - the red solid line. The null and Stokes V profiles are
again shifted vertically and amplified, and their zero level is indicated by the horizontal
dashed line. The detection type (see Section 2.3.2) and longitudinal magnetic field Bl
(see Section 2.4) are written at the top right. Notice the S-shaped Stokes V profile,
characteristic for the Zeeman effect (described in Section 2.1.3) in a negative external
magnetic field.
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2.3.2 Classifying the detection of polarized signatures

To diagnose the presence or absence of signatures in the mean polarized spectrum, a
statistical test described in Donati et al. (1997) that measures the detection probability
is built into the LSD software. It consists of a reduced χ2 test, done both inside and
outside the mean line profile (whose location in velocity space is derived from the LSD
Stokes I profile). The reduced χ2 test statistics are converted into detection probabilities
based on the number of pixels used in the test. According to this procedure, we can
have a definite detection (DD) of polarization if the detection probability is higher than
99.999%, a marginal detection (MD) if it is between 99.9% and 99.999% or a non-
detection (ND) otherwise. The test is done on both the polarized and the null profiles.

2.4 Measuring the longitudinal magnetic field

Using the output of the LSD procedure, in the Thesis I calculate the disk-averaged lon-
gitudinal component of the magnetic field (Bl, [G ]) by following the first-order moment
method (Rees & Semel, 1979; Donati et al., 1997):

Bl = −2.14× 1011

∫
vV (v)dv

λeffgeffc
∫

[1− I(v)]dv
(2.15)

where:

• v, [km s−1] is the stellar restframe radial velocity;

• V (v) is the relative intensity of the LSD Stokes V profile;

• λeff , [nm] is the effective wavelength (see Section 2.8);

• geff is the effective Landé factor (see Section 2.8);

• c, [km s−1] is the speed of light in vacuum.

The first-order moment method is based on the fact that the Zeeman effect introduces a
degree of circular polarization proportional to the longitudinal magnetic field strength,
as explained in Section 2.1.3.

2.5 Spectral activity indicators

In this Thesis, to trace the magnetic activity in the studied cool evolved stars, I use three
spectral features that have chromospheric components. These are the calcium CaII H&K
lines (λλ 3968, 3933), the hydrogen Hα line (λ 6562) and the calcium CaII infrared triplet
(λλλ 8498, 8542, 8662; hereafter CaIRT for short). These spectral lines are widely used
as indicators of stellar magnetic activity, along with lines like Lyα (λ 1215), MgII h&k
(λλ 2803, 2796), CII (λλ 1334, 1335), CIV (λλ 1548, 1550) which however are outside
the spectral window covered by Narval. To measure the intensity of the CaII H&K, Hα
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and CaIRT, I compute respectively the S-index, the Hα-index and the CaIRT-index,
which are described in detail below.

The S-index is first described as a spectral indicator of magnetic activity in the Mount
Wilson survey (Duncan et al., 1991) and it represents the ratio of the total intensity
FH + FK in the line cores of the CaII H&K lines to the total intensity FR + FV in two
adjacent continuum bandpassesR and V on both sides of the two lines. Following Aurière
et al. (2015), to compute the S-index in this Thesis I use two rectangular bandpasses (H
and K) centered on the cores of the CaII H&K lines with a width ∆λH&K = 0.218 nm
each to measure the flux in the two lines. The sums of the total intensity FH and FK
are then computed by calculating the weigthed sums

FH =
H

WH
=
∑
λ

I(λ)
1
4 − 1

2∆λH&K
|λ− λH |

FK =
K

WK
=
∑
λ

I(λ)
1
4 − 1

2∆λH&K
|λ− λK |

(2.16)

where the sums are computed within the limits of the respective bandpass.
Following Duncan et al. (1991), to measure the fluxes at the R and V continuum win-
dows, I use two rectangular bandpasses with a width of 2 nm each, centered on 400.107
(R) and 390.107 nm (V ). Finally, the S-index is calculated as follows:

Sindex =
aFH + bFK
cFR + dFV

+ e (2.17)

where a, b, c, d and e are real coefficients. To measure the values of the S-index for
cool giant stars, in this work I use the coefficients computed by Aurière et al. (2015) for
Narval:

a = 1.55

b = −1.37× 101

c = −3.57

d = −5.02

e = 2.21× 10−2

Figure 2.10 shows a graphical representation of the bandpasses used for the calculation
of the S-index (as well as the two other indexes).
The Hα-index is computed in a similar manner to the S-index:

Hαindex =
FHα

FR(Hα) + FV (Hα)
(2.18)

where FHα is a rectangular bandpass centered on 656.285 nm with a width of 0.36 nm,
and FR(Hα) and FV (Hα) are also rectangular bandpasses centered respectively on
656.73 and 655 nm that have a width of 0.22 nm (see Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: An example of the computation of the activity indicators: the S-index
(top panel), the Hα-index (middle panel) and the CaIRT-index (bottom panel). The
bandpasses used are marked in different colors and the variable that corresponds to each
of them is noted next to the bandpass. An observation of the M giant star β Peg of
2021/07/21 is used.

A similar formula is used to compute the CaIRT-index:

CaIRTindex =
FIRT1 + FIRT2 + FIRT3

FR(IRT ) + FV (IRT )
(2.19)

where the FIRT1,2,3 fluxes are computed in 0.2 nm-wide rectangular bandpasses centered
on the three lines of the CaIRT (849.8023, 854.2091 and 866.2141 nm), and the FR(IRT )
and FV (IRT ) flux bandpasses are centered on 870.49 and 847.58 nm respectively, and
have a width of 0.5 nm (see Figure 2.10).

2.6 NeoNarval

In September 2019 Narval was deeply upgraded to NeoNarval. The goal of this upgrade
is to allow high-precision velocimetry, in order to study stellar systems that contain ex-
oplanets. In particular, the upgrade to NeoNarval was done to allow the exploration of
possible links between stellar magnetism and exoplanets.

NeoNarval keeps the polarimeter of Narval, but uses a new detector - an iXon CCD
made by ANDOR. This new CCD has faster readout times of 2-3 seconds and at the
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same time shows similar quantum efficiencies to the old detector used for Narval, while
the readout noises of the two are also comparable. This allows for a better use of the
observational time, with significantly less time being spent for the CCD readout.
The spectrograph has also been stabilized thermally with three concentric enclosures,
the middle one of which is actively controlled in temperature. The diffraction grating of
NeoNarval is mounted inside an isobaric chamber. The purpose of these changes is to
stabilize the spectrograph in order to allow the measurement of velocities with a precision
of 3 m s−1. However, to reach this level of precision, a calibration beam is introduced
that is fed with a stable Fabry-Perot spectrum. In NeoNarval, each of the 40 spectral
orders is split in three. Two beams carry the orthogonal polarizations that allow the
polarization modulation, while the third beam carries the Fabry-Perot spectrum.
In order to introduce this third calibration beam, the camera optics and the cross-
dispersing prisms of Narval were overhauled, resulting in a raw image of the spectral
orders completely different from that of Narval. A new data reduction software (DRS)
was necessary in order to handle this change. Instead of upgrading the old LibreEsprit
code, a new DRS was written from scratch by Arturo López Ariste (IRAP, Toulouse),
leading to a new data format of the observations.

Data format

The NeoNarval DRS outputs .fits files that are structured in so-called extensions. Each
extension is made of a header section and a data section. The header section contains ba-
sic information about the number of extensions, the size of the data in the data section,
technical details concerning the observation (the object name, time of observation, expo-
sure time, etc.) and specific information about the data contained in the given extension.

The .fits files that are distributed to the PIs of programs conducted with NeoNarval
contain four extensions. The primary extension contains only the main header (with
details about the telescope, instrument and observation) and has no data section. The
2nd extension contains in its data section six columns of floating point numbers, labelled
as follows:

• wavelength λ, [Å]

• normalized full intensity I(λ)

• normalized polarized intensity Ipol(λ)/I(λ)

• normalized null profile intensity N(λ)/I(λ)

• normalized full intensity error σI(λ)/I(λ), computed as the standard deviation of
the null profiles in a small range around each wavelength bin

• continuum, containing the continuum factor that has been applied to each wave-
length bin of the extracted spectra in order to normalize them
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The 3rd extension contains a data column which contains the indices in the six data
arrays of the 2nd extension where the spectrograph orders start and end.
Finally, the 4th extension contains the result of an LSD procedure which is performed
automatically by the DRS on the extracted spectra. This LSD result however is obtained
using a general line mask that is selected by the DRS from a limited collection of masks.
Because of this, the LSD result included in the 4th extension of the .fits file is only a
rough one, as it is not obtained with a mask optimized for the observed star. In my
Thesis, I do not use the results of this LSD procedure, since for maximum consistency
between results obtained with Narval and NeoNarval, and to ensure that the optimal
numerical mask is used, I have computed the LSD profiles of all observations using the
same LSD software, described in details in Section 2.3.

2.7 Adapting NeoNarval data to the Narval format

The software tool for performing the LSD method used in this work (Donati et al., 1997)
(see Section 2.3) was specifically written to take Narval data as input. However, since
the upgrade of Narval to NeoNarval and the introduction of a new DRS and data format,
direct usage of the same software on NeoNarval observations became impossible. To solve
this problem, and to ensure that data obtained by both Narval and NeoNarval is treated
in the same way, I wrote a python3 program that converts NeoNarval observations to
the data format of Narval. The steps followed by the conversion software are:

1. Loading the calibrated, normalized stellar spectrum from the observational .fits
file into memory along with the .fits header;

2. Extracting the 40 individual échelle orders (orderinputi , i ∈ 1, 2, ..., 40) from the
input spectrum;

3. Building the ouput spectrum with the échelle orders in reverse sequence
(orderinputi = orderoutput40+1−i, i ∈ 1, 2, ..., 40), so that the first order in the input
becomes the last in the output, the second one in the input becomes second-to-last
in the output and so on. This step is necessary because in the NeoNarval .fits files
the spectral orders are sorted by decreasing wavelength, while in the Narval .s files
it is the opposite case;

4. Converting the wavelength in the output spectrum from units of Å to nm;

5. Writing the output spectrum in a Narval format ASCII file named
<date> / <object name> <stokes parameter> <sequence number>.s
This is the file naming convention used by Narval. NeoNarval uses a different
convention, which my program converts to the Narval one;

6. Extracting the contents of the .fits file’s header to a .header file with the same
name as the .s one.
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The .s files outputted in this way are fully compatible with the LSD software described
in Donati et al. (1997) that I use in this Thesis to treat the Narval observations. This
ensures maximum consistency between the results obtained with the two instruments.

Because of the large worldwide popular demand (from Bulgarian, French and Australian
teams) for such a tool that performs the conversion of NeoNarval observations to the
Narval format, my program was made publicly available on the official TBL webpage:
https: // tbl. omp. eu/ instruments/ neo-narval/ .

2.8 Treating the data

In this section, I describe how I compute in practice the LSD profiles, the longitudinal
magnetic field and spectral activity indicators for each observation used in this Thesis.

An LSD profile is normalized by three coefficients: an equivalent Landé factor geff ,
an equivalent depth deff and an equivalent wavelength λeff . In general, these coefficients
are not equal respectively to the mean values of the Landé factor, depth and wavelength
of the lines used in the computation of the LSD profiles. To avoid differences due to this
normalization, in the LSD software described in Donati et al. (1997), two parameters are
computed that depend on geff , deff and λeff : a mean intensity weight Wint and a mean
polarization weight Wpol. The final LSD profiles are independent of geff , deff and λeff

when these two weights Wint and Wpol are both equal to 1.

In practice, setting the three coefficients to obtain Wint = Wpol = 1 is done by first
giving λeff a value that is characteristic for the effective temperature of the star being
studied. After that, the effective line depth deff is set so that Wint = 1. Finally, geff is
set so that Wpol = 1. It must be noted that changing geff has no effect on Wint, so a
solution always exists.

Because Wint and Wpol need to be iteratively set to 1, computing an LSD profile is
essentially a trial-and-error type of operation. The calculation of an LSD profile is
somewhat long (a single Narval sequence typically takes about 15 seconds to be pro-
cessed), and so the whole process of finding the good geff and deff parameters for even a
single observation usually takes a considerable amount of time. When dealing with large
datasets, finding the right values for each observation consumes a considerable amount
of time while requiring constant human attention.

To eliminate the need for manual setting of parameters, I wrote a python3 code which
is able to run the LSD software autonomously and to change the values of λeff , geff and
deff when needed. The purpose of this program is to find the optimal set of parameters
for each observation by iteration without requiring any human activity. While this code
does not necessarily speed up the computation process, it greatly reduces the demand
on the astronomer who is treating the data. The algorithm that the program follows in
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order to treat Stokes V observations is:

1. The program asks which observations will be treated. For each selected observa-
tion, the name of the object is extracted from the header of the .s files and is
ran through a locally stored database of stars containing the right line mask and
effective wavelength λeff . After the mask and λeff are fixed, the observations are
treated one by one;

2. LSD is performed for the first sequence in the first observation, taking the geff and
deff parameters that were used in the last LSD computation;

3. After the calculations are done, the mean intensity weight Wint is extracted from
the LSD software’s output and compared to unity. In case it is equal to 1, the
current value of deff is stored and the code moves on to step 4. Otherwise, deff is
inceased or decreased depending whether the value of Wint is respectively above
or below 1, and the LSD computation is started again. This is repeated until
Wint = 1;

4. After deff has been set, the program varies the effective Landé factor geff until
Wpol = Wint = 1;

5. Once both deff and geff parameters have been fixed, their values for which the
current observational sequence has Wpol = Wint = 1 are stored;

6. Steps 3-5 are repeated for each sequence of the current observation. After all the
sequences have been treated, the median values geff , deff of the two parameters are
used to run LSD on each of the .s files (geff and deff are typically constant between
sequences of the same observation, i.e. sequences collected on the same night).
The result for each sequence is stored in a .lsd output file;

7. The LSD outputs of the individual sequences that make up the current observation
are averaged in a single LSD output file that has a .avg extension. Step 2-6 are
then repeated for the next observation.

This algorithm is schematically shown in Figure 2.11.
After the averaged LSD profiles are computed and stored in .avg files, the program also
takes some other actions for each observation, such as:

• extracting the heliocentric julian date (HJD) from the .out files (Narval) or .header
files (NeoNarval);

• fitting the mean Stokes I profile with a single gaussian and storing its peak position
as an estimation of the heliocentric radial velocity of the star v0;

• running the statistical test that determines the type of detection described in
Section 2.3.2;
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Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the algorithm followed by the python3 code
in order to compute the LSD profiles of Narval and NeoNarval observations in circular
polarization.

• computing the longitudinal component of the magnetic field, Bl, using the first
order moment method described in Section 2.4;

• calculating the spectral activity indicators described in Section 2.5, using the ve-
locity v0 to shift the bandpasses in accordance with the radial velocity of the star;

• storing all the results of the above operations in an ASCII table;

• drawing the LSD profile of the .avg file and saving it as a figure.

The same algorithm is followed for the treatment of Stokes Q and U observations, but
for them the computation does not depend on geff , in which case Wpol = const = 1; also,
no Bl is computed from observations in linear polarization.

In short, the program I wrote performs autonomously most of the tasks that an as-
tronomer would otherwise do manually. This ensures that all data are treated in the
exact same way and that the obtained results can be easily reproduced. Also, certain
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tasks that are a part of this Thesis require running LSD on thousands of spectra - for
example, the computation of a grid of synthetic LSD profiles, described in Section 1.5 of
Chapter 3. In these cases, performing all operations manually would take so much time
and attention that it would likely be impossible in practice.
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Chapter 3
Magnetism in M giant stars

In this Chapter, I will present my study of the surface magnetism in three M giant stars:
RZ Ari, β Peg and EK Boo. The particular case of each star will be presented in a
separate Section, where the magnetic field variability will be examined during the course
of the available observational dataset. In the Section dedicated to the study of RZ Ari,
I will also present a new method for the estimation of rotational and macroturbulent
velocities of stars based on high resolution spectral observations, which I will then use to
determine the rotational velocity of RZ Ari. For this star, I will also show the results of a
period search analysis done on the available measurements, present an estimation of its
mass and evolutionary status, and finally discuss a possible planet engulfment scenario
based on the high lithium abundance of the star.
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3.1 RZ Arietis

RZ Ari (HD 18191) is a single giant star of spectral class M6III. Different values of its
stellar parameters have been reported in previous papers: Teff = 3442 K (van Dyck et al.,
1998), Teff = 3450 K (Konstantinova-Antova et al., 2010), Teff = 3250 K, logg = 0.30
and [Fe/H] = -0.24 (Prugniel et al., 2011).
RZ Ari is also a semi-regular variable star. Semi-regular variables are cool giant or super-
giant stars which exhibit periodicity in their lightcurve caused by pulsations, which are
triggered by changes in the opacity of the stellar material (the so-called κ-mechanism).
The periodicity in semi-regular variables may sometimes be interrupted by irregularities,
and the shape of the lightcurve may also vary for the different periods. For RZ Ari, the
period of pulsations is of about 50 days and it has a known long secondary period (LSP)
of 480 days (Percy et al., 2008; Percy & Deibert, 2016; Tabur et al., 2009). It is typical for
semi-regular variables to have a LSP, but its origin is still unclear. Some possible scenarii
for its origin are given by Percy & Deibert (2016), which include: rotational modulation
caused by spots; presence of oscillatory convective modes; dusty circumstellar clouds;
turnover of giant convective cells. Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2018) exclude the first
hypothesis (rotational modulation due to spots) on the basis that in many cases of such
stars, the rotational period Prot is larger than the LSP and thus rotational modulation
seems unlikely; the authors also exclude the dusty cloud hypothesis, since the LSP photo-
metric color variations are similar to those of the pulsation period and have a sine shape.

The only estimations of the projected rotational velocity v sin i of RZ Ari available in
the literature are given by Zamanov et al. (2008), who obtain v sin i = 9.6± 2.0 km s−1

by means of cross-correlation and v sin i = 12.0±2.0 km s−1 by measuring the full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of spectral lines (both methods of estimation are described
in details in Zamanov et al. 2007). However, these values were found to be incompatible
with observations when an attempt was made to model the Stokes I and Stokes V LSD
profiles of RZ Ari using the Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI Semel 1989; Donati & Brown
1997; Donati et al. 2006b) method. The reason for this is probably that these estimations
of v sin i were done without properly considering the effect of macroturbulent velocity
vmac (see Section 3.1.5) on the spectral lines. As Gray (2013) shows, the use of cross-
correlation to estimate v sin i of cool stars bears uncertainties due to the handling of line
broadening caused by the effects of vmac. In order to constrain the origin of the surface
magnetic field in RZ Ari, and its connection with rotation, a better estimation of the ro-
tational velocity (one which takes into account the effects of macroturbulence) is needed.
In a paper published in 2020 in the journal Astronomische Nachrichten (Georgiev et al.,
2020b), I estimate the projected rotational velocity of RZ Ari v sin i = 6.0 ± 0.5 km s−1

and its macroturbulent velocity vmac = 2 ± 1 km s−1. This estimation is done using an
original method presented in details in Section 3.1.5. The paper itself is given at the end
of this Section. I also presented the method for the determination of v sin i and vmac to
the international conference 16th Potsdam Thinkshop on Stellar Rotation: The Rotation
Periods of Cool stars, which took place between the 23rd and 26th September 2019 in
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Potsdam, Germany.

I participate in a study of the evolutionary stage and magnetism of RZ Ari, the first
results of which were presented at the CoolStars online conference in 2021. This study
will be presented in a paper in preparation for the journal Astronomy & Astrophysics.
Next in this paragraph, I will list the main results obtained in this paper on the physical
parameters and evolutionary stage of the star. Using the interferometer CHARA, the
angular diameter d of RZ Ari is measured to be d = 10.268 ± 0.0066 mas. This is in
good agreement with the previous estimations made by Richichi et al. (2006), who found
d = 10.22 mas using lunar occultation and d = 9.4 mas using long-base interferometry.
Taking into account the Gaia DR3 distance to the star of 97.78 pc, the stellar radius is
computed as R = 107.91 R�, which is fully consistent with the luminosity L = 1412 L�
found by Villaume et al. (2017) on the basis of infrared measurements. This luminosity,
combined with an effective temperature of Teff = 3450 K (Konstantinova-Antova et al.,
2010) means that in terms of stellar evolution RZ Ari is however either at the tip of the
RGB or at the beginning of the AGB, following the models of Charbonnel et al. (2017).
This means that on the HRD, RZ Ari lies outside the magnetic strips (see Section 4 of
Chapter 1).

3.1.1 Observations

58 observations of RZ Ari were obtained with Narval in circular polarization (Stokes V )
between September 2008 and August 2019, 27 of which show polarization signatures. 7
observations in linear polarization (Stokes U&Q) were also obtained between January
2014 and August 2019. A detailed log is shown in Table 3.1 for circular polarization and
in Table 3.2 for linear polarization.
During the summers of 2011 and 2012, there was a technical problem with Narval. One
of the Fresnel rhombs of the spectropolarimeter was out of position, which resulted in
false Stokes V measurements. For the observations that were affected by this issue, only
the intensity spectra were used and not the Stokes V profiles, meaning no Bl values are
given for these dates in Table 3.1.
To extract the mean polarization signatures of atomic lines from the observations, I
applied to them the LSD method (described in Section 3 of Chapter 2) using a dedicated
line mask made from atomic line lists from the VALD database (Kupka et al., 1999) with
the following parameters: Teff = 3400 K, logg = 0.5, microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and
[Fe/H] = -0.25, compatible with the parameters reported for RZ Ari in the literature.
The mask includes all spectral lines available from VALD except those that correspond
to five chemical elements: H, He, Na, K, and Ca. I excluded these elements from the line
mask because some of their lines are known to have strong chromospheric (H, He, Ca) or
circumstellar/interstellar components (Na, K). The goal of performing LSD is to trace
the magnetic field at the level of the photosphere, and so lines that may potentially have
strong contributions from other layers of the stellar atmosphere must not be considered.
The total number of excluded lines of the mentioned five elements is 1825. The final
number of atomic lines that remain in the LSD mask is 11403, sufficient to produce an
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LSD profile with very high SNR (as it can be seen in Table 3.1, the typical SNR of the
observations is above 1000).

3.1.2 Magnetic field variability

The LSD profiles of RZ Ari in circular polarization are shown in Figure 3.2. It can be
seen from this figure that the Stokes V signatures are variable with time, showing no
detection (ND) in some observations and marginal (MD) or definite (DD) detections in
others, where clear polarization signatures can be seen. It can also be seen in the Figure
that there is a long-term decline in the magnetic activity of RZ Ari after the end of 2015
(after HJD 2457400).

Figure 3.1: Measurements of the longitudinal magnetic field (Bl), the S-, Hα- and CaIRT-
indexes, and radial velocity (vrad) of RZ Ari. The different symbols represent the different
detection types (definite, marginal or no detection) as described in the legend of the top
panel. The dashed gray line in the top panel represents the Bl = 0 G level. Errorbars
are present for all points, but for some are smaller than the symbol used.

The observation on 2011/10/16 shows the strongest longitudinal magnetic field in the
dataset for RZ Ari, Bl = 14.01 ± 0.34 G. This is also the highest Bl value for all the
M giant stars presented in this Thesis (RZ Ari, EK Boo and β Peg). This fact is of
interest because while the two other giant stars belong to the second magnetic strip,
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Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure time
Stokes V

Detection
Stokes V

Bl
[G]

σ
[G]

S-
index

Hα-
index

CaIRT-
index

Vrad

[km s−1]

2008/09/16 4726 1578 1.8 4x800s ND –— –— 0.187 0.426 0.737 46.6
2008/09/21 4731 1479 1.9 4x600s ND –— –— 0.183 0.427 0.729 46.6
2010/09/05 5445 1672 1.6 10x600s ND –— –— 0.206 0.407 0.734 47.6
2010/09/21 5461 1118 1.2 16x400s DD 3.47 0.36 0.148 0.382 0.685 47.7
2010/10/13 5483 1647 0.8 16x400s DD 1.17 0.28 0.153 0.379 0.669 47.4
2011/01/22 5584 858 1.5 16x400s DD 1.82 0.53 0.163 0.400 0.727 48.2
2011/01/27 5589 1078 2.4 4x400s ND –— –— 0.146 0.399 0.696 47.9
2011/02/04 5597 1314 0.9 16x400s DD 0.99 0.33 0.150 0.388 0.660 46.8
2011/09/26 5831 1131 1.1 16x400s DD 6.68 0.43 0.274 0.327 0.614 45.0
2011/10/16 5851 1433 0.9 16x400s DD 14.01 0.34 0.223 0.322 0.657 46.4
2011/11/23 5889 1311 2.1 4x400s DD 11.06 0.70 0.232 0.311 0.638 47.0
2011/11/24 5890 1152 1.4 12x400s DD 10.45 0.50 0.232 0.311 0.638 45.9
2012/01/10 5937 1361 1.3 8x400s DD 11.17 0.47 0.199 0.313 0.592 45.6
2012/01/11 5938 1201 1.4 8x400s DD 10.73 0.52 0.206 0.313 0.598 45.8
2012/07/16 6125 1315 2.7 2x400s N/A –— –— 0.218 0.326 0.633 46.8
2012/07/17 6126 1354 2.0 4x400s N/A –— –— 0.218 0.326 0.633 46.8
2012/07/18 6127 934 3.9 2x400s N/A –— –— 0.218 0.326 0.633 46.9
2012/08/16 6156 1041 2.3 5x400s N/A –— –— 0.193 0.335 0.677 48.3
2012/08/17 6157 1092 2.9 3x400s N/A –— –— 0.193 0.335 0.677 48.3
2012/09/04 6175 1365 1.7 5x400s N/A –— –— 0.195 0.328 0.631 47.4
2012/09/05 6176 1456 2.0 3x400s N/A –— –— 0.191 0.326 0.629 47.3
2012/10/04 6205 1371 1.4 8x400s DD 2.58 0.49 0.188 0.339 0.703 47.7
2012/11/12 6244 1127 1.7 8x400s DD 5.30 0.61 0.169 0.347 0.727 47.1
2013/01/11 6304 1301 1.4 8x400s DD -0.43 0.53 0.163 0.354 0.698 46.4
2013/07/08 6482 1309 3.0 2x400s ND –— –— 0.195 0.388 0.727 47.9
2013/08/05 6510 1106 2.6 3x400s ND –— –— 0.202 0.370 0.611 45.1
2013/09/02 6538 1255 2.1 4x280s DD -3.63 0.78 0.159 0.388 0.684 46.8
2013/10/06 6572 1497 1.8 4x400s ND –— –— 0.260 0.415 0.728 46.0
2013/11/07 6604 1172 2.3 4x400s ND –— –— 0.215 0.388 0.687 46.4
2013/12/03 6630 1197 2.3 4x400s ND –— –— 0.247 0.366 0.644 45.2
2014/01/09 6667 1561 1.7 4x400s DD -0.97 0.58 0.214 0.365 0.607 45.5
2015/08/19 7254 1242 1.6 8x400s DD 3.07 0.62 0.203 0.382 0.618 46.0
2015/09/05 7271 1258 1.5 8x400s DD 4.31 0.61 0.209 0.383 0.635 46.7
2015/10/08 7304 1504 1.3 8x400s DD 3.17 0.45 0.229 0.354 0.613 45.6
2015/10/31 7327 1384 1.5 8x400s DD 4.78 0.56 0.218 0.358 0.674 47.1
2015/11/30 7357 1238 1.6 8x400s DD 2.07 0.55 0.254 0.349 0.633 45.9
2015/12/18 7375 1408 1.4 8x400s DD 1.79 0.53 0.222 0.359 0.663 47.4
2016/08/05 7606 1119 1.6 8x400s ND –— –— 0.191 0.397 0.637 47.3
2016/09/01 7633 1399 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.175 0.407 0.639 46.5
2016/10/03 7665 1374 1.4 8x400s MD -1.41 0.50 0.155 0.431 0.700 47.2
2016/10/29 7691 1104 1.8 8x400s ND –— –— 0.176 0.425 0.740 47.8
2016/12/01 7724 1045 1.9 8x400s ND –— –— 0.213 0.406 0.735 47.5
2016/12/20 7743 897 2.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.215 0.408 0.745 47.9
2017/01/07 7761 1356 1.4 8x400s ND –— –— 0.193 0.402 0.727 48.0
2017/02/16 7801 1445 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.208 0.396 0.708 46.8
2017/09/04 8001 869 2.3 8x400s DD -1.77 0.86 0.206 0.360 0.666 46.1
2017/10/06 8033 1186 1.6 8x400s DD -0.11 0.57 0.246 0.336 0.623 44.8
2017/10/30 8057 1228 1.5 8x400s MD -1.03 0.54 0.201 0.322 0.614 44.8
2017/11/23 8081 857 2.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.244 0.346 0.662 46.1
2018/01/23 8142 747 2.6 8x400s DD -1.15 0.90 0.214 0.327 0.605 45.3
2018/09/18 8380 1278 1.6 8x400s ND –— –— 0.196 0.395 0.739 47.7
2018/10/22 8414 1300 1.5 7x400s ND –— –— 0.181 0.405 0.728 47.6
2018/11/16 8439 1219 1.6 8x320s ND –— –— 0.193 0.406 0.727 47.6
2019/01/07 8491 1362 1.4 8x400s ND –— –— 0.200 0.396 0.699 46.4
2019/01/26 8510 889 2.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.283 0.371 0.737 46.7
2019/03/08 8551 1014 4.5 2x400s ND –— –— 0.246 0.428 0.783 46.0
2019/03/11 8553 1367 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.213 0.388 0.714 45.9
2019/08/03 8699 1169 1.8 8x400s DD -3.55 0.54 0.251 0.407 0.751 45.0

Table 3.1: Log of observations in circular polarization of RZ Ari. HJD starts from
2450000. The ”SNR” column lists the average signal-to-noise ratio of the individual
intensity spectra per 1.8 km s−1 spectral bin. The ”σLSD” column gives the RMS noise
level relative to the unpolarized continuum in the LSD profiles. The ”Exposure time”
column gives the number of obtained Stokes V sequences times the total exposure time
for each one of them (see Section 2 of Chapter 2 for a detailed explanation of the way
Narval observations are obtained). No Bl values are computed for the dates affected by
the misalignment of the Fresnel rhomb described in Section 3.1.1, and they are marked
with ”N/A” in the ”Detection” column. Following the Nyquist theorem, I estimate the
error of the Vrad measurements to be 0.9 km s−1.
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RZ Ari is outside the magnetic strips and solar-type dynamo is not expected to operate
in it. This means that some other type of dynamo must be responsible for this magnetic
field, which is also relatively strong with respect to other M giants. In Section 3.1.10 I
will present the possibility that magnetism in RZ Ari is due to planet engulfment.

3.1.3 Radial velocity variability and atmospheric dynamics

The estimations of the radial velocity of RZ Ari, shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.1,
present some variability in the range of 44-48 km s−1. This variability might be due to
pulsations, as the star is known to be a semiregular variable.

To study whether strong atmospheric dynamics (e.g. shock waves) are present in RZ Ari,
I examined the intensity profiles of certain spectral lines: the Balmer lines of hydrogen
Hα, Hβ and Hγ and also the sodium D doublet NaD (D1 at 589.5924 and D2 at 588.9950
nm). These lines are known to display strong variability in the presence of energetic at-
mospheric dynamics, for example in the case of Mira stars (pulsating AGB stars of
spectral type M). In Miras, the periodic emergence of strong radial pulsations leads to
radiative and shockwaves which propagate through the atmosphere, causing doubling of
metallic lines and emission in the lines of hydrogen lasting up to 80% of the luminosity
period (Gillet et al., 1983; Alvarez et al., 2000, 2001). Due to the doubling of metallic
lines, the LSD profiles of Mira stars typically show a double-peaked Stokes I profile (see
e.g. Lèbre et al. (2014) for the case of χ Cyg). A similar case is that of the post-AGB
variable star R Scuti, a detailed study of which is presented in Chapter 4.

However, none of the typical signs of shock waves appear in the Narval observations
of RZ Ari. The Balmer lines Hα, Hβ and Hγ show no emission, nor any noticable vari-
ability, in any of the data. In Figure 3.3, an example is shown for the Hα line. The NaD
lines on the other hand show a three-component structure, in which the components
display no strong variability, neither in shape nor in position. Finally, the LSD Stokes I
profiles (see Figure 3.2) are always single (no splitting is reported) and do not present
any large radial velocity shift. All of these facts indicate that atomic lines in the spec-
trum of RZ Ari are in general not affected by strong variable large-scale velocity fields
that could be associated to ballistic motions due to the propagation of shock wave(s), as
it is the case for example in the post-AGB star R Sct. A study of the possible connection
between the surface magnetism and atmospheric dynamics in R Sct is presented in de-
tails in Chapter 4, where it can be seen that the pulsations in this star result in shifts in
the LSD Stokes I profiles that have an amplitude of almost 100 km s−1, which is much
larger than the 4 km s−1 amplitude observed in the LSD profiles of RZ Ari. While some
dynamics may be present in the atmosphere of RZ Ari, they would be relatively weak
and may likely have no impact on the magnetic field of the star.
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CHAPTER 3. MAGNETISM IN M GIANT STARS

3.1.4 Linear polarization

7 observations were obtained in linear polarization for RZ Ari (described in Table 3.2).
For these observations, I searched both in individual spectral lines (notably the Balmer
lines Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ, the CaIRT lines and the sodium doublet NaD, as well as
lines that are close to them in wavelength by 2-3 nm) and the LSD profiles (shown in
Figure 3.4) for linearly polarized signatures. Neither the individual lines I examined,
nor the LSD profiles of RZ Ari show any linear polarization features. Based on this,
I conclude that there is no linear polarization in the atomic lines of RZ Ari above the
detection limit during the time of the available Narval observations.

Figure 3.3: The Hα line in four different observations of RZ Ari. It can be seen that no
emission or significant variability is present in the line profile.
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3.1. RZ ARIETIS

Figure 3.4: LSD profiles of RZ Ari observations in linear polarization. Each panel
represents a single date of observation. Stokes U is in blue, Stokes Q is in red, and their
respective null profiles are shown as dashed black lines. The types of detection and the
date of observation are written at the bottom left and bottom right parts of each panel,
respectively. The polarized profiles and their diagnostic nulls are amplified as indicated
on the label of the y-axis, shifted vertically and smoothed by averaging every three pixels
for display purposes, and their zero levels are indicated by horizontal dashed gray lines.
The Stokes I profiles are shown as solid black lines.
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Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure
time (U &Q)

Stokes U
detection

Stokes Q
detection

2014/01/09 6667 1117 4.8 1Ux400s, 1Qx400s ND ND
2015/08/19 7254 1162 3.1 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s ND ND
2015/09/05 7271 1262 2.6 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s ND MD
2015/10/08 7304 1481 2.5 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s ND ND
2015/11/09 7336 1052 6.4 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s ND ND
2015/12/01 7358 1304 2.6 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s ND ND
2019/08/01 8698 1127 2.0 4Ux400s, 6Qx400s ND ND

Table 3.2: Log of observations in linear polarization of RZ Ari. HJD starts from 2450000.
The ”σLSD” column gives the RMS noise level relative to the unpolarized continuum in
the LSD profiles. The ”Detection” column uses the notation given in Section 3.2 of
Chapter 2.

3.1.5 Measuring stellar rotation and macroturbulence via spectrum
synthesis and multi-line analysis

To further explore the magnetism in RZ Ari, an attempt was made to model the surface
magnetic field of the star using the ZDI method on the Stokes V observational dataset
from Narval. The ZDI method takes as input a large number of free parameters to model
the surface field, and one very important such parameter is the projected rotational
velocity on the line of sight, v sin i. The only estimation in the literature for the v sin i
of this star was done by Zamanov et al. (2008), who find v sin i = 9.6 ± 2.0 km s−1 by
means of cross-correlation and v sin i = 12.0 ± 2.0 km s−1 by measuring the FWHM
of spectral lines. However, these values were estimated without taking into account
the effects of macroturbulence on the stellar spectrum. It turned out that these values
are not compatible with observations when the ZDI method is attempted with them. In
order to precise the origin of the detected magnetic field at the surface of RZ Ari, and its
connection with rotation, a better estimation of the rotational velocity was needed which
takes into consideration the effects of macroturbulence. To make such an estimation, I
developed a new method for the determination of v sin i, based on spectrum synthesis
and multi-line analysis.

Effects of rotation and macroturbulence on the stellar spectrum

The laboratory wavelength λ0 of atomic lines is defined by ∆E = En −Ek = hc
λ0

, where
∆E is the difference in the potential energy of the n and k levels between which the elec-
tron transition occurs, and h is the Planck constant. In the absence of any velocity fields
(e.g. rotational, macroturbulent) and at zero gas pressure and temperature, the width
of lines in the spectrum of a star will be defined by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.
According to this principle, any energy level E above ground state that has a lifetime of
∆t has an uncertainty given by ∆E∆t ≥ h/4π. The resulting profile is generally referred
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to as the natural line profile. The line profile gets broadened by temperature due to the
Doppler effect: photons with wavelength λ0 are absorbed by atoms with mass m that
have a radial velocity ±v described by the Maxwell distribution, and so absorb atoms at
wavelength ∓vλ0/c. The resulting thermal broadening ∆λT of the line will then depend

on the temperature T as ∆λT = λ0
c

√
2kBT
m , where kB is the Boltzmann constant. The

gas pressure also broadens the natural line profile.
In the presence of rotation, the observed spectral lines become further broadened depend-
ing on the projection of the rotational velocity ~vrot along the line of sight. The projected
rotational veloctiy along the line of sight is commonly denoted as v sin i, where i is the
inclination angle between the line of sight and the axis of rotation (see Figure 3.5). The
rotational broadening of spectral lines is caused by the Doppler effect: the hemisphere
of the star which due to rotation appears to be moving towards the observer contributes
to a blue-shifted component of the spectral line, while the hemisphere which appears to
be moving away from the observer contributes to a red-shifted one. In the case where
all points of the stellar disk have the same temperature, this leads to a spectral profile
which appears broader and more shallow than in the case of a non-rotating star (or a
star viewed from the pole, where i = 0). The effect of rotation on spectral lines is shown
schematically in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.5: Projection of the rotational velocity on the line of sight.

Macroturbulence is a term which describes line broadening caused by the velocity fields
of structures larger than the mean free path of the photon, e.g. granulation and super-
granulation. This is similar to microturbulence, which in contrast is caused by velocitiy
fields of structures smaller than the mean photon free path. However, both names are
somewhat misleading since neither of the two physical quantities is strictly associated to
turbulence. While microturbulence changes the equivalent width of spectral lines, macro-
turbulence does not (Magain, 1984; Mucciarelli, 2011). Were it possible to observe the
spectra of individual structures which contribute to macroturbulence, a radially shifted
spectrum of the star would be obtained from each such individual element. However,
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Figure 3.6: Schematic presentation of the effects of stellar rotation on the spectrum.

when observing spatially unresolved stellar disks, the radial shifts of all visible macro-
turbulent structures add up, resulting in a net broadening of the spectral features. This
broadening is quantitatively described by a parameter called macroturbulent velocity,
vmac [km s−1].

Spectrum synthesis

The spectrum synthesis method is a classical approach for the determination of stellar
parameters, including the rotational velocity projected on the line of sight, v sin i, and
the macroturbulent velocity, vmac, with the help of high-resolution spectroscopic obser-
vations. In this method, stellar model atmospheres and atomic and molecular linelists
are first used to create a synthetic spectrum. The latter is convolved with the instru-
mental profile of the spectrograph used for the observations and also with profiles of
rotational and macroturbulent broadening. The resulting spectrum is then compared,
over a large spectral domain, to an observational spectrum to obtain the fundamental
parameters of the considered star, including vsini and vmac.
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Spectrum synthesis using Turbospectrum

Turbospectrum (Plez, 2012) is a 1D LTE spectrum synthesis code which solves the ra-
diative transfer equation using atomic and molecular line lists extracted from VALD. It
is capable of working with spherical atmospheric models, which offer a better approxi-
mation when building synthetic spectra of giant stars than plane-parallel models do.

Tubospectrum has a built-in procedure for taking both rotational and macroturbulent
velocities into account after the synthetic spectrum has been computed. The procedure
consists of calculating the convolution of the stellar spectrum (originally computed for
v sin i = vmac = 0) with the broadening profile corresponding to a given value of the
selected velocity. In Georgiev et al. (2020b), to take into account the effects of rotation,
I use a rotational profile as described by Gray (1992), and for macroturbulence I use a
radial-tangential profile, again as given in Gray (1992).

Comparing observational to synthetic data using LSD

In the particular case of cool M giant stars one faces certain difficulties in applying the
classical method of spectrum synthesis. One of these difficulties is the great number of
spectral features that often blend each other, making it difficult to distinguish between
individual lines. Another typical problem in practice is the likely imperfect normaliza-
tion to the continuum that often affects the observation and prevents a straightforward
comparison with a synthetic spectrum. To escape such inconveniences and to obtain a
more precise result for vsini and vmac, an original multi-line approach based on the use
of LSD was developed for the determination of stellar parameters, and it was used to
estimate these parameters in the case of RZ Ari.

Instead of comparing individual lines from synthetic spectra computed for different val-
ues of v sin i and vmac to an observed spectrum, in Georgiev et al. (2020b) I perform the
comparison on the mean line profiles (computed using the LSD method) of the observed
and synthetic spectra. The main advantages of comparing the mean spectral lines over
individual lines are:

• significantly higher SNR due to the averaging of thousands of lines;

• line blending is no longer an issue, since both the observed and synthetic spectra
are treated using the same line mask in the LSD process;

• since the comparison is performed on only one pair of line profiles and is rather
simple, it can be easily automatized, providing the possibility to work with large
datasets and thus obtain a more statistically significant result.

To apply this method to Narval observations, I take the following steps:
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Processing the observations

1. Spectral window selection
After a careful inspection of the observed spectra obtained with Narval, the com-
putations were limited to the spectral range between 400 and 550 nm. The choice
of this window is justified by three facts: first, the normalization to the continuum
performed by LibreEsprit is done best in the blue part of the spectrum for very
cool stars, while in the red part the presence of many molecular bands (mainly of
TiO) prevents a good normalization to the continuum; second, the typical SNR
of the observations is sufficiently high through this spectral window, allowing for
reliable comparison; third, the density of atomic lines in the LSD mask is higher
in the blue part of the spectrum, providing enough spectral lines to construct a
mean line profile with a high SNR (a histogram of the number of lines in the LSD
line mask versus wavelength is shown in Figure 3.7).

2. Removal of polarization features
The spectra obtained with Narval consist of measurements of both intensity I and
polarization P (either Stokes V , Q or U) as a function of wavelength λ. When
estimating the v sin i and vmac with the current method however, our focus is set
strictly on I(λ). Therefore, any polarization data is removed from the cut observed
spectra and replaced with a flat, featureless signal for maximum consistency with
the synthetic data (which are also treated the same way: see below).

3. Performing LSD
Finally, LSD is performed on the resulting spectra, giving equal weight in the
computation process to all lines present in the line mask.

Generating and processing synthetic observations

1. Building the synthetic spectrum with Turbospectrum
The first step in preparing the synthetic observations is the creation of a synthetic
spectrum from detailed atomic and molecular linelists and a model atmosphere
that corresponds as best as possible to the known parameters of the studied star:
effective temperature Teff , surface gravity logg, metallicity [Fe/H], mass M and
microturbulence. To do this, in Georgiev et al. (2020b) the specialized code for
spectrum synthesis Turbospectrum (Plez, 2012) is used, together with atomic and
molecular linelists from the VALD database (Kupka et al., 1999) and MARCS
model atmospheres (Gustafsson et al., 2008). The MARCS models were selected
because they are best suited for cool evolved stars, covering effective temperatures
from 2500 to 4000 K in steps of 100 K and logarithmic surface gravities between
-1.0 and 3.5 in steps of 0.5 in spherical geometry.

2. Taking into account the instrumental profile
After the synthetic spectrum is created, the next step in the method is to take into
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account the instrumental profile of the spectrograph used to obtain the real obser-
vations. Turbospectrum has a built-in procedure for doing this, which performs a
convolution of the spectrum with the instrumental profile.

3. Setting the vsini and vmac parameters
Next, the effects of macroturbulence and rotation have to be considered. This is
achieved again using a procedure implemented in Turbospectrum which performs
the convolution of the synthetic spectrum with the two corresponding profiles, in
successive operations. For M giant stars, a radial-tangential profile was used to
model the macroturbulence and a rotational profile, both as described in (Gray,
1992). At this step, a grid of synthetic spectra is produced, covering a range of
M macroturbulent velocities between vmin

mac and vmax
mac with a step of ∆vmac and R

rotational velocities between vsinimin and vsinimax with a step of ∆vsini.
It must be noted that among the three considered profiles – instrumental, macro-
turbulent and rotational – the instrumental profile is, from a physical point of view,
the last one to take into account, since the light passes through the spectrograph
after rotation and macroturbulence have left their imprint on the spectrum. How-
ever, since all the three mentioned effects are taken into account by performing
a convolution of the spectrum with their respective profiles, and convolution is
associative – if f , g and h are functions, then f ∗ (g ∗ h) = (f ∗ g) ∗ h, – the three
profiles can be applied in any order, and the final result would always be the same.
I apply the instrumental profile first, because it is computationally more efficient
to perform this operation only once instead of R×M times, if it is performed last.

4. Building a grid of synthetic observations
Each element of the grid of synthetic spectra that is created at the previous step
is essentially a table file that contains two columns: wavelength λ and normalized
intensity I(λ). The next step is to convert these synthetic spectra to the data
format expected by the LSD software, which is equivalent to building a grid of
synthetic Narval observations (see Section 2 of Chapter 2 for a description of the
file format of Narval observations). To do this, I append four more columns to each
synthetic spectrum that the LSD sofware will later interpret as measurements of the
normalized polarized intensity Ipol(λ)/I (λ), the normalized null #1 and null #2
profile intensity N1,2(λ)/I (λ) and the normalized full intensity uncertainty σI(λ).
It must be stressed that this step is performed only in order to make the synthetic
spectra compatible with the LSD tool in use and to obtain the mean line profile
in Stokes I. Having said that, the first three added columns consist of randomly
generated values (noise) within the range (−10−3, 10−3). This is the exact same
approach as used when removing the polarization signal in the observational data.
The last column, σI(λ), is set to the constant value of 1 × 10−2, which is on the
same magnitude as in the observational spectra.
As a last step in the construction of the synthetic observations, a doppler correction
is performed to account for the heliocentric radial velocity of the star and the result
(for each synthetic spectrum in the grid) is saved in a .s file in the exact format
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of Narval data. At this stage we have what we will call a grid of synthetic Narval
observations.

5. Performing LSD
Finally, LSD is performed on the synthetic observations in the same way as on
the real observational data. A grid of synthetic LSD profiles is obtained, where
each profile corresponds to a pair of vsini and vmac values. The parameters used in
order to build the LSD line mask are the same as those used to create the synthetic
spectra.

Figure 3.7: A histogram of the number of lines versus wavelength for the full LSD line
mask used for RZ Ari. It can be seen that most of the atomic lines are in the blue part
of the spectrum.

Comparing the LSD results of observational and synthetic data

The LSD output is an ASCII table file which consists of six columns:

• heliocentric radial velocity vrad;

• normalized full intensity I(vrad);

• its uncertainty σI(vrad);

• normalized polarized intensity P (vrad), corresponding to either Stokes V , Q or U ;
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• its uncertainty σP (vrad);

• a diagnostic null spectrum N(vrad);

• its uncertainty σN (vrad).

The end goal of the described method is to determine the velocities vsini and vmac by
matching the mean line profile of synthetic data to that of observations. This means
that for this task only the first three columns of the LSD output are of importance,
which justifies the introduction of an artificial polarization signal in the previous steps,
since this signal has no impact on the final result.

In order to determine how well the synthetic mean line profile Isyn(vrad) fits the ob-
servational one Iobs(vrad), a quantitative criterium is required. First one must define
where in radial velocity space the mean line profile is located in order to do the com-
parison on this part of the LSD profiles only, otherwise the different normalization to
the continuum in the observational and synthetic LSD profiles will introduce noise in
the results. In Georgiev et al. (2020b), I constrain the comparison interval by fitting the
observational intensity profile Iobs(vrad) with a gaussian to isolate the mean line profile.
To make the fit, I use the function optimize.curve fit() from the library scipy in python3.
To ensure that the line profile is properly fit, I enforce the starting value of the gaussian
peak v0 fit in the fitting process to correspond to the minimum intensity Imin

obs (vrad) in the
LSD output, which makes the fitting faster and more reliable.

The fitting process yields three values that describe the gaussian fit: the peak posi-
tion v0 fit, the full width at the half-maximum (FWHM) σfit and the peak depth I0 fit. I
use the peak position and the FWHM of the fit in order to find the limits of the mean
line profile in radial velocity space. For the purposes of comparison with the synthetic
profiles, I consider that the mean line profile is located in the range [v0 fit − 1.5σfit,
v0 fit + 1.5σfit]. In Figure 3.8, we see an example of this for 2011/09/26, where the LSD
profile of the observation is shown (in black) along with the gaussian fit (in red) and the
limits as described above (as green vertical lines).

In the example given in Figure 3.8, it can be seen that for RZ Ari the red wing of
the mean line profile deviates from the shape of a gaussian, showing a depression in in-
tensity which is not so developed in the blue wing. This asymmetric shape can be found
in all the LSD profiles of the 400-550 nm cut spectra of this star, but never in those
of the full 375-1050 nm spectra (shown in Figure 3.2). The reason for this asymmetric
shape may be due to the lines contained in the spectral window of 400-550 nm being
used. On average, these lines that are in the blue part of the visible spectrum have
higher excitation potentials χ and should be formed deeper in the stellar atmosphere.
If these lines are more sensitive to downward motions, this could distort their profiles,
especially in the red. This might to some extent explain the asymmetry between the
blue and red wings of the observational profiles. It might also be that the asymmetry
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disappears when using the full spectra because the effect is cancelled out when lines with
lower excitation potential are introduced.

Figure 3.8: The gaussian fit of the LSD profile of RZ Ari on 2011/09/26. The LSD profile
is shown in black, the gaussian fit - in red, its peak position is indicated by the dashed
green line, and the green dotted lines show the part of the LSD profile that is considered
to contain the mean line profile according to the criterium described in Section 3.1.5.
The orange covered area is the part of the line profile used for the final estimation of
v sin i and vmac.

The asymmetry mentioned above is also never reproduced by the synthetic spectra.
However, the blue wing of the mean observational line is well fit by them. The blue wing
of the mean line also appears consistent between the LSD profiles of the cut and full
spectra. This is why I decided to further constrain the window of comparison only to
the blue part of the mean line profile, meaning only the interval [v0 fit − 1.5σfit, v0 fit] is
used, or in the example given in Figure 3.8 - the portion between the left green dotted
line and the green dashed line, which is colored in orange.

Now that we have constrained the part of the LSD profiles which will be used for the
comparison, let us define the criterium by which the observational and synthetic LSD
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profiles will be compared, so that the best fitting pair of vsini and vmac is chosen.
Since the LSD procedure is performed in the exact same way for all the data (obser-
vational and synthetic ones), the distribution of points in the velocity space is uniform
for the profiles, beginning at -243 km s−1 and ending at 243 km s−1 with a step of 1.8
km s−1. This means that comparison between different mean line profiles can be done
simply by comparing the differences between their individual intensities I(vrad) that
share the same radial velocity. To estimate the correspondance between observational
and synthetic LSD profiles, I calculate the sum

S =

vrad max∑
vrad=vrad min

(Isyn(vrad)− Iobs(vrad))2 (3.1)

The criterium to select the best fit of the LSD profile for each observation is the minimal
sum for all synthetic observations in the grid, S = Smin.

3.1.6 Determination of stellar parameters in RZ Ari

The method described in Section 3.1.5 was designed specifically to precise v sin i and
vmac of RZ Ari. To do this, 57 observations obtained with Narval in the period Septem-
ber 2008 - March 2019 (see Table 3.1) were used. I processed the data following the
steps described in Section 3.1.5. The typical SNR value of the spectra in the wavelength
range used for the computation of the mean line profile is about 190, which allows the
data to be reliably used.

To build the synthetic data, first a model atmosphere was necessary. To determine
v sin i and vmac in RZ Ari, I used a MARCS model atmosphere (Gustafsson et al., 2008)
with Teff = 3400 K, logg = 0.5, [Fe/H] = -0.25, microturbulent velocity of 2 km s−1,
M = 1M�. These values are consistent with the line mask used in the LSD procedure
for RZ Ari (see Section 3.1.1).

Once the model atmosphere was selected, I used it to build with Turbospectrum a
synthetic spectrum in the wavelength window 400 - 550 nm. After that, I accounted for
the instrumental profile of the spectrograph using the built-in procedure in Turbospec-
trum. In Georgiev et al. (2020b), the instrumental profile of Narval is considered to be a
gaussian with a FWHM of 77 mA. I then constructed the grid of synthetic observations
for rotational velocities between vsinimin = 4.5 km s−1 and vsinimax = 10 km s−1 with
a step of ∆vsini = 0.5 km s−1 and macroturbulent velocities between vmin

mac = 1 km s−1

and vmax
mac = 6 km s−1 with a step of ∆vmac = 1 km s−1.

Because the radial velocity of RZ Ari is variable (as shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 3.1), I compared each observational spectrum to a synthetic one that matches its
own radial velocity (estimated by gaussian fitting).

For each of the 57 observational spectra, I computed the sum S from Equation 3.1
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for each synthetic observation in the grid and selected the best fit based on the rule
S = Smin. After obtaining the best results according to this criterium, I examined each
of the fits individually. 16 out of the 57 dates showed LSD profiles significantly different
from the other mean line profiles and could not be correctly fit by the synthetic data.
This is maybe due to the physical variability of RZ Ari. The 16 outlying dates were not
considered in the final estimation of vsini and vmac.
For each of the 41 observations that were well fit by the synthetic data, I noted the
best fitting (vsini, vmac) pair on a two-dimensional colorplot with vsini and vmac on the
horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. This plot is shown in Figure 3.9, where the
colorcode represents the number of best fits obtained for each pair of parameters.

Figure 3.9: Distribution of the results for the 41 well fit observations of RZ Ari with
respect to vsini and vmac.

It can be seen from Figure 3.9 that the best fits are most often obtained with the set of
parameters vmac = 2 km s−1 and vsini = 6.0 km s−1 (9 best fits), 5.5 km s−1 (8) and
6.5 km s−1 (7). Other, less populated peaks in the distribution are seen at vsini = 7.0
km s−1 (5) and 5.0 km s−1 (4) for the same macroturbulent velocity. Individual fits that
match the minimization criterium appear for other combinations of the two parameters.
Except for a single observation that is best fit with vmac = 3 km s−1 and vsini = 6.0
km s−1, no result is obtained with vmac 6= 2 km s−1.

Based on the statistical distribution presented in Figure 3.9, I estimate for RZ Ari
the values of vmac = 2 ± 1 km s−1 and vsini = 6.0 ± 0.5 km s−1, where the errorbars
correspond to the steps in the grid of synthetic observations. Such an estimation of
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the error is obviously very rough. The uncertainties in the selected values of Teff , log g,
[Fe/H] and macroturbulence when computing the synthetic spectrum and line mask all
impact the errorbars of v sin i and vmac. It must also be mentioned that the precision
of the estimated parameters depends on the step of the grid of the model atmospheres.
For cool stars (Teff < 4000 K) the steps in the MARCS models for, e.g. Teff and log g are
respectively 100 K and 0.5. In a subsequent study, a more quantitative error estimation
will be necessary.

3.1.7 Paper published in Astronomische Nachrichten
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3.1.8 Period search

To precise the origin of magnetism in RZ Ari, a period search was performed on both
the values of the Bl and activity indicators measured from the Narval observations (see
Table 3.1) and the lightcurve in V filter (shown in Figure 3.10) obtained from the Amer-
ican Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO1) database. In order to perform
the period search, the Lomb-Scargle method was used (Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982). This
method was selected because it is designed to work with datasets that are unevenly pop-
ulated in time, which is the case for the available observations of RZ Ari.

Figure 3.10: The lightcurve of RZ Ari in V filter during the time of Narval observations.
Source: AAVSO.

The periodograms for the longitudinal magnetic field Bl and the spectral activity indi-
cators and vrad are shown respectively in the upper and bottom panels of Figure 3.11.
In the Bl dataset, a period of 1280d (between 1243 and 1319d) is found with a false
alarm probability (FAP) of 6.1%; also, a period of 493 d is found. For the activity
indicators, periods are found of 688d (between 668 and 707d, FAP 2%, S-index), 707d
(between 696 and 738d, FAP 0.8%, Hα-index) and 717d (between 696 and 738d, FAP
0%, CaIRT-index). For the vrad, a period of 707d (between 687 and 728d, FAP 0.6%) is
found.

The 493d period found in the Bl variation is very close to the LSP of 480d of RZ Ari,
obtained using photometry. Taking into account the radius estimation R = 107.91R�
(computed from the Gaia DR3 distance and the angular diameter of the star) and the

1https://www.aavso.org/
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v sin i = 6 km s−1 (estimated in Georgiev et al. 2020b), the upper limit for the rota-
tional period is found to be 910d. This means that the 1280d period found in the Bl is
longer than the upper limit of Prot and thus cannot be due to rotational modulation. In
the variability of the spectral activity indicators and radial velocity, a mean period of
∼ 704d appears. We suspect that this could in fact be the rotation period of the star, Prot

From the AAVSO lightcurve, several short periods (< 100d) were obtained that are
probably linked to pulsations. The results with FAP ≤ 1% are 55.1d (FAP 0%), 58.5d
(1%), 64.8d (0%), 66.8d (0.06%) and 78.6d (0.08%). Concerning longer periods (≥ 100d),
the results found are 544.6d (540.5 - 548.7d, FAP 1%) and 1105.6d (1089.1 - 1122.7d,
FAP 0.7%). However, the 544.6d period is about twice as short as the 1105.6d one,
meaning that it might be an artefact and hence, might not be real.

A period search on the shape of the LSD Stokes V profiles was also attempted us-
ing ZDI. A period of 1100d was found. The periodogram is shown in Figure 3.13. This
period is in agreement with the 1105.6d period found in the photometric variability. It
is longer than the upper estimation of the rotational period (910d), which means that
the variability of the magnetic field does not follow the rotational modulation, as it is
observed in magnetic G and K giants (Aurière et al., 2015). This result also prevents
the mapping of the surface magnetic field of RZ Ari using ZDI.
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Figure 3.11: Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the measurements reported in Table3.1 for
RZ Ari. Upper panel: Bl; lower panel: spectral activity indicators and vrad.
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Figure 3.12: Lomb-Scargle periodograms of photometric observations from AAVSO of
RZ Ari in V filter. Upper panel: < 100d; lower panel: ≥ 100d.

Figure 3.13: ZDI periodogram for the Stokes V profiles of RZ Ari.
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log(L /L�) R (R�) Teff (K) A(7Li) 12C/13C 16O/17O 16O/18O

3.178? 123.728? 3236? & 1∗ 6 ±1? 958+912
−467

? 2422+1185
−796

?

3.15† 107.91∗ 3341‡ & 1∗ 7.9±0.8‡ 607±48 ‡ –

Table 3.3: Parameters and chemical composition of RZ Ari as determined by various
observations and model predictions compatible with the radius (as derived in this work
by interferometry) and luminosity (as derived by IR measurements by Villaume et al.
2017; both values highlighted in bold face in the table).
References: ? - Lebzelter et al. (2019). The radius, not given in that paper, is computed
using the luminosity and the temperature. ‡ - Tsuji (2008). ∗ - this work. † - Villaume
et al. (2017).

3.1.9 Mass and evolutionary status

In order to estimate the mass and evolutionary status of RZ Ari, determinations of the
surface abundances of Li and the 12C/13C, 16O/17O and 16O/18O isotopic ratios were
taken from the literature. These values are summarized in Table 3.3.
As it is observed in most evolved low-mass giants (Charbonnel & Do Nascimento, 1998),
the carbon isotopic ratio is close to the nuclear equilibrium value in RZ Ari. This indi-
cates that it has undergone extra-mixing during the RGB ascent, which connected the
convective envelope to the H-burning shell, where the CNO cycle occurs. Such transport
processes are expected to efficiently destroy Li (Charbonnel & Zahn, 2007; Lagarde et al.,
2012b). However, this may represent a challenge for RZ Ari given its large Li abundance
ALi > 1.5 dex (see Section 3.1.10), which is not typical for the classical post first dregde-
up (without extra-mixing) stages of low-mass stars. Finally, the isotopic ratio 16O/17O,
estimated from molecular bands in the spectrum of RZ Ari, is lower than 1000. Accord-
ing to predictions of classical evolution for first dredge-up abundances of cool giants,
such values are reached by models with initial masses between 1.3M� ≤ M ≤ 2M�
(Dearborn, 1992; Karakas & Lattanzio, 2014). The 16O/18O isotopic ratio is more than
2000 (Lebzelter et al., 2019), which is expected for massive AGB stars with M ≥ 6M�
experiencing hot bottom burning. However, the 16O/17O isotopic ratio and the lumi-
nosity of RZ Ari are incompatible with such an evolutionary status and Lebzelter et al.
(2019) argues that it cannot be more massive than 3M�.
Given its surface chemical composition, RZ Ari should be the descendant of a 1.3 to 2M�
star. This is compatible with previous mass estimates for this star from comparisons to
stellar evolutionary models (Tsuji, 2008; Halabi & El Eid, 2016; Lebzelter et al., 2019).

Taking into accound the known parameters of RZ Ari – T eff, log g,R?, L? and surface
chemical abundances – a dedicated 1.5M� stellar evolution model was computed using
an updated version of the STAREVOL code (Dumont et al., 2021a,b) and also using
the models from Charbonnel et al. (2017). An analytical formula was used for the at-
mosphere (Krishna Swamy, 1966), with a photosphere defined as the layer ofr which
the optical depth τ is between 5 × 10−3 and 10, and Teff and R? are clasically defined
at τ = 2/3. This leads to more realistic tracks on the RGB compared to what can be
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obtained using a gray atmosphere (Salaris et al., 2002). Convective mixing is modelled
according to the mixing length theory with αMLT = 1.6 as in Lagarde et al. (2012b);
Charbonnel et al. (2017). A subsolar metallicity [Fe/H] = -0.25 dex2 and solar isotopic
ratios are adopted, both as recommended by Asplund et al. (2009). Finally, nominal
nuclear reaction rates are adopted from the Nacre II compilation (Xu et al., 2013).

Based on the radius obtained from interferometry, stellar evolution models which comply
with the fundamental parameters L?, Teff and metallicity of RZ Ari are found. RZ Ari is
well fitted by the 1.5M�, [Fe/H] = -0.25 evolution model. However, its location on the
HRD does not permit to pinpoint its evolutionary status: it is compatible with both the
tip-RGB and the early-AGB stages. However, considering the predicted surface chemical
composition, the early-AGB status is preferred. The location of the giant branches for
the model used is the same as the model of 1.5M� and solar metallicity of Charbonnel
et al. (2017), and also with similar convective turnover timescales at the tip-RGB and
early-AGB stages. This allows for an estimation of the Rossby number. For RZ Ari,
Ro >> 10. RZ Ari lies well outside the magnetic strips, meaning that an αΩ dynamo
cannot be efficient for this star. The estimated position of RZ Ari on the HRD is shown
in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: HRD with evolutionary tracks for stars with different masses from Char-
bonnel et al. (2017) with colorcoded expected Ro values, computed at Hp/2 above the
base of the convective envelope. The track of the model used to determine the position
of RZ Ari is shown with a black line.

3.1.10 Lithium abundance. Planet engulfment scenario and possible
dynamo action

In order to determine the lithium abundance in RZ Ari, the LiI resonance doublet at
6708 Å was used. A grid of synthetic spectra with different lithium abundances were
built with Turbospectrum using VALD linelists and the same model atmosphere as for
the v sin i and vmac determination presented in Section 3.1.6: T eff = 3400 K, log g = 0.5,
[Fe/H] = -0.25, vmic = 2 km s−1 and M = 1M� in spherical geometry. The synthetic
spectra were limited in wavelength in a narrow range around the LiI line and compared
to spectra obtained with Narval. However, only a lower limit for the lithium content
could be derived: ALi > 1.5 dex.

This is a very interesting result. Any Li content above 1 dex is abnormally high for
RZ Ari, considering the theory of stellar evolution. This means that in RZ Ari lithium
would either be created internally, e.g. by the Cameron-Fowler mechanism (Cameron,
1955; Cameron & Fowler, 1971), which however is expected only at the end of the AGB,
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and thus is also excluded, or it was obtained externally, for example in a planet engulf-
ment event. As it has been shown by Siess & Livio (1999), a planet engulfment may
increase the surface abundance of lithium in AGB stars by a factor of 2 – 8.

A planet engulfment could also have implications for the origin of the observed mag-
netism in RZ Ari. Since the star is well outside the magnetic strips, an αΩ dynamo is
not expected to operate in its interior. However, if a planet enguflment event ideed has
occurred, this could have increased the angular momentum of RZ Ari, possibly allowing
the operation of a magnetic dynamo. This suspected increase in angular momentum
might perhaps be sufficient to allow an α2Ω type dynamo to operate in RZ Ari. Thus,
it might be that the origin of the magnetic field in this M giant is related to a planet
engulfment event.

Another possibile dynamo which could be operating in RZ Ari is the turbulent dynamo
(Soker & Zoabi, 2002); however, it is not expected to produce surface fields stronger
than 1 G in giant stars and thus is improbable. A third possibility is a local dynamo,
like the one operating in the RSG star Betelgeuse (Aurière et al., 2010) due to the pres-
ence of large convective cells. Indeed, such cells have already been found in the giant
star pi1 Gru (Paladini et al., 2018) using interferometric observations. Currently, there
are ongoing interferometric observations of RZ Ari using the CHARA instrument which
might bring more information on this matter.
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3.2 β Pegasi

β Peg is an M2.5II-III semi-regular variable star with P = 43.3d (Tabur et al., 2009). It
is known to be an early-AGB magnetic star that falls within the second magnetic strip
(Konstantinova-Antova et al., 2014). The latest estimations of the stellar parameters of
β Peg are Teff = 3864 K, logg = 1.0, [Fe/H] = -0.11 (Massarotti et al., 2008b) and Teff

= 3689 K, logg = 1.2, [Fe/H] = -0.11 (Soubiran et al., 2008).

In the Thesis I present a continuation of the study of Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2014)
of the magnetic field in β Peg, along with the first observations of this star in linear po-
larization. This work is presented at the international Joint SREAC (Sub-Regional
European Astronomical Committee) & BgAS (Bulgarian Astronomical Society) confer-
ence which took place between the 4th and 8th of June 2019 in Sofia, Bulgaria. The work
is also published in a paper in Bulgarian Astronomical Journal (Georgiev et al., 2020a).
Using the method presented in Georgiev et al. (2020b), I determined the projected rota-
tional velocity of β Peg to be vsini = 7 km s−1; this value is reported in Georgiev et al.
(2020a) and is in agreement with the estimation of Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2014).

3.2.1 Observations

We obtained 20 observations in circular polarization of β Peg between November 2011
and August 2019, 13 of which show polarization signatures. Also, 4 observations in
linear polarization were obtained between July 2015 and August 2019. A detailed log is
given in Table 3.4 for the observations in circular polarization and in Table 3.5 for those
in linear polarization.

In order to extract the mean polarization signatures from the spectropolarimetric ob-
servations, I applied to them the LSD method using a dedicated line mask constructed
with atomic line lists from the VALD database (Kupka et al., 1999) with the following
parameters: Teff = 3700 K, logg = 1.0, microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and solar metal-
licity, consistent with the known parameters of the star. As in RZ Ari, I removed the
lines of the elements H, He, Na, K, and Ca from the mask in order to avoid eventual
contamination from the chromosphere and circumstellar and interstellar environment.
The total number of lines in the LSD mask is 12633.
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Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure time
Stokes V

Detection
Stokes V

Bl
[G]

σ
[G]

S-
index

Hα-
index

CaIRT-
index

Vrad

[km s−1]

2011/11/29 5895 1408 0.7 9x90s DD 2.49 0.25 0.279 0.279 0.426 7.4
2012/01/10 5937 1295 0.6 16x60s DD 1.23 0.18 0.290 0.278 0.406 6.9
2015/07/08 7213 1683 0.7 8x80s DD -1.17 0.22 0.291 0.333 0.744 8.4
2015/09/06 7273 1138 1.0 8x70s MD -0.69 0.29 0.274 0.351 0.716 9.2
2015/12/02 7359 798 1.3 8x70s ND –— –— 0.299 0.331 0.733 8.2
2016/07/03 7574 1604 0.7 8x70s DD 1.62 0.22 0.292 0.281 0.752 7.3
2016/09/01 7633 1271 0.9 8x70s DD 0.64 0.31 0.331 0.303 0.729 9.2
2016/10/03 7665 1317 0.9 8x70s ND –— –— 0.326 0.300 0.710 9.7
2016/10/30 7692 1294 0.9 8x70s MD -0.28 0.27 0.309 0.306 0.687 9.0
2016/12/01 7724 1155 1.0 8x70s MD -0.08 0.31 0.304 0.333 0.706 9.8
2016/12/17 7740 1049 0.9 8x70s MD 0.48 0.30 0.344 0.319 0.720 8.5
2018/06/30 8301 1361 0.9 8x80s MD -0.16 0.24 0.280 0.328 0.674 9.4
2018/07/23 8324 1062 1.2 8x80s DD -0.92 0.39 0.317 0.329 0.717 10.3
2018/08/14 8346 1477 0.7 8x80s DD -0.32 0.26 0.283 0.339 0.701 9.7
2018/10/23 8416 1388 0.9 8x80s ND –— –— 0.243 0.384 0.688 9.9
2018/12/04 8457 1188 1.1 7x80s ND –— –— 0.306 0.368 0.727 9.5
2019/01/06 8490 1597 0.8 8x80s ND –— –— 0.293 0.342 0.774 9.1
2019/06/22 8658 1240 1.0 8x80s ND –— –— 0.384 0.343 0.524 6.7
2019/07/21 8687 1258 0.9 8x80s ND –— –— 0.362 0.346 0.503 6.5
2019/08/28 8725 1497 0.8 8x80s DD 1.22 0.23 0.380 0.335 0.506 7.3

Table 3.4: Log of observations in circular polarization of β Peg. See the caption of
Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Magnetic field variability

The LSD profiles of β Peg in circular polarization are shown in Figure 3.15. The Stokes V
signatures show clear detections in some observations, while in others they remain fea-
tureless, showing that the circularly polarized signal in β Peg varies with time. Looking
at Figure 3.15, it can be seen that when a Stokes V signature in β Peg is present, it
can usually be traced for about 2-3 months. The best example is the signature found on
2016/07/03 that persists for at least 2 months, but on the third month it vanishes; the
same timescale holds true for the detections on 2015/07/08 and 2018/07/23. Keeping
in mind the observational bias (the star is observable for only 6-7 months every year,
between end-June and January), it can also be seen that the detections of clear S-shaped
signatures occur about once per year. Moreover, in November 2011 the field is of neg-
ative polarity, as it is four years later, in July 2015. In July and September 2016, the
polarity is positive. It is negative again in July 2018, then positive in August 2019.
It appears that the field polarity changes about once per year, and that there is an
unexpected change of polarity that occured at some point in time between December
2016 and June 2018. This suggests that the magnetic field might have a period of about
two years. As it will be shown in Chapter 6, this is in agreement with subsequent obser-
vations made with NeoNarval, which show that the field is negative in July and August
2020, while in June 2021 it is positive. However, the Lomb-Scargle method was applied
to the values of both the Bl and the activity indicators and no statistically significant
periods were derived. This is also the case when the dataset is split in two – before and
after the suspected change in polarity between December 2016 and June 2018. Further
observations of β Peg are necessary in order to confirm or reject the hypothesis of a
periodicity in the polarity changes of its magnetic field.

To gain more insight on the magnetic field and its variability, the spectral activity
indicators were also measured: the S-, Hα- and CaIRT-index (see Section 5 of Chapter 2
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CHAPTER 3. MAGNETISM IN M GIANT STARS

for a description of these indexes and the method of their computation). For each ob-
servation I also estimated the radial velocity vrad of the star by fitting the LSD Stokes I
profile with a gaussian and taking the peak of the function as the vrad value; since the
velocity bin I used for the LSD procedure is 1.8 km s−1, following the Nyquist theorem I
evaluate the precision of these estimations to be a half of the bin, or 0.9 km s−1. These
measurements, together with the Bl values for β Peg, are shown in Figure 3.16. In this
figure, a clear variability can be seen in both the Bl and the spectral activity indicators.
The variability is most prominent in the beginning of the dataset (between July 2015 and
December 2016, HJD 2457200 and 2457750) where the most magnetic field detections
are found. The behavior of the activity indicators seems to closely follow that of the
longitudinal magnetic field: the S- and CaIRT-index are mostly in correlation with the
Bl, while the Hα is mostly in anticorrelation with it.

Figure 3.16: Measurements of the longitudinal magnetic field (Bl), the S-, Hα- and
CaIRT-indexes, and radial velocity (vrad) of β Peg. See the caption of Figure 3.1.

The magnetic field itself is a vector, ~B, but from spectropolarimetric observations one
can only measure its line-of-sight component integrated over the visible stellar hemi-
sphere, the scalar Bl. Due to the vector nature of the magnetic field, two fields of
opposite polarities would cancel each other out in the Bl measurement if their longitu-
dinal components are equal in absolute values.
Regarding the spectral activity indicators, the exact opposite is true. Since the CaH&K,
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Hα and CaIRT lines trace the heating in the stellar atmosphere due to the magnetic
field, their indexes that are measured in the Thesis are independent of the polarity of
the fields that cause the heating. Two fields with the same intensity but of opposite
polarities would both contribute to the values of the activity indicators in the same way.
This means that if at a certain moment on the visible hemisphere of the star there are
fields of opposite polarities that have Stokes V signatures which cancel each other out,
we would not be able to detect the fields by looking at the circularly polarized signatures
only. However, by measuring the variability of the spectral activity indicators, we could
still see the effect of magnetic fields due to the magnetic heating of the chromosphere.
Keeping in mind the arguments above, in Georgiev et al. (2020a) the synchronous vari-
ability of the longitudinal magnetic field and the spectral activity indicators is interpreted
as a result of a magnetic field composed of a simple structure: at those times when a
detection of Stokes V signatures is obtained, the visible hemisphere of the star is dom-
inated by magnetic field lines that have the same polarity. Such a field is expected to
have a simple, close to poloidal geometry. In the future, this could be confirmed by using
the ZDI method to image the stellar magnetic field when more data are collected.

3.2.3 Radial velocity variability and atmospheric dynamics

The estimations of the radial velocity of the star presented in the bottom panel of
Figure 3.16 show some variability in the 6-10 km s−1 interval, which might be due to
pulsations. This is not unexpected, since β Peg is known to be a semiregular variable star.

To explore whether shock waves are present in the atmosphere of β Peg, I examined
the same spectral lines as for RZ Ari (see Section 3.1.3) and obtained similar results.
The Balmer lines show no emission, as shown for the Hα line in Figure 3.17. The lines
of the sodium doublet display a poorly defined two-component structure that shows no
strong variability in time, the two components hardly being separated from each other.
The LSD mean line profiles are always single and never display large deviations in their
radial velocity, similar to the case of RZ Ari. Based on this analysis, it appears that
there are no strong shock waves propagating in the atmosphere of β Peg.

3.2.4 Linear polarization

Let us now examine the star in linear polarization. Observations of β Peg with Narval
in Stokes U &Q are available for a total of 4 nights, as reported in Table 3.5. For these
observations, as in RZ Ari I analyzed both individual lines in the high-resolution spectra
(the Balmer lines Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ, the CaIRT lines and the sodium doublet NaD,
as well as nearby spectral lines) and the LSD profiles in search for polarized signatures.
Regarding the individual lines I examined, none of them show any clear associated po-
larized signature. The same holds true for the LSD profiles, which are presented in
Figure 3.16.
Based on this analysis, it appears that the atomic lines in β Peg show no linear polar-
ization above the detection threshold of Narval during the interval of observations.
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Figure 3.17: The Hα line in four different observations of β Peg. No significant variability
in time is present.

Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure
time (U&Q)

Stokes U
detection

Stokes Q
detection

2015/07/08 7212 1694 1.5 2Ux80s, 2Qx80s ND ND
2015/09/06 7272 1158 2.2 2Ux68s, 2Qx68s ND ND
2019/07/21 8686 1315 1.5 4Qx80s N/A ND
2019/07/22 8687 1215 1.6 4Ux80s ND N/A
2019/08/29 8725 1592 1.2 4Ux80s, 4Qx80s ND ND

Table 3.5: Log of observations in linear polarization of β Peg. See the caption of Ta-
ble 3.2.
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Figure 3.18: LSD profiles of β Peg observations in linear polarization. See the caption
of Figure 3.4.
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3.3 EK Boötis

EK Boo (HD 130144) is an M5III semi-regular variable giant star (Samus et al., 2017).
van Dyck et al. (1998) estimate Teff = 3577 K. On the HRD, EK Boo is inside the sec-
ond magnetic strip. A direct detection of the surface magnetic field of EK Boo was first
reported by Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2009), which these authors consider to be the
first ever magnetic detection in a single M giant. Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2010) find
that EK Boo is either a 2M� star located at the tip of the RGB, or a 3.6M� early-AGB
star. Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2010) also determine the projected rotational veloctiy
of the star, v sin i = 8.5 ± 0.5 km s−1, using classical spectrum synthesis. EK Boo has
an X-ray luminosity LX > 1030 erg s−1 (Hünsch et al., 1998) which is unusally high for
its spectral type. Hünsch et al. (2004) find that in this star LX and the spectral activity
indicators Hα and CaII H&K are variable in time. EK Boo is considered by Famaey
(2005) to be single.

In the Thesis I present an extension of previous studies of the magnetic field of EK Boo
(Konstantinova-Antova et al., 2009, 2010), and I present the first detections of linear
polarization in its spectral lines. This work is published in a paper in Bulgarian Astro-
nomical Journal (Georgiev et al., 2020a), where it is also shown that EK Boo is likely
a wide binary system (also explained in Section 3.3.3). I also confirm in Georgiev et al.
(2020b) the value of v sin i reported by Konstantinova-Antova et al. (2010) using the
method presented in Section 3.1.5.

3.3.1 Observations

In the period April 2008 - July 2019 a total of 54 observations in circular polarization
were obtained for EK Boo, 18 of which show detections of polarization signatures. A
detailed log of these observations is given in Table 3.6. Unfortunately, some of the data
were affected by the misalignment of the Fresnel rhomb described in Section 3.1.1 and
no Bl values were computed for them. The star was also observed in linear polarization
on 9 nights between March 2019 and July 2019. The log of the observations in linear
polarization is given in Table 3.7.

To apply the LSD method to the observations of EK Boo, I used a line mask built
from atomic line lists from VALD (Kupka et al., 1999) with parameters Teff = 3500 K,
logg = 0.5, microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and solar metallicity, following Konstantinova-
Antova et al. (2010). As in the other two M giants, I removed the lines of H, He, Na, K,
and Ca from the mask (see Section 3.1.1). The total number of lines in the LSD mask
is 13458.
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Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure time
Stokes V

Detection
Stokes V

Bl
[G]

σ
[G]

S-
index

Hα-
index

CaIRT-
index

Vrad

[km s−1]

2008/04/04 4562 1472 1.3 4x400s DD -3.38 0.74 0.242 0.356 0.648 -26.5
2008/04/05 4563 1358 1.4 4x400s DD -6.41 0.76 0.254 0.361 0.653 -26.5
2008/04/06 4564 1064 1.9 4x400s DD -6.97 1.01 0.272 0.360 0.655 -26.6
2008/12/20 4822 1181 1.4 6x400s ND –— –— 0.469 0.408 0.575 -28.1
2009/02/25 4889 1280 1.1 8x400s DD -0.74 0.61 0.431 0.401 0.578 -27.5
2009/03/09 4900 1191 1.5 8x400s DD -3.84 0.53 0.420 0.392 0.575 -27.1
2009/03/13 4904 1396 1.3 8x400s DD -4.93 0.46 0.422 0.405 0.577 -27.2
2009/03/18 4910 904 1.3 8x400s DD -10.20 0.86 0.478 0.401 0.578 -27.3
2010/01/18 5216 601 3.3 4x400s ND –— –— 0.413 0.372 0.579 -25.7
2010/02/12 5241 918 2.0 8x400s ND –— –— 0.296 0.393 0.641 -24.8
2010/03/13 5270 1097 1.4 8x400s MD 1.48 0.70 0.322 0.393 0.630 -24.5
2010/04/15 5303 1281 1.2 8x400s MD -0.80 0.61 0.302 0.376 0.632 -25.2
2010/04/23 5311 1269 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.281 0.382 0.657 -24.3
2010/06/22 5370 1223 1.3 8x600s ND –— –— 0.297 0.379 0.657 -23.2
2010/07/07 5385 1177 1.1 8x400s MD 1.76 0.63 0.270 0.384 0.617 -25.4
2010/07/23 5401 1133 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.296 0.393 0.656 -24.6
2010/08/17 5426 1095 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.278 0.407 0.684 -23.3
2011/01/13 5576 721 2.0 8x400s ND –— –— 0.316 0.416 0.672 -24.0
2011/01/15 5578 1187 1.1 8x400s ND –— –— 0.287 0.415 0.667 -23.8
2011/02/04 5598 1412 1.0 8x400s ND –— –— 0.259 0.402 0.657 -24.0
2011/03/18 5640 1015 1.4 8x400s ND –— –— 0.303 0.388 0.641 -25.4
2011/03/31 5653 763 1.9 8x400s ND –— –— 0.325 0.399 0.678 -24.6
2011/04/07 5660 1171 1.2 8x400s DD 3.25 0.69 0.313 0.395 0.672 -24.4
2011/04/30 5683 963 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.319 0.369 0.611 -25.7
2011/05/12 5695 1386 1.0 9x400s ND –— –— 0.303 0.361 0.597 -25.9
2011/06/13 5726 1196 1.2 8x400s ND –— –— 0.307 0.363 0.619 -25.8
2011/07/01 5744 1223 1.2 8x400s ND –— –— 0.309 0.357 0.597 -25.9
2011/07/11 5754 1243 1.1 8x400s N/A –— –— 0.316 0.351 0.604 -25.6
2011/08/20 5794 1167 1.2 8x400s N/A –— –— 0.296 0.337 0.583 -26.5
2012/01/07 5935 1332 1.2 8x400s DD 4.93 0.71 0.320 0.326 0.604 -24.8
2012/01/24 5952 1290 1.1 8x400s MD 2.89 0.66 0.320 0.341 0.612 -24.5
2012/03/13 6001 1286 1.2 8x400s ND –— –— 0.344 0.361 0.642 -23.5
2012/05/09 6058 799 2.0 8x400s ND –— –— 0.333 0.376 0.658 -23.1
2012/06/14 6094 754 2.2 8x400s ND –— –— 0.301 0.349 0.607 -23.9
2012/07/16 6125 1243 1.2 8x400s N/A –— –— 0.259 0.368 0.652 -23.1
2012/08/17 6157 1031 1.4 8x400s N/A –— –— 0.253 0.355 0.585 -24.2
2013/03/21 6374 839 2.6 4x400s DD -8.12 1.51 0.281 0.354 0.645 -25.1
2013/04/21 6405 1011 1.9 4x400s DD -4.96 1.14 0.276 0.350 0.593 -24.0
2013/06/10 6454 891 2.4 4x400s ND –— –— 0.262 0.371 0.653 -22.4
2013/08/11 6516 1288 1.6 4x400s MD -3.34 0.91 0.224 0.366 0.624 -23.9
2016/01/24 7413 968 2.3 4x400s ND –— –— 0.284 0.389 0.628 -21.9
2016/02/16 7436 1185 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.263 0.399 0.615 -21.8
2016/03/16 7465 1025 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.259 0.395 0.614 -21.8
2018/04/13 8223 564 3.3 7x400s ND –— –— 0.287 0.360 0.590 -23.7
2018/05/05 8244 1001 1.6 8x400s ND –— –— 0.228 0.374 0.612 -21.7
2018/06/14 8284 1153 1.3 8x400s ND –— –— 0.209 0.381 0.559 -21.8
2018/07/17 8317 1233 1.3 8x400s MD -0.86 0.63 0.202 0.388 0.578 -21.7
2018/08/07 8338 906 1.8 8x400s ND –— –— 0.224 0.390 0.612 -20.7
2018/08/27 8358 980 1.7 8x400s ND –— –— 0.246 0.382 0.588 -21.2
2019/01/14 8499 1088 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.232 0.392 0.683 -21.1
2019/04/19 8594 882 1.8 8x400s MD 1.22 1.02 0.214 0.374 0.660 -22.8
2019/06/07 8642 1093 1.7 8x400s ND –— –— 0.319 0.404 0.788 -22.8
2019/06/28 8663 1231 1.5 8x400s ND –— –— 0.288 0.392 0.786 -22.3
2019/07/28 8693 1046 1.8 8x400s ND –— –— 0.295 0.398 0.755 -24.0

Table 3.6: Log of observations in circular polarization of EK Boo. See the caption of
Table 3.1. No Bl values are computed for the dates affected by the misalignment of
the Fresnel rhomb described in Section 3.1.1, and they are marked with ”N/A” in the
”Detection” column.
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Figure 3.19: Measurements of the longitudinal magnetic field (Bl), the S-, Hα- and
CaIRT-indexes, and radial velocity (vrad) of EK Boo. See the caption of Figure 3.1.

3.3.2 Magnetic field variability

The LSD profiles I obtain for EK Boo are shown in Figure 3.20. The magnetic field
observed in this star is significantly stronger than the one found in β Peg, even reaching
the 10 G level on 2009/03/18. The Stokes V signatures in EK Boo show significant
variability in the course of a single month in the period March-April 2011: no signature
is found on 2011/03/31, then on 2011/04/07 a clear S-shaped profile can be seen that
yields Bl = 3.25 ± 0.69 G, followed shortly by a featureless signal on 2011/04/30. From
these cases of rapid change in the Stokes V, it seems that the longitudinal magnetic field
in EK Boo may vary by up to 5 G on the monthly timescale.

Figure 3.19 shows the temporal evolution of the Bl, activity indicators and vrad in
EK Boo. In this figure we find that the behavior of the spectral activity indicators
is different than in the case of β Peg. Here, there is no apparent correlation between the
activity indicators and the Bl. In Georgiev et al. (2020a), this is interpreted as a sign of
a magnetic field with a complex geometry, composed of a number of small-scale magnetic
structures that all contribute to the magnetic heating of the stellar atmosphere (that is
traced by the spectral activity indicators), but cancel each other out, either partially or
fully, in the averaged Stokes V profile and the Bl. Moreover, from Figure 3.19 it can
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also be seen that the magnetic field of EK Boo shows a long-term variability with time
as well: in the beginning of the dataset (April 2008 – August 2013, or HJD between
2454500 and 2456600) there are more detections than in the second part of the dataset.

3.3.3 Radial velocity variability and atmospheric dynamics

The radial velocity curve of EK Boo (Figure 3.19, bottom panel) is particularly interest-
ing. For the observations in the beginning of the dataset in 2008 I estimate vrad ≈ −27.5
km s−1 by applying a gaussian fit to the LSD Stokes I profile; however, after the first
few observations the radial velocity steadily grows with time and reaches ≈ -21 km s−1

in 2018. Such a long-term trend in the radial velocity suggests that EK Boo is in fact a
binary system. In a binary system, the two components orbit around the center of mass
of the system. For each component, the radial velocity measured from observations will
vary with time due to this orbital movement, except in the case where the component
orbits the center of mass in a plane which is perpendicular to the line of sight.
In the case of EK Boo, no indications of binarity are found in the high-resolution spec-
tra, which means that the secondary component is much fainter than the primary one.
This excludes the possibility that the circularly polarized signatures found in EK Boo
are related to the secondary component, since only a sufficiently bright source could be
detected in polarized light. Taking into account the unusually high X-ray luminosity of
EK Boo and the low luminosity of the suspected companion in the visible domain, in
Georgiev et al. (2020a) it is suggested that the companion star may be a magnetically
active red dwarf which is responsible for the high X-ray luminosity.
Over the course of the available dataset the radial velocity does not show periodicity.
This suggests that the orbital period of the system is long and we are facing a wide
binary system, where the distance between the components is much larger than their
size. This in turn excludes the possibility that tidal interactions play a role in the faster
rotation of the giant and its magnetic field.

To determine whether shock waves propagate through the atmosphere of EK Boo, I
examined the same spectral lines as I did in Section 3.1.3 for RZ Ari. The Balmer lines
show no emission, as shown in the example in Figure 3.21. The lines of the sodium
doublet present a four-component structure. After fitting each of the sodium doublet
lines in each observation with a sum of four gaussians, I found that each component
shows variability mainly in their equivalent width, but not in their radial velocity. The
LSD mean line profiles are always single, and in Georgiev et al. (2020a) we consider that
their large radial velocity shifts are due to binarity. Based on this analysis, it appears
that there are no strong shock waves propagating in the atmosphere of EK Boo.

3.3.4 Linear polarization

9 observations of EK Boo were obtained in linear polarization between March and July
2019. The log of observations is given in Table 3.7. As in the other M giants, I examined
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several lines (Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Hδ, the CaIRT and the NaD, as well as lines adjacent to them)
and found no clear polarization signatures associated to any of them. I also investigated
the LSD profiles, which are shown in Figure 3.22. The LSD profiles of EK Boo present
linearly polarized signatures in both Stokes U and Stokes Q that also show variability
with time. The strongest signal I find is on 2019/07/28, where the polarization level in
Stokes U peaks at 2.3× 10−4 the intensity of the unpolarized continuum.

Figure 3.21: The Hα line in four different observations of EK Boo. No emission or
significant variability is observed.

From the available dataset it appears that the polarized signatures do not vary on the
daily timescale - the profiles observed on 2019/05/30 are very similar to those from
2019/05/31; the same is also true for 2019/06/28 and 2019/06/29.

Some differences can be seen in the Stokes Q profiles that are about one month apart,
e.g. 2019/04/30, 2019/05/30, 2019/06/28-29 and 2019/07/25. Interestingly, the S-
shaped signature in Stokes U observed first on 2019/04/30 seems to persist for three
months up to 2019/07/28 without changing its shape significantly, but only its ampli-
tude in the blue lobe in July 2019. During the same period of time, the Stokes Q profiles
appear and disappear, but also retain the same S-shape when present; it may be that
this S-shape signature was always present in Stokes Q between April and July 2019, but
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its amplitude occasionally dropped below the detection limit of Narval. However, more
observations are needed to study whether the variability of EK Boo in linear polarization
is periodic, and if it is, to estimate its timescale of variation.

Date HJD SNR
σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure
time (U&Q)

Stokes U
detection

Stokes Q
detection

2019/03/15 8558 955 3.7 2Ux400s, 2Qx400s MD MD
2019/04/30 8604 1049 2.0 4Ux400s, 4Qx400s DD ND
2019/05/30 8634 1120 2.0 4Ux400s, 4Qx400s DD DD
2019/05/31 8635 1137 1.9 4Ux400s, 3Qx400s DD DD
2019/06/02 8637 916 3.1 4Qx400s N/A DD
2019/06/28 8663 1026 3.0 4Ux400s DD ND
2019/06/29 8664 1047 2.5 4Ux400s, 4Qx400s DD MD
2019/07/25 8690 1225 3.3 2Ux400s, 4Qx400s DD DD
2019/07/28 8693 935 2.6 4Ux400s DD N/A

Table 3.7: Log of observations in linear polarization of EK Boo. See the caption of
Table 3.2.

Figure 3.22: LSD profiles of EK Boo observations in linear polarization. See the caption
of Figure 3.18.
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Abstract. We present a long-term spectropolarimetric study of the active M giants EK Boo-
tis (M5III) and β Pegasi (M2.5II-III). For each star, the variability of the surface-averaged
longitudinal component of the magnetic field (Bl) is shown, along with the behavior of dif-
ferent spectral activity indicators. The possible existence of a companion is discussed for
EK Boo, a thought to be single star. We compare the observed variations in the activity
proxies of each of the two giants and discuss possible physical explanations for the structure
of their respective magnetic fields. For both objects, observations in linear polarisation are
also presented and briefly discussed.

1. Introduction

Magnetism in cool evolved stars has been extensively studied in the case of
G- and K giants (see Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2013; Aurière et al. 2015).
Aurière et al. (2015) studied 48 such giants and magnetism was detected in
29 of them. A correlation between the magnetic field strength and the Rossby
number in the magnetically detected stars was determined, favoring the op-
eration of an α − ω dynamo. The positions of these magnetic giants in the
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) define two so-called ”magnetic strips”
that correspond to specific evolutionary stages: 1) around the first dredge-up
at the base of the Red Giant Branch (RGB) and during the core-helium burn-
ing and 2) at the tip of the RGB and early Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB)
stage. Based on observational results, a theoretical framework was built by
Charbonnel et al. (2017) to explain the existence of surface magnetic fields
in these stars. In the samples of M giants studied by Konstantinova-Antova
et al. (2010; 2013; 2014) more than 60% of the stars are magnetically active.
However, recent results (Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2018; 2019, in prep.) do
not favor the α− ω dynamo to explain the magnetic field in these stars. Here
we present a further study of magnetism in two M giants, EK Boo and β Peg.
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2. Data and methods

2.1. Observations and data reduction

The M giants EK Boo and β Peg were observed using the instrument Narval
mounted on the 2m Telescope Bernard-Lyot (TBL) at the Pic du Midi obser-
vatory, France. Narval is a high-resolution fiber-fed echelle spectropolarimeter
(Aurière 2003). This instrument works in the spectral range of 375 – 1050 nm
and has a resolving power of 65000. It allows simultaneous measurement of the
full intensity as a function of wavelength (Stokes I) and the intensity in linear
(Stokes U or Q) or circular (Stokes V) polarisation versus wavelength. Narval
is capable of detecting polarisation within individual lines with an accuracy of
about 10−4Ic (Ic being the intensity of the unpolarised continuum).
We used Narval for observations in circular polarisation to search for Zeeman
signatures in the Stokes V profiles, indicative of the presence of a magnetic
field. Some observations in linear polarisation were also obtained. All data were
treated initially by the automatic reduction software LibreEsprit (Donati et al.
1997), which performs optimal spectrum extraction, wavelength calibration,
heliocentric frame correction and continuum normalization.

2.2. Data analysis

Having obtained the reduced data by LibreEsprit, we used the Least Square
Deconvolution (LSD) method (Donati et al. 1997), which averages the profiles
of more than ten thousand spectral lines (≈15000 in the cases of EK Boo and
β Peg) to generate a mean line profile both in Stokes I and in polarised light.
In this way the detection of weak polarised structures associated to spectral
lines, and resulting from magnetic fields of low intensity, becomes possible.
The method also gives a diagnostic null spectrum which should not present
any feature. Its purpose is to diagnose the presence of spurious contributions
to the Stokes V/U/Q spectrum. To perform the LSD method we used line
masks constructed from the VALD database (Kupka et al. 1999) with the fol-
lowing parameters: Teff=3500 K, logg=0.5, microturbulence of 2.0 km/s for
EK Boo and Teff=3700 K, logg=1.0, microturbulence of 2.0 km/s for β Peg.
Both masks are calculated for solar abundances.

The method has a built-in procedure for statistical evaluation of the signal
detection probability. According to this procedure we can have a definite de-
tection of polarisation, a marginal detection or a non-detection (DD, MD and
ND respectively). The procedure is based on a reduced χ2 test and yields a
DD if the false alarm probability is smaller than 10−5, MD if it is larger than
10−5 but smaller than 10−3 and ND otherwise.
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2.3. Measurements of magnetic field strength and activity
indicators

Using the Stokes V data, we calculated the line-of-sight component of the
magnetic field (Bl) using the first-order moment method (Rees & Semel 1979;
Donati et al. 1997); the typical error in the Bl calculations is 0.7 G for EK Boo
and 0.3 G for β Peg. Using the Stokes I data we measured the intensity of
the spectral activity indicators CaII H&K, Hα and CaIRT by calculating the
S-index, defined in the Mount Wilson survey (Duncan et al. 1991) and the
related Hα and CaIRT indices. By fitting the mean Stokes I profiles with a
gaussian we also calculated the stellar radial velocity Vrad. The radial velocity
bin in the LSD ouput is 1.8 km/s and following the Nyquist theorem we esti-
mate an error of 0.9 km/s for our Vrad measurements.
Due to a technical problem with Narval in the summers of 2011 and 2012 (one
of the spectropolarimeter’s Fresnel rhombs was out of position, hence giving
false Stokes V data) we could not obtain reliable Bl measurements for these
periods. However, the unpolarised spectra were not affected, allowing the mea-
surement of the spectral activity indicators and the Vrad.

The results for both stars are described in the following two sections.

3. EK Boo

3.1. General characteristics

EK Boo (HD 130144) is an M5III semiregular variable giant star (Samus et al.
2017) of visual magnitude V = 5.63m (Ducati 2002). EK Boo is considered to
be single (Famaey et al. 2009). This star has an X-ray luminosity LX > 1030

erg s−1 (Hünsch et al. 1998), which is unusually high for this spectral type.
EK Boo has a projected rotational velocity vsini = 8.5 ± 0.5 km/s and it is
the first apparently single M giant for which a direct detection of a surface
magnetic field was reported (Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2010).

3.2. Magnetic field strength, spectral activity indicators and
radial velocity

We obtained 49 Stokes V observations of EK Boo between April 2008 and
April 2019, of which only 16 show detections. The log of observations is shown
in Table 1 in the Appendix. Typical signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of the spec-
tra peak at about 1200. The mean Stokes V profiles of EK Boo constructed
with the LSD method show strong variability both at long- and short-term
timescales. A sample of the LSD results is presented in Figure 1, showing the
LSD profiles for the dates March 31st 2011 (ND), April 7th 2011 (DD) and
April 30th 2011 (ND). In this plot we see the mean Stokes V profile changing
considerably in the course of a single month, while the accuracy of the mea-
surements for these observations does not vary considerably. Measured values
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of the Bl, spectral activity indicators and radial velocities are presented in
Figure 2. The longitudinal component of the magnetic field varies on both
long and short time scales: observations for which we have a definite detection
of mean Stokes V signatures are followed shortly by observations with no de-
tection. The Bl varies in the range of −10.20 ± 0.86 G to 4.93 ± 0.71 G.

Fig. 1. Example of LSD results from EK Boo observations. The result of the statistical test
is indicated for each observation and the Bl value is given for the detections.

The magnetic field is a vector, and we can only measure its line-of-sight compo-
nent integrated over the whole visible stellar hemisphere, Bl. The individual
magnetic structures contribute to the Bl with different signs depending on
their polarity: structures of opposing polarities would cancel each other out
in their contribution to the line-of-sight component. On the other hand, the
spectral proxies trace the magnetic heating in the stellar atmosphere. Their
variability depends on the integrated heating by the magnetic structures, re-
gardless of their polarity. In EK Boo, the spectral activity indicators show
a complex behavior with respect to the Bl. No clear correlation is observed.
This suggests that the field is not of simple geometry: instead, it seems that
small-scale magnetic structures contribute to the magnetic heating of the stel-
lar atmosphere. Because of the relatively low vsini however, we cannot resolve
fine details on the stellar disc.

In Figure 2, a long-term variability of the Bl and the activity indicators is
obvious. In the first half of our dataset, between April 2008 and August 2013
(HJD 2454562 to 2456516) the Bl as well as the spectral activity indicators
vary more than in the second half of the dataset where they display a more
steady behavior. Also, before August 2013 we report more detections of mag-
netic field, while between January 2016 and April 2019 (HJD 2457413 to
2458594) we have only two marginal detections. This behavior of the mag-
netic field strength and spectral indicators means that the magnetic activity
of EK Boo declines after January 2016 and is mostly absent or is below the
detection limit.
Within the timescale of one month (April 2011) we observe fast variability
of the magnetic field, which indicates dynamics in the magnetic structures.
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Fig. 2. Magnetic field, spectral activity indicators and radial velocity measurements of
EK Boo. The different symbols denote the type of detection of circular polarisation.

Looking at the activity indicators however, we do not find evidence of flares.
This means that the magnetic variability in EK Boo is rather different than
that in the G and K giants studied in detail, e.g. V390 Aur (Konstantinova-
Antova et al. 2012), OU And (Borisova et al. 2016), β Cet (Tsvetkova et al.
2019), OP And (Georgiev et al. 2018). Such vigorous dynamics might be asso-
ciated to changes in the convective structure as a tracer of the magnetic field.
Whether an α− ω or another kind of dynamo is operating in such conditions
is a subject of a further study.

The behavior of the radial velocity of EK Boo is interesting, as can be seen in
Figure 2. At the very beginning of our dataset we have Vrad ≈ −27.5 km/s,
after which the value steadily grows over time and our last observations yield
Vrad ≈ −21.5 km/s. While this star is known from the literature to be a single
one, a long-term trend in the radial velocity is apparent, suggesting the pos-
sible existence of a companion. Such a component must be much fainter than
the primary star, since we observe no spectral indications of binarity. This
excludes the possibility that the observed polarised signatures are related to
the secondary component, as only a sufficiently bright object could cause a
detection of polarised signal. Taking into account the unusually high X-ray lu-
minosity of EK Boo and the low luminosity of the suspected companion in the
visible domain, we suggest that the secondary component could be an active
red dwarf, responsible for the large LX .
Our dataset spans over 11 years and during this time the Vrad variation does
not exhibit periodicity. This suggests that the orbital period of the system is
long, meaning that the distance between the components is very large with
respect to their size, i.e. we have a wide binary system. This excludes the
possibility that the activity of EK Boo is caused by tidal interactions like in
RS CVn variables.
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3.3. Linear polarisation

We observed EK Boo in linear polarisation during three nights in 2019: March
15 (HJD = 2458558), 30 April (HJD = 2458604) and May 30 (HJD = 2458634).
For all of them we have both Stokes U and Q measurements. We analyzed the
data and found no polarisation signatures linked to individual spectral lines.
We then applied the LSD method to the observations in search for a mean
polarisation signal. The output is shown in Figure 3 and the results of the
statistical test are indicated for each observation. The LSD method reveals a
clear mean linear polarisation signal in all of our observations. A clear signa-
ture seems to always be present in Stokes U, which is not the case in Stokes
Q. The appearance of signal in the LSD profiles and not in the observational
spectropolarimetric data means that a mean polarisation exists in the spectra
of EK Boo, but the signal within individual lines is below our detection limit.
Recent studies (Aurière et al. 2016, Mathias et al. 2018, Lòpez Ariste et al.
2018) have explained the linear polarisation observed in the cool evolved super-
giant Betelgeuse with the presence of giant convective cells at the photospheric
layer. Further observations of EK Boo are necessary in order to explain if the
observed linear polarisation signal in EK Boo is due to surface brightness inho-
mogeneities (similarly to the case of Betelgeuse) or if it has some other origin.

Fig. 3. LSD profiles of observations in linear polarisation of EK Boo. The diagnostic null
spectra are all flat and are not shown. The result of the statistical test is indicated for each
observation.

4. β Peg

4.1. General characteristics

β Peg (HD 217906) is a V = 2.4m (Ducati 2002) M2.5II-III semiregular
variable star with P = 43.3d (Tabur et al. 2009). We estimate a value of
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vsini = 7 km/s for this giant. β Peg is known to be a magnetic early-AGB
star (Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2014).

4.2. Magnetic field strength, spectral activity indicators and
radial velocity

In the period July 2015 – January 2019 we obtained 15 observations of β Peg
in circular polarisation, out of which 10 yield magnetic field detections. The
typical SNR of the spectra is ≈1400. The log of observations is presented in
Table 2 in the Appendix. Applying the LSD method to the observations of
β Peg, we find significant variability in the mean Stokes V profiles, as well as
in the value of the Bl. An example of the LSD results is given in Figure 4 and
the measurements of the Bl, spectral activity indicators and radial velocities
are shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. Example of LSD results from β Peg observations. The result of the statistical test is
indicated for each observation and the Bl value is given for the detections.

Figure 5 clearly shows variability in the longitudinal component of the mag-
netic field, both in strength and polarity. Also, variability in the activity indi-
cators is apparent. The S-, Hα- and CaIRT-indices seem to vary together with
the magnetic field. This is especially obvious in the first half of our dataset
(HJD 2457150 to 2457750) where we have the most detections. We interpret
the observed correlation between the Bl and the spectral activity indicators of
β Peg as an indication of a magnetic field dominated by large-scale structures.
We thus expect the field to have a more simple poloidal geometry.
The Vrad shows some variability which could be caused by pulsations, as ex-
pected since β Peg is a semiregular variable star.

4.3. Linear polarisation

We observed β Peg in linear polarisation during two nights in 2015: 8 July
(HJD = 2457212) and 6 September (HJD = 2457272). For these dates we
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Fig. 5. Magnetic field, spectral activity indicators and radial velocity measurements of β Peg.
The different symbols denote the type of detection of circular polarisation.

have both Stokes U and Q measurements. No polarisation signatures were
found associated to individual lines, nor to the LSD profiles.

5. Summary

The long-term variability of the active M giants EK Boo and β Peg is studied
and presence of magnetic field of variable intensity is observed in both objects.
It is stronger in EK Boo, which also has the higher vsini (8.5 km/s). Analysis
of the behavior of the magnetic field line-of-sight component Bl together with
the spectral activity indicators, the CaII H&K, Hα and CaIRT lines shows that
in the two stars the magnetic field topologies differ: in EK Boo we observe ev-
idences for small-scale magnetic structures, while in β Peg the magnetic field
seems to have a more simple dipole structure. Also, in EK Boo we observe a
decline of the magnetic activity after January 2016.
We measure a long-term trend in the radial velocity curve of EK Boo, sug-
gesting the existence of a companion. We think that EK Boo is in fact a
wide binary system consisting of an M giant main component and a red dwarf
companion, the latter being responsible for the high X-ray luminosity of the
system. The magnetic variability, on the other hand, should be an intrinsic
property of the main component, the giant star.
In terms of stellar evolution, β Peg and EK Boo appear at different evolution-
ary stages. While β Peg seems to be an early-AGB star of 3.5 solar masses
(Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2014), EK Boo is of 2 or 3.6 solar masses and is
respectively either at the tip RGB or the beginning of the TP-AGB stage
(Konstantinova-Antova et al. 2010). EK Boo has a larger vsini and more
magnetic field dynamics than β Peg, where the magnetic field and activity
indicators behavior presume a more simple, poloidal structure. Whether an
α− ω dynamo or some other kind of dynamo could operate in the conditions
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of EK Boo remains an open question and needs a further study. An α − ω
dynamo seems possible in β Peg, taking into account its evolutionary stage
and magnetic field behavior.
We detect a definite presence of linear polarisation in EK Boo, while in β Peg
no such polarisation is found. The Stokes U & Q signal of EK Boo could in
principle be caused by surface brightness inhomogeneities such as giant convec-
tive cells (similarly to the case of red supergiant stars). The existence of such
giant convective cells would be in agreement with the predictions of stellar
evolution theory if we consider EK Boo to be in the beginning of the TP-AGB
stage. Determining the origin of net linear polarisation in this star is the aim
of future works.
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Appendix: Log of observations
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Date
HJD -
2450000 SNR

σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure
time

Detec-
tion

Bl

[G]
σ
[G]

S-
index

Hα-
index

CaIRT-
index

RV
[km/s]

04apr08 4562 1472 1.3 4x400 s DD -3.38 0.74 0.242 0.356 0.648 -26.5
05apr08 4563 1358 1.4 4x400 s DD -6.41 0.76 0.254 0.361 0.653 -26.5
06apr08 4564 1064 1.9 4x400 s DD -6.97 1.01 0.272 0.360 0.655 -26.6
20dec08 4822 1181 1.4 6x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.469 0.408 0.575 -28.1
25feb09 4889 1280 1.1 8x400 s DD -0.74 0.61 0.431 0.401 0.578 -27.5
18mar09 4910 904 1.3 8x400 s DD -10.20 0.86 0.478 0.401 0.578 -27.3
18jan10 5216 601 3.3 4x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.413 0.372 0.579 -25.7
12feb10 5241 918 2.0 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.296 0.393 0.641 -24.8
13mar10 5270 1097 1.4 8x400 s MD 1.48 0.70 0.322 0.393 0.630 -24.5
15apr10 5303 1281 1.2 8x400 s MD -0.80 0.61 0.302 0.376 0.632 -25.2
23apr10 5311 1269 1.3 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.281 0.382 0.657 -24.3
22jun10 5370 1223 1.3 8x600 s ND N/A N/A 0.297 0.379 0.657 -23.2
07jul10 5385 1177 1.1 8x400 s MD 1.76 0.63 0.270 0.384 0.617 -25.4
23jul10 5401 1133 1.3 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.296 0.393 0.656 -24.6
17aug10 5426 1095 1.5 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.278 0.407 0.684 -23.3
13jan11 5576 721 2.0 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.316 0.416 0.672 -24.0
15jan11 5578 1187 1.1 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.287 0.415 0.667 -23.8
04feb11 5598 1412 1.0 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.259 0.402 0.657 -24.0
18mar11 5640 1015 1.4 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.303 0.388 0.641 -25.4
31mar11 5653 763 1.9 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.325 0.399 0.678 -24.6
07apr11 5660 1171 1.2 8x400 s DD 3.25 0.69 0.313 0.395 0.672 -24.4
30apr11 5683 963 1.5 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.319 0.369 0.611 -25.7
12may11 5695 1386 1.0 9x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.303 0.361 0.597 -25.9
13jun11 5726 1196 1.2 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.307 0.363 0.619 -25.8
01jul11 5744 1223 1.2 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.309 0.357 0.597 -25.9
11jul11 5754 1243 1.1 8x400 s N/A N/A N/A 0.316 0.351 0.604 -25.6
20aug11 5794 1167 1.2 8x400 s N/A N/A N/A 0.296 0.337 0.583 -26.5
07jan12 5935 1332 1.2 8x400 s DD 4.93 0.71 0.320 0.326 0.604 -24.8
24jan12 5952 1290 1.1 8x400 s MD 2.89 0.66 0.320 0.341 0.612 -24.5
13mar12 6001 1286 1.2 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.344 0.361 0.642 -23.5
09may12 6058 799 2.0 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.333 0.376 0.658 -23.1
14jun12 6094 754 2.2 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.301 0.349 0.607 -23.9
16jul12 6125 1243 1.2 8x400 s N/A N/A N/A 0.259 0.368 0.652 -23.1
17aug12 6157 1031 1.4 8x400 s N/A N/A N/A 0.253 0.355 0.585 -24.2
21mar13 6374 839 2.6 4x400 s DD -8.12 1.51 0.281 0.354 0.645 -25.1
21apr13 6405 1011 1.9 4x400 s DD -4.96 1.14 0.276 0.350 0.593 -24.0
10jun13 6454 891 2.4 4x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.262 0.371 0.653 -22.4
11aug13 6516 1288 1.6 4x400 s MD -3.34 0.91 0.224 0.366 0.624 -23.9
24jan16 7413 968 2.3 4x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.284 0.389 0.628 -21.9
16feb16 7436 1185 1.3 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.263 0.399 0.615 -21.8
16mar16 7465 1025 1.5 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.259 0.395 0.614 -21.8
13apr18 8223 564 3.3 7x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.287 0.360 0.590 -23.7
05may18 8244 1001 1.6 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.228 0.374 0.612 -21.7
14jun18 8284 1153 1.3 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.209 0.381 0.559 -21.8
17jul18 8317 1233 1.3 8x400 s MD -0.86 0.63 0.202 0.388 0.578 -21.7
07aug18 8338 906 1.8 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.224 0.390 0.612 -20.7
27aug18 8358 980 1.7 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.246 0.382 0.588 -21.2
14jan19 8499 1088 1.5 8x400 s ND N/A N/A 0.232 0.392 0.683 -21.1
19apr19 8594 882 1.8 8x400 s MD 1.22 1.02 0.214 0.374 0.660 -22.8

Table 1. Log of observations in circular polarisation of EK Boo. The ”σLSD” column gives
the RMS noise level relative to the unpolarised continuum in the LSD profiles. The ”Detec-
tion” column uses the notation given in Section 2.2. The typical standard deviations of the
S-, Hα- and CaIRT-index measurements are 0.007, 0.001 and 0.002 respectively. We estimate
the error of our RV measurements to be 0.9 km/s. The dates 11jul11, 20aug11, 16jul12 and
17aug12 are affected by the Fresnel rhomb misalignment described in Section 2.3.
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Date
HJD -
2450000 SNR

σLSD

(10−5Ic)
Exposure
time

Detec-
tion

Bl

[G]
σ
[G]

S-
index

Hα-
index

CaIRT-
index

RV
[km/s]

08jul15 7213 1683 0.7 8x80 s DD -1.17 0.22 0.291 0.333 0.744 8.5
06sep15 7273 1138 1.0 8x70 s MD -0.69 0.29 0.274 0.351 0.716 9.2
02dec15 7359 798 1.3 8x70 s ND N/A N/A 0.299 0.331 0.733 8.2
03jul16 7574 1604 0.7 8x70 s DD 1.62 0.22 0.292 0.281 0.752 7.3
01sep16 7633 1271 0.9 8x70 s DD 0.64 0.31 0.331 0.303 0.729 9.2
03oct16 7665 1317 0.9 8x70 s ND N/A N/A 0.326 0.300 0.710 9.7
30oct16 7692 1294 0.9 8x70 s MD -0.28 0.27 0.309 0.306 0.687 9.1
01dec16 7724 1155 1.0 8x70 s MD -0.08 0.31 0.304 0.333 0.706 9.8
17dec16 7740 1049 0.9 8x70 s MD 0.48 0.30 0.344 0.319 0.720 8.5
30jun18 8301 1361 0.9 8x80 s MD -0.16 0.24 0.280 0.328 0.674 9.4
23jul18 8324 1062 1.2 8x80 s DD -0.92 0.39 0.317 0.329 0.717 10.3
14aug18 8346 1477 0.7 8x80 s DD -0.32 0.26 0.283 0.339 0.701 9.7
23oct18 8416 1388 0.9 8x80 s ND N/A N/A 0.243 0.384 0.688 9.9
04dec18 8457 1188 1.1 7x80 s ND N/A N/A 0.306 0.368 0.727 9.5
06jan19 8490 1597 0.8 8x80 s ND N/A N/A 0.293 0.342 0.774 9.1

Table 2. Log of observations in circular polarisation of β Peg. The ”σLSD” column gives the
RMS noise level relative to the unpolarised continuum in the LSD profiles. The ”Detection”
column uses the notation given in Section 2.2. The typical standard deviations of the S-,
Hα- and CaIRT-index measurements are 0.009, 0.001 and 0.002 respectively. We estimate
the error of our RV measurements to be 0.9 km/s.



Chapter 4
Surface magnetism in the post-AGB star
R Scuti

In this Chapter, I will present my study of the surface magnetic field in the post-AGB
star R Sct, and its possible connection with the dynamics present in the atmosphere of
the star. I will begin with a short introduction of the target star, followed by a description
of the observations used. I will then address the need to use different line masks for the
computation of the LSD profiles of different observations. Following this, I will explore
the Stokes V signatures obtained from the basic LSD procedure to make certain of their
Zeeman origin and to determine their typical timescale of variation. Next, I will follow
the atmospheric dynamics of R Sct by analyzing the variability of individual spectral
atomic lines. After that, I will present a refined approach for the application of LSD
to study surface magnetic fields in the case of stars with extended atmospheres such as
R Sct. I will then briefly present the LSD profiles of R Sct in linear polarization, and
give a summary of the study.
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CHAPTER 4. SURFACE MAGNETISM IN R SCUTI

4.1 Introduction

RV Tauri stars are high luminosity pulsating variables. Their lightcurves show alternat-
ing deep and shallow minima in a quasi-periodic manner, the periodicity being sometimes
interrupted by irregular intervals which is of physical origin and not due to the seasons
the star is not observable. During regular parts of the lightcurve, the photometric vari-
ability period P is defined as the time interval between two consecutive deep minima.
The values of P are usually between 30 and 150 d (Wallerstein & Cox, 1984). Jura
(1986) studied the mass loss rates of RV Tauri stars and concluded that these objects
have recently left an evolutionary phase of rapid mass loss, and considering their lumi-
nosities (∼ 103L�) and formation rate (roughly 6 × 10−4 kpc−3 yr−1, about 0.1 of the
rate of formation of PNe), proposed that they are post-AGB objects in transition from
the Asymptotic Giant Branch to the White Dwarf stage.

R Sct (HD 173819) is the brightest member of the RV Tauri type stars. According
to the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS1), at maximum luminosity its vi-
sual magnitude is ≈ 4.2, while during a deep photometric minimum it is ≈ 8.6, and
its photometric variability period is between 138.5 and 146.5 d. Because of the strong
photometric variability R Sct exhibits, its spectral class also varies significantly: from
G0 Iae during maximum to K2p(M3) Ibe during deep minimum. Kipper & Klochkova
(2013) measure for R Sct the following values of the stellar parameters: Teff = 4500 K,
log g = 0.0, [Fe/H] = -0.5. These values are estimated from observations taken during
the phases of shallow minimum and just after a maximum in the lightcurve.

During each photometric period, two accelerations of the atmospheric layers occur that
are caused by radiative shockwaves (Gillet et al., 1989). Lèbre & Gillet (1991a,b) find
that the expansion of the atmosphere due to the passing of shockwaves may reach up to
a few photospheric radii by studying the variability of spectral lines. The propagation
of these shocks produces significant ballistic motions in the atmosphere, which can be
traced through dedicated spectral features, such as splitting of metallic lines and emis-
sion in the lines of hydrogen. These studies also show that the two shockwaves – main
and secondary one – appear respectively just before the deep and shallow minimum, and
that they may both be present at the same time in the extended atmosphere of R Sct.
The authors also point out that these complex atmospheric dynamics may be at the
origin of the mass loss the star experiences at this late evolutionary stage.

The first discovery of a surface magnetic field in R Sct is reported by Lèbre et al. (2015),
who estimate the longitudinal magnetic field Bl = 0.9 ± 0.6 G. Sabin et al. (2015) find
that the magnetic field of R Sct is variable with time, sometimes being not present or
below their detection limit. They also observe a connection between the spectral line
profiles which trace the propagation of radiative shockwaves (see Section 4.4) and the
Zeeman signatures in circular polarization, and on this basis suggest there could be a

1http://www.sai.msu.su/gcvs/gcvs/
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link between the dynamical state of the extended stellar atmosphere and the magnetic
field. Such a link has already been proposed for the pulsating variable Mira star χ Cyg
(Lèbre et al., 2014), where the propagation of shock wave through the atmosphere seems
to amplify through compression the present weak surface magnetic field.

My objective in this Thesis is to continue the study of surface magnetism in R Sct in
order to check if there is indeed an interplay between the surface magnetic field and the
atmospheric dynamics present in this cool evolved star.

In the present Chapter, Section 4.2 presents the Narval observations used for the study
of R Sct. In Section 4.3, the classical analysis of the Stokes V profiles obtained using
LSD is done. The atmospheric dynamics of R Sct is briefly illustrated from our Narval
observations in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, I present a refined approach for the study
of surface magnetism in such pulsating stars with extended atmospheres, and apply it
to the case of R Sct. Section 4.6 presents briefly the observations of R Sct in linear
polarization. Finally, in Section 4.7, a summary of the obtained results is given.

4.2 Observations and data treatment

4.2.1 Observations

Observations of R Sct were obtained between July 2014 and August 2019 using Narval.
This is the longest monitoring of R Sct using high resolution spectropolarimetry so far.
It corresponds to 6 seasons of observability of R Sct, which will hereafter be referred to
as 6 datasets, from set 1 to set 6. Each observation consists of measurements of both
linear (Stokes Q and U) and circular (Stokes V ) polarization, taken either in a single
night or during consecutive nights, depending on the observational conditions. The total
dataset spans over 67 different dates of observation, 31 of which contain Stokes V mea-
surements, giving access to information about the surface magnetism. The observations
which contain measurements on linear polarization are presented in Section 4.6, but the
Stokes Q and U data are not exploited in this study; instead, only the high resolution
unpolarized spectra (Stokes I) are used to trace the atmospheric conditions. The full log
of observations is given in Table 4.1. Unfortunately, the dataset is limited to end-August
2019 due to the shutting down of Narval and its transition to NeoNarval.

In order to correlate the information on the atmospheric dynamics and the magnetic field
obtained from Narval observations to the photometric variability of R Sct, the visual
lightcurve of the star was retrieved from the AAVSO2 database. The AAVSO visual
lightcurve of R Sct is shown in Figure 4.1. The dates for which observations with Narval
are obtained are marked on the lightcurve with blue and green vertical lines for circular
and linear polarization, respectively.

2https://www.aavso.org/
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Date HJD Phase Sequences Date HJD Phase Sequences

2014/07/15 6854.5 0.576 1Q,1U,2V 2016/10/27 7689.3 6.476 1U
2014/07/22 6861.4 0.625 10V 2016/10/28 7690.3 6.483 2Q
2014/09/01‡ 6902.3 0.914 1Q,1U 2017/04/18 7862.6 7.700 9V
2014/09/02‡ 6903.3 0.921 6V 2017/04/20 7864.6 7.714 2U
2014/09/11‡ 6912.3 0.984 1Q,6V,1U 2017/04/21 7865.6 7.722 2Q
2015/04/13 7126.6 2.499 3V 2017/08/21‡ 7987.4 – 6V
2015/04/14 7127.6 2.506 1Q,1U 2017/08/22‡ 7988.4 – 2Q
2015/04/23 7136.6 2.570 2V 2017/09/02 7999.4 – 4Q
2015/05/27 7170.5 2.809 3V,1Q,1U 2017/09/06 8003.3 – 2Q
2015/06/02 7176.6 2.852 9V 2017/09/07 8004.3 – 2U
2015/06/26‡ 7200.5 3.021 2U,2Q,9V 2017/09/08 8005.3 – 3V
2015/08/05 7240.4 3.303 2Q,2U 2017/10/02‡ 8029.3 – 2U
2015/08/06 7241.9 3.314 16V 2017/10/04‡ 8031.3 – 2Q
2015/08/10 7245.4 3.339 6V 2017/10/05‡ 8032.3 – 3V
2015/08/26‡ 7261.4 3.452 2Q 2017/10/30‡ 8057.3 – 2U
2015/08/28‡ 7263.4 3.466 2U,6V 2017/10/31‡ 8058.2 – 2Q
2015/10/08 7304.3 3.755 1Q,1U 2017/11/01‡ 8059.8 – 9V
2015/10/09 7305.3 3.762 6V 2018/06/18 8288.5 0.058 2U,2Q
2015/10/29 7325.3 3.903 1Q,1U 2018/06/19 8289.5 0.064 3V
2015/10/30 7326.3 3.910 5V 2018/07/27 8327.5 0.322 2U,2Q
2016/03/17‡ 7465.6 4.895 1U,1Q 2018/07/28 8328.5 0.329 3V
2016/05/04 7513.6 5.234 1U,1Q 2018/08/15 8346.5 0.451 2Q,2U
2016/05/15 7524.6 5.312 3V 2018/08/31 8362.4 0.559 2Q,2U
2016/05/20 7529.6 5.347 3V 2018/09/08 8370.4 0.614 3V
2016/06/02 7542.6 5.439 1U,1Q 2018/10/24‡ 8416.3 0.925 2Q
2016/06/22 7562.5 5.580 1U,1Q 2018/10/25‡ 8417.3 0.932 2U
2016/07/12 7582.5 5.721 1U,1Q 2019/06/15 8650.5 2.515 3V,2Q
2016/07/24 7594.4 5.805 3V 2019/06/27 8662.5 2.596 3V
2016/08/03 7604.4 5.876 1U,1Q 2019/07/15 8680.4 2.718 2Q,2U
2016/09/01 7633.3 6.080 1Q,1U 2019/07/18 8683.5 2.739 3V
2016/09/24 7656.4 6.243 1Q 2019/08/05 8701.5 2.861 2U
2016/09/28 7660.3 6.271 3V,1U 2019/08/13 8709.4 2.915 2Q
2016/10/03 7665.3 6.306 3V 2019/08/31‡ 8727.4 3.037 6V
2016/10/21 7683.3 6.433 1Q,1U

Table 4.1: Log of spectropolarimetric observations. Calendar and heliocentric Julian
dates (HJD) are given in the first two columns. HJD starts from 2 450 000. The
horizontal lines show the limits of the 6 observational sets described in Section 4.2.1.
The phase (calculated according to Equations 1 or 2) is given in the third column. The
fourth column indicates the number of Stokes Q/U/V sequences collected for each date.
The dates for which the ”cool” mask is used are marked with ‡, and for the rest, the
standard mask is used (see Section 4.2.2).
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During the first part of the observational dataset, between April 2014 (HJD = 2 456 773)
and June 2016 (HJD = 2 457 905), the lightcurve of R Sct appears regular (showing the
usual alteration of deep and shallow minima). However, after this, the next expected
deep minimum appears shallow instead, and after that the periodicity is lost. It is re-
stored again in June 2019 (HJD 2 458 905). The limits of the irregular portion of the
lightcurve between June 2016 and June 2019 are marked on Figure 4.1 with dashed red
vertical lines.

Figure 4.1: Visual lightcurve of R Sct from AAVSO. The dates of spectropolarimetric
observations (see Table 4.1) are indicated by vertical lines (blue and green lines for the
circular and linear polarization observations, respectively). The limits of the irregular
interval of photometric variability (see Section 4.2.1) are denoted by the dashed red
lines. The red star shows the date which I choose to be the beginning of period 0 in
the first phase computation (see Equation 4.1); the beginning of period 0 in the second
phase computation (see Equation 4.2) is the right vertical dashed line, i.e. the date the
regularity of the lightcurve is restored.

The photometric period of R Sct, when it is apparent (i.e. outside the irregular portion
of the lightcurve) is variable from one cycle to the next. I find that the average period
length in the first regular part of the observational dataset is 141.50 d, and in the
second (after the irregular portion) it is 147.33 d. Using these periods, I compute the
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photometric phase according to the following ephemerids:

HJD (minimum light I) = 2456773 + 141.50E (4.1)

HJD (minimum light I) = 2458280 + 147.33E (4.2)

I use Equation 4.1 for the first regular portion of the lightcurve (in Figure 4.1: between
the red star and the first vertical dashed red line) and Equation 4.2 for the second one
(in Figure 4.1: after the second vertical dashed red line).

4.2.2 LSD line masks

In order to extract the mean circular polarization signatures from the data, I used the
LSD method. In the course of its photometric variability, R Sct changes significantly not
only its visual magnitude, but also its spectral type, hence its effective temperature Teff .
From the literature it is known that during a shallow luminosity minimum and around a
maximum, the effective temperature of the star is 4500 K. However, this cannot always
be the case, since the spectral type changes to a much later one near a deep minimum,
suggesting a lower effective temperature. The available Narval observations also show
that close to a deep minimum, TiO molecular bands appear in the spectrum of R Sct,
indicating a significant decrease in Teff . This means that using a single LSD mask com-
puted with a unique effective temperature to treat the whole dataset may not be the
best approach. A more reliable result would be obtained if, instead, the observations
obtained around a deep minimum (and showing these TiO band features) are treated
using an LSD mask computed for another (lower) effective temperature, one which is
closer to that of the star at this photometric stage.

To estimate the effective temperature of R Sct during a deep luminosity minimum, I used
Turbospectrum (see Section 1.5 of Chapter 3) to construct a series of synthetic spectra
around two molecular bands of TiO (TiO 7054 Å and TiO 7589 Å) which are present
in the spectrum of R Sct during times of photometric deep minimum. To construct the
synthetic spectra, I used linelists extracted from the VALD database and MARCS model
atmospheres computed for 1M�, log g = 0.0, microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and Teff =
4500, 3800, 3600, 3400 and 3200 K. I used the built-in procedure in Turbospectrum to
take into account the instrumental profile of Narval. After that, I had to introduce the
effects of rotational and macroturbulent velocities. Neither value is known for R Sct, and
due to the spectroscopic variability of the star (see Section 4.4), estimating v sin i and
vmac using the method presented in Section 1.5 of Chapter 3 would be very inaccurate.
I assigned to v sin i and vmac the ad hoc values of 5 and 2 km s−1 which are reasonable
for AGB and post-AGB stars. It must be noted that there is no particular reason to
pick these exact values, and that they have no impact on the task at hand. My goal was
not to determine velocities, but instead only to give a rough estimation of Teff ; for this
purpose, any reasonable pair of the two velocities would suffice.
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Having computed the synthetic spectra, I compared them to four observational spectra
of R Sct, obtained on 2015/04/23 (corresponding to a shallow minimum), 2014/09/11,
2017/11/01 (both taken close to a deep minimum) and 2019/08/31 (taken at the exact
time of a deep minimum). This comparison is shown in Figure 4.2. It can be seen from
the synthetic spectra that the 7054 Å TiO band (upper panel) begins to develop only at
temperatures below 3800 K. On the other hand, this band is present in the observations
during times of deep minimum, but not during a shallow minimum. This is consistent
with the 4500 K estimation Kipper & Klochkova (2013) obtain for the shallow minimum
and maximum phases. The synthetic spectra also show that the band continues to de-
velop in both depth and width as temperature decreases until Teff = 3400 K. Further
decreasing the temperature makes the band more shallow instead. The 7589 Å TiO band
(lower panel) is again only present in observations obtained around a deep minimum,
being most developed on 2019/08/31 (obtained at the exact time of a deep minimum).
In the synthetic spectra, this band is not present at 4500 K and even at 3800 K. It be-
gins to develop only at 3600 K and grows in depth and width as temperature decreases,
reaching maximum depth in the 3200 K spectrum. We can draw two certain conclusions
from this: 1) during a shallow luminosity minimum, the effective temperature of R Sct is
above 3800 K, in good agreement with the measurements of Kipper & Klochkova (2013);
2) during a deep minimum, the effective temperature is below 3800 K, since both TiO
bands are present in the spectrum.

Before drawing any further conclusions however, it must be kept in mind that there are
two factors which prevent a precise determination of Teff : the first and most important
one is the imperfect normalization to the continuum in the observations; the second and
less imporant one are the ad hoc values assigned to v sin i and vmac in the making of
the synthetic spectra. Because of these factors, any further constraint on the effective
temperature will only be a rough one. With that being said, in the three observations
taken around a deep minimum, the two TiO bands appear to be best described by the
synthetic spectra computed for 3400 and 3600 K. For this reason, I decided to perform
LSD in the following manner:

• For all observations in which TiO bands are not present, i.e. except those obtained
close to a deep minimum - using a mask computed for Teff = 4500 K (henceforth,
the standard mask);

• For the observations in which TiO bands are present, i.e. those obtained close to
a deep minimum - using a mask computed for Teff = 3500 K (henceforth, the cool
mask).
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Figure 4.2: TiO 7054 Å (upper panel) and TiO 7589 Å (lower panel) bands in the spec-
trum of R Sct. For each band, the top subpanel shows four observed spectra, obtained
on 2015/04/23 (corresponding to a shallow minimum), 2014/09/11, 2017/11/01 (both
taken around a deep minimum) and 2019/08/31 (corresponding to the exact time of a
deep minimum). The bottom subpanels show synthetic spectra computed for different
values of Teff .

A last justification for the use of the ”cool” line mask is that even if it does not perfectly
reflect the effective temperature of R Sct during a deep minimum, it certainly gives
a better approximation than the ”standard” mask does. The other stellar parameters
the two masks were computed for (from MARCS model atmospheres) are log g = 0.0,
microturbulence of 2 km s−1 and [Fe/H] = -0.5, in agreement with Kipper & Klochkova
(2013). As in the study of M giants presented in Chapter 3, linelists extracted from the
VALD database were used, and the lines of the elements H, He, Ca, Na and K were re-
moved from the two line masks to avoid contamination from the very high atmosphere,
the circumstellar envelope and the interstellar medium. The total number of lines in
each of the two masks is approximately 17 000.
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As we shall see in Section 4.5, the selection of lines in the LSD mask can be further
constrained in order to trace only the contribution of the photosphere.

4.3 The surface magnetic field

I applied the LSD method to the Narval observations of R Sct in circular polarization
in order to extract the mean polarized signatures and trace the surface magnetic field.
The resulting LSD profiles are shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen in this figure that
Stokes V signatures are often found in the spectrum of R Sct, and that they present
variations in both shape and position relative to the rest frame velocity of the star
vrad = 42.47 km s−1 (Kunder et al., 2017), indicated with a dashed vertical black line.
When present, the mean Stokes V signatures are typically weak, on the order of 5×10−5

the intensity of the unpolarized continuum. Signatures can be seen for example in July
and September 2014, in April and August 2015, in May 2016 and in June 2018. In some
observations however, there is no trace of a Stokes V signature, for example in June and
October 2015 and in April and August 2017.

Figure 4.3 shows that the LSD Stokes I profiles of R Sct also present significant variability
with time, both in shape and position. In some observations, the Stokes I profile appears
single and redshifted with respect to the stellar restframe velocity (e.g. 2015/08/28),
while in others it is again single but blueshifted (e.g. 2015/10/09), and other times it
clearly displays a double-peak structure (e.g. 2017/04/18). We will see in Section 4.4
that this variability is caused by the atmospheric dynamics and traces shockwaves prop-
agating through the atmosphere of R Sct.

In Figure 4.3 it can also be seen that always when the mean intensity profile has a double-
peak structure, the Stokes V signatures (if present) are centered on its blueshifted lobe,
e.g. on 2014/07/22, 2016/05/20, 2018/06/19. This effect was already reported for R Sct
by Sabin et al. (2015), who interpret it as the magnetic field being associated to the
radially outward moving material which is being lifted and compressed by a passing
shock wave. The same trend was reported for the Mira star χ Cyg by Lèbre et al.
(2014), who suggest that the shock in χ Cyg amplifies a very weak surface magnetic
field, through a compression effect. It is also because of this behaviour of the Stokes V
profile that the statistical test which is commonly used to determine the type of detection
of polarized signatures (see Section 3.2 of Chapter 2) was not used for the observations
of R Sct, since it takes into account the whole span of the Stokes I profile (i.e. both
lobes). For the observations where the Stokes V signature is clearly only associated to
the blueshifted lobe, the noise associated to the redshifted one would deteriorate the
determination of the type of detection.
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4.3. THE SURFACE MAGNETIC FIELD

4.3.1 The origin of circular polarization

To investigate if the detected Stokes V profiles are of stellar origin and not due to a
cross-talk between linear and circular polarization, I compared the linearly polarized
LSD profiles to the circularly polarized ones for those dates of observation when both
are available. Indeed, the Narval observations of R Sct show linear polarization with am-
plitudes on the order of 3×10−4 the level of the unpolarized continuum (see Section 4.6).
However, I found no similarities between the LSD profiles (their peak positions, width
and shape) in Stokes Q and U and those in Stokes V taken in the same night or in con-
secutive nights, which shows that there is no cross-talk involved in the formation of the
circularly polarized signatures. I thus conclude that the detected Stokes V signatures
are of stellar origin.

Next, to test if the Stokes V signal found in the LSD profiles of R Sct is due to the
Zeeman effect, I performed three tests using LSD with different line masks, as it has
been proposed by Mathias et al. (2018). The tests aimed to check if:

1. Spectral lines with high effective Landé factors geff show stronger Stokes V signa-
tures than those with low geff ;

2. Deep spectral lines show stronger Stokes V signatures than shallow ones do;

3. Spectral lines formed at longer wavelengths show stronger Stokes V signatures
than those formed at shorter wavelengths.

To perform the first test, I split each of the two line masks (”standard” and ”cool” one)
into two sub-masks of high and low geff using the median value geff = 1.2 as the division
limit. For the observations where a Stokes V signature was already found using the
full mask (”standard” or ”cool” one), I applied the LSD process using the respective
”standard” or ”cool” sub-masks for high and low geff and then compared the results.
I found that the degree of circular polarization is indeed stronger for lines with high
geff . I performed the other two tests in a similar manner, using the median values of
line depth and wavelength as division limits – 0.66 and 446 nm, respectively. The line
depth test also showed that deeper lines are more strongly polarized in Stokes V than
shallow ones, which according to Mathias et al. (2018) favours the Zeeman origin of the
circularly polarized signal. However, the wavelength test was inconclusive as it did not
yield any well-defined circularly polarized signatures. Examples of the results of the
tests are shown in Figure 4.4.

Based on these results and considering that the circularly polarized signals are of stellar
origin, I conclude that the observed Stokes V profiles are of Zeeman origin and they
show the presence of a surface magnetic field in R Sct.
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CHAPTER 4. SURFACE MAGNETISM IN R SCUTI

Figure 4.4: Comparison of a sample of LSD profiles of R Sct computed with two different
sub-masks to test the Zeeman origin of the Stokes V signal (see Section 4.3.1). Each
column represents a single date of observation: 2014/07/22 is obtained just after a
maximum visual brightness, 2014/09/02 corresponds to a deep minimum, 2015/04/13 is
obtained between a maximum and a shallow minimum and 2019/08/31 corresponds to
a deep minimum.

4.3.2 Timescales of variation

From Figure 4.3, a rough estimation can be made of the typical timescale of Stokes V
variability. Let us consider the data from 2015. There, a signal appears to be present
in the beginning of April, which is not visible in May and June. It then reappears in
August and vanishes again in October. From this variation, a rough timescale of 2-3
months can be deduced. This timescale does not contradict the rest of the dataset: for
example the two observations of September 2014 show that the Stokes V signal may
persist for at least one week, while on the other hand, it obviously changes quicker than
on timescales ≥ 1 yr.

4.4 Atmospheric dynamics

The first qualitative model of the pulsation of the photosphere of R Sct was introduced
by Gillet et al. (1989). From spectroscopic observations, these authors reported that two
shockwaves propagate throughout the stellar atmosphere per pulsation period (defined
as the time between two consecutive deep photometric minima). The first (main) shock-
wave is found to emerge from the photosphere just before the phase of deep photometric
minimum (around φ = 0). This main shock is supposed to produce a large elevation of
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4.4. ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS

the atmosphere, followed by a subsequent infalling motion due to the force of gravity
(ballistic motion). A secondary (and weaker) shockwave emerges from the photosphere
just before the occurence of a shallow photometric minimum (around φ = 0.5), while
the main shock is vanishing in the upper atmosphere.

This work was extended by Lèbre & Gillet (1991a,b) who investigated the profile vari-
ations of selected spectral lines which turned out to be good indicators of the motions
at the photospheric level and of ballistic motions in the upper atmosphere. These lines
include Hα, several FeI lines and TiI 5866 Å. In the spectrum of R Sct, the Hα line
shows an emission component which varies in strength along the photometric phase.

4.4.1 Variability of the Hα line

Figure 4.5 shows the profile variation of the Hα line along the complete observational
dataset. It can be seen in this figure that Hα shows a variable profile which consists of
an absorption component, usually redshifted with respect to the restframe velocity of
the star, and an emission component with variable amplitude, which is blueshifted with
respect to the restframe velocity of R Sct. It can be seen that the apparition of the
main shockwave from the photosphere around phase φ = 0 (around a deep photometric
minimum) usually results in a strong Hα emission component (e.g. on 2015/10/29 and
2015/10/30, before the minimum on 2015/11/13; on 2016/03/17, before the minimum
on 2016/04/02). This is in agreement with the work of Gillet et al. (1989), who present
the complex Hα profile as a full emission originating from the front region of a radative
shock wave, where the temperature and pressure conditions are favorable to produce
an emission line; then the cool hydrogen (either static or relaxing) located above the
shock front introduces an absorption component to the central and/or redshifted part
of the line. The secondary shock is also detectable through the Hα emission around
phase φ = 0.5 (around a shallow photometric minimum). This emission feature then
decreases until a new strong emission occurs due to the emergence of a new main shock.
A few dates (2014/07/22, 2015/06/26, 2016/10/27-28, 2017/11/01) show a very faint
Hα emission, illustrating the few moments when the atmosphere is relaxing in a global
infalling motion.
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Figure 4.5: Time variation of the Hα line profile in the spectrum of R Sct. Each
observation is shifted vertically for display purposes, and its date is indicated on the
left. The restframe velocity of R Sct is indicated with a vertical dashed line. For the
observations which have a phase assigned to them following Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the
phase is also noted. It can be seen that during the two regular portions of the lightcurve,
the emission component of Hα is usually strongest close to and before phases φ = 0 and
φ = 0.5, corresponding respectively to times of deep and shallow photometric minimum.
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4.4.2 The Schwarzschild mechanism

Atomic lines of elements such as Fe and Ti also display profiles that vary with the
photometric phase, being either fully blueshifted, double-peaked or fully redshifted. To
explain this behaviour, in this Thesis I will refer to the Schwarzschild mechanism.

Schwarzschild (1975) proposed a mechanism to explain the observed doubling of atomic
spectral lines in pulsating stars. According to this explanation, the passing of a shock
wave through the stellar atmosphere first makes the layers closest to the photosphere
move upwards (towards the observer), thus causing the spectral lines formed in these
layers to be blueshifted; after the shock has passed, the same layers fall ballistically
downwards (away from the observer), thus causing the spectral lines to be redshifted.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.6. When integrated over the entire atmosphere, this effect
yields:

• a fully redshifted spectral profile (t1), if the entire layer of line formation is moving
downwards after the passage of a previous shock and before the arrival of a next
one;

• a fully blueshifted spectral profile (t4 in Figure 4.6), if the entire layer of line
formation is moving upwards;

• a double-peak split profile (t3 and t2), if some parts of the layer of line formation
are moving upwards and some are moving downwards.

This basic scenario may be more complicated in the case of a very extended atmosphere,
where the imprints of two consecutive shockwaves may be present at the same time in
atomic lines, as it has been shown to be the case for R Sct by Lèbre & Gillet (1991b)
(from the lines of the sodium doublet).

4.4.3 Variability of metallic lines

To study the motions in the atmosphere of R Sct during the longest high resolution
spectropolarimetric monitoring ever realized, I will use two atomic lines: FeI 6569 Å and
TiI 5866 Å. Lèbre & Gillet (1991a) showed that the FeI 6569 Å line is formed in the
lower part of the atmosphere of R Sct, very close to the photosphere, while on the other
hand the TiI 5866 Å line is formed in the upper atmosphere.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the Schwarzschild mechanism. In the left panel, the variation
of the distance from the centre of the star with time is shown for three different layers of
the atmosphere. In the right panel, the observed spectra at 4 particular moments t1 to t4
are shown. At t1, the whole atmosphere is relaxing and the spectrum is fully redshifted.
At t2, the bottom part of the atmosphere is rising due to an emerging shock, and the
spectrum shows a weak blueshifted lobe and a strong redshifted one. At t3, most of the
atmosphere is rising, resulting in a strong blueshifted component and a weak redshifted
one. Finally, at t4, the entire atmosphere is rising and the spectrum is fully blueshifted.
Figure from Alvarez et al. (2000).

4.4.3.1 The lower atmosphere: the FeI 6569 Å line

The profile variation of the FeI 6569 Å line is shown in Figure 4.7. It can be seen in this
figure that this line always shows a single gaussian profile, either blueshifted or redshifted
with respect to the restframe velocity of R Sct. Following the Schwarzschild mechanism,
this corresponds respectively to phases t4 and t1 in Figure 4.6, i.e. times during which
the layer of formation of this atomic line is rising (for the blueshifted profiles) or falling
(for the redshifted ones). The absence of a double-peak profile (corresponding to phase
t2 or t3 in Figure 4.6) of the FeI 6569 Å line in any of the observations shows that
the layer in which this line forms is very narrow and thus is affected only by a single
global motion (upward or downward) at any given time. Considering that Lèbre & Gillet
(1991a) showed that the FeI 6569 Å line is formed close to the photosphere, this line can
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be used to trace the motion of the photosphere.

In order to trace the emergence of shockwaves through the photosphere of R Sct, I
constructed the radial velocity curve of the FeI 6569 Å line by fitting its profile with
a gaussian function in the spectra of R Sct obtained during observational sets 2 and 3
(between April 2015 and October 2016). I selected these two sets because they offer
the best phase coverage and also contain the most observations (∼ 50% of the total
dataset). The result is shown in Figure 4.8. In this figure it can be seen that indeed
there are two upward accelerations per photometric period, found around phases φ = 0
and φ = 0.5, which correspond respectively to the times of deep and shallow photometric
minima, confirming the results of Gillet et al. (1989). In Figure 4.8, global motion (up
and down) is clearly seen. The observed dispersion in the radial velocity curve most
likely corresponds to cycle-to-cycle variations, as the intensity of the shocks is probably
different for the different periods.

4.4.3.2 The upper atmosphere: the TiI 5866 Å line

Next, the behaviour of the TiI 5866 Å line will be examined. The time variability of
the profile of this spectral line is shown in Figure 4.9. It was shown by Lèbre & Gillet
(1991a) that this line is formed in the upper atmosphere. In Figure 4.9 we see that
the profile of this line is very different from that of the FeI 6569 Å one: complex and
strongly variable profiles, both single and double-peaked, are observed on different dates.
Following the Schwarzschild mechanism, this suggests that the TiI 5866 Å line is formed
in a thick layer of the atmosphere, since we observe double-peaked profiles similar to
those expected at t2 and t3 in Figure 4.6 (e.g. on 2015/08/26, 2016/05/15, 2017/10/05),
which on the contrary are not present in the FeI 6569 Å line profiles.

4.4.4 Atmospheric dynamics: summary

The analysis of the variability of the Hα and FeI 6569 Å line profiles confirms the results
of Gillet et al. (1989), who found that two shockwaves per photometric period emerge
from the photosphere of R Sct around the deep and shallow photometric light minima
(or, equivalently, just before phases φ = 0 and φ = 0.5). Considering also the TiI 5866 Å
line variability, it is evident that spectral lines which form at layers of different altitudes
and different thickness are also affected by the propagating shockwave in different ways:
”photospheric” lines (i.e. lines which form in a very narrow region near the photosphere,
such as the FeI 6569 Å line) always show a single global motion – upward or downward –
when affected by the passing of a shockwave, and also indicate the moment at which the
shock emerges from the photosphere; lines which form in wider regions of the atmosphere
(such as the TiI 5866 Å line), on the oher hand, may trace more than one global motion,
depending on the location of the shockwave through them (as shown in Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.7: Time variation of the FeI 6569 Å line profile in the spectrum of R Sct. Each
observation is shifted vertically for display purposes, and its date is indicated on the
left. The restframe velocity of R Sct is indicated with a vertical dashed line. For the
observations which have a phase assigned to them following Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the
phase is also noted.
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4.5 The surface magnetic field: a refined approach

The LSD Stokes V profiles presented in Figure 4.3 are obtained in the ”classical” way un-
dertaken when studying surface magnetic fields using high resolution spectropolarimetry
(see Chapter 2). However, before going any further in the analysis of these LSD profiles,
we must consider that this usual approach may not be the best one to use in the case
of stars hosting strong pulsations in their atmospheres, such as R Sct. This is so be-
cause these stars have very extended atmospheres, which means that at a given moment
in time different layers of the extended atmosphere might be affected by very different
dynamics. Thus, an LSD line mask computed without considering the conditions under
which spectral lines form (like the ”standard” and ”cool” masks used in Section 4.3) will
surely mix together information from very different altitudes with various physical con-
ditions. In particular, the different layers of the extended atmosphere are surely affected,
at any given moment in time, by very different dynamics, as it was shown in Section 4.4.
This means that the line masks used in Section 4.3 yield LSD profiles that combine the
full complexity of the atmospheric motions, which may be different for different layers.
In the particular case where the objective is to study the surface magnetic field (i.e.
its condition at the level of the photosphere), introducing information from the higher
atmosphere is certainly not the best approach.

Figure 4.8: Radial velocity curve of the near-photospheric layers of the atmosphere of
R Sct obtained from gaussian fits on the FeI 6569 Å line. Points obtained from sets 2
and 3 are displayed with different symbols. The restframe velocity of R Sct is indicated
by a dashed horizontal gray line.
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Figure 4.9: Time variation of the TiI 5866 Å line profile in the spectrum of R Sct. See
the caption of Figure 4.7.
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4.5.1 Line selection by excitation potential

The higher the excitation potential χ of atomic lines is, the less extended their zone
of formation in the stellar atmosphere is. In particular, lines with large χ can only be
formed in a thin layer near the photosphere. This narrow region is expected to be af-
fected, at any given moment in time, by only one dynamical effect: an upward global
motion due to the presence of a single shock wave passing through it, or a downward
global motion due to the relaxation of the layer after the passage of a shock wave. For
example, the FeI 6569 Å line, which was shown in Section 4.4.3.1 to be formed only in
a narrow region near the photosphere of R Sct, has an excitation potential of 4.7 eV
(according to the VALD linelists). On the other hand, lines which have a low exci-
tation potential can be formed under a wider variety of conditions, met both at the
photospheric layers and at higher altitudes. These lines are thus expected to combine
the complexity of a large portion of the stellar atmosphere, which may contain lay-
ers affected by different global motions – upwards and downwards. For example, the
TiI 5866 Å, shown in Section 4.4.3.2 to be formed in an extended region of the atmo-
sphere of R Sct, has an excitation potential of 1.06 eV (according to the VALD linelists).

This physical scenario is presented schematically in Figure 4.10. In the upper panel of
this figure, a schematic representation of the atmosphere of R Sct is shown (not up to
scale). Periodically, a shockwave emerges from the photosphere. The narrow region just
above the photosphere is affected by the shock and moves in a global upward motion.
The higher atmosphere however is not yet affected by this shock; instead, it is moving
down, falling ballistically after having been lifted in the past by a previous shockwave.
An LSD mask χhigh which contains only lines with excitation potential high enough to
probe only the atmospheric layers lying close to the photosphere would yield an LSD
profile showing a fully blueshifted intensity profile, since these layers are globally moving
away from the star. If there is a surface magnetic field above the detection threshold, the
LSD profile would also show a Stokes V signature associated to the blueshifted intensity
profile.

On the other hand, an LSD mask χlow containing lines with lower excitation potential
which may be formed at any altitude in the atmosphere of the star would probe both
the photosphere and the higher atmosphere: it would yield an LSD profile containing
a mixture of information from both the layers adjacent to the photosphere (which are
moving globally upwards) and the higher layers of the atmosphere (which are moving
globally downwards as they are relaxing after the passage of a previous shock). This
means that the intensity profile will have a double peak according to the Schwarzschild
mechanism (see Section 4.4.2), and the Stokes V signature associated to its blueshifted
lobe will have a lower amplitude than the one obtained using the χhigh mask. Finally,
an LSD line mask which contains all atomic lines regardless of their excitation potential
(i.e. containing all the lines in both the χhigh and χlow masks) would produce an LSD
profile similar to the one shown in black in the bottom panel: containing information
predominantly from the near-photospheric layer, since both the high- and low excitation
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potential lines trace the conditions in it, but also information from the higher atmo-
sphere, which is not relevant when studying magnetism and dynamics at the level of the
photosphere.

To examine the effect lines with different excitation potential have on the LSD profiles, I
made a test by splitting the ”standard” LSD mask into two sub-masks: one with χ < 2
(7903 lines) and one with χ ≥ 2 eV (9031 lines). These masks will hereafter be referred
to respectively as χstandard

low and χstandard
high . I picked 2 eV to be the limit because this value

had to be high enough to successfully restrict the LSD process to the near-photospheric
layers of the atmosphere and at the same time low enough to allow for a sufficient num-
ber of lines in the mask, in order to get Stokes V signatures with high SNR. I then
applied the LSD method using both sub-masks to the observations obtained outside a
deep minimum and compared the results. I did the same for observations treated with
the ”cool” mask. An example of this comparison for some observations is shown in
Figure 4.11. In this figure, it can be seen that the Stokes I profiles obtained with the
χstandard

low and χstandard
high sub-masks have completely different shapes, showing that indeed

the lines used for their construction probe layers of the atmosphere with different extent,
and which are also affected by different dynamics, and thus should be mixed together
only with great caution. It can also be seen in Figure 4.11 that the lines with higher
excitation potential, which are expected to trace only one atmospheric dynamics at a
given moment in time, show a stronger degree of circular polarization. While for some
observations the χstandard

high sub-mask yields LSD profiles with clear Stokes V signatures,

the χstandard
low sub-mask never produces any LSD profiles with a signature in Stokes V .

From this figure, one can appreciate the level of contamination low excitation potential
lines introduce to the signal originating from the photosphere.

The Stokes I and Stokes V profiles obtained using the χstandard
high sub-mask are similar in

shape to the ones obtained using the full ”standard” mask. This is in agreement with the
scenario presented in Figure 4.10, since it shows that while both lines with low and high
excitation potentials (which together constitute the full ”standard” LSD mask) trace the
photospheric layer, only the higher excitation potential ones are limited strictly to it,
while lines with lower χ also contain information from higher atmospheric layers (and
hence unrelated to the surface magnetic field).
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Figure 4.10: Upper panel: a schematic representation (not up to scale) of two global
motions in the atmosphere of R Sct – an upward one in the near-photospheric layers,
caused by the passing of a radiative shockwave, and a downward one in the higher
atmosphere, caused by the gravitational infall occuring after the propagation of the
previous shockwave. Bottom panel: the LSD profiles that would be obtained by using a
mask containing only lines with high χ which probe only the near-photospheric layers of
the atmosphere (purple), low χ which probe the same layers plus the higher atmosphere
(green), and a mask which contains a mixture of both (black).
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the LSD profiles obtained with the χstandard
low (contain-

ing 7903 lines, in green), χstandard
high (containing 9031 lines, in purple) and full ”standard”

(containing 16934 lines, in black) line masks for 2014/07/22 (left column), 2016/05/20
(middle column) and 2019/06/15 (right column). The Stokes V and intensity profiles
are shown in the top and bottom rows respectively. The zero-level of the Stokes V and
the continuum level of the intensity are indicated by the dashed horizontal lines in their
corresponding panels, and the radial velocity of R Sct is indicated by the dashed vertical
line.

From what is seen in Figure 4.11, it can also be concluded that while the photospheric
layers of R Sct show traces of a variable magnetic field, the atmosphere of the star as
a whole (represented by the χstandard

low sub-mask) does not. Furthermore, the absence of
Stokes V signatures in the LSD profiles obtained with the χstandard

low sub-mask for the
observations where the χstandard

high one shows a clear feature suggests that the higher at-
mospheric layers introduce signals that may compensate the contribution of the lines
formed at the photospheric level. This is another proof that mixing together atomic
lines formed in different atmospheric layers can have a serious impact when investigat-
ing surface magnetism in pulsating stars hosting extended atmospheres. The valuable
result from this new approach for the analysis of the surface magnetic field is then a
better definition of the Stokes V profiles which originate at the level of the photosphere.

Considering what has been said so far, the χstandard
high sub-mask appears to be a better

choice when analysing the magnetic field at the surface level. The exact same logic
applies to the observations obtained near a deep luminosity minimum, for which I con-
structed a χcool

high mask by extracting from the ”cool” mask the lines with χ ≥ 2 eV.
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4.5.2 Magnetism at the photospheric level

To better constrain the analysis of the LSD profiles, and more specifically, the Stokes V
signatures, to the level of the photosphere, I computed a new set of LSD profiles for
the Narval observations in circular polarization, this time using the χstandard

high and χcool
high

masks, which I built as described in the previous section. The dates for which in Sec-
tion 4.3 the ”standard” mask was used were treated with the χstandard

high mask, and the rest

were treated with the χcool
high one (see Table 4.2). The resulting LSD profiles are shown

in Figure 4.12. It can be seen in this figure that generally, the LSD profiles resemble
those obtained using the full ”standard” and ”cool” masks (presented in Figure 4.3).
The Stokes V profiles obtained by using only high excitation potential lines however are
more well-defined. This result is in agreement with the assumption of the zones of forma-
tion described in Section 4.5.1. It also shows that the magnetic field at the surface level
differs from that in the higher atmosphere, otherwise the Stokes V profiles presented
in Figures 4.12 and 4.3 would be identical. For some particular dates (2015/08/28,
2016/05/20) it is also possible to notice a signature when using the χhigh masks, while
it is not apparent with the full one. However, the timescale of variation given in Sec-
tion 4.3.2 still applies. In Figure 4.12 it can be seen again that for some observations (e.g.
2014/07/22, 2016/05/20) where the LSD intensity profile shows a double-peak structure,
the Stokes V signature is clearly only associated to the blueshifted lobe. I propose that
this magnetic field detection may be indeed associated to an ascending global motion of
the photosphere caused by a radiative shock wave propagating outwards. As previous
studies of cool pulsating stars by Lèbre et al. (2015) and Sabin et al. (2015) have sug-
gested, the propagation of a shock wave may locally amplify a weak surface magnetic
field due to a compression of the magnetic field lines.

The fact that in Figure 4.12 a few observations still show a double-peak Stokes I pro-
file (e.g., 2017/04/18 and 2017/09/08) indicates that the χhigh mask does not fully
constrain the LSD process to the near-photospheric layers (otherwise all LSD intensity
profiles would have the shape of a single gaussian). This most likely means that the
2 eV limit may be too low, and a higher threshold is necessary in order to fully isolate
the contribution of the near-photospheric layers in the computation of the LSD profiles.
However, setting the excitation potential limit higher would further limit the number of
lines in the mask, which would in turn decrease the SNR of the LSD profiles.

Using the LSD profiles shown in Figure 4.12, I computed the longitudinal component Bl
of the magnetic field vector for those observations where a clear Stokes V signature can
be seen, using the first order moment method described in Chapter 2. For the observa-
tions where the signal appears clearly associated to the blueshifted lobe of the intensity
profile, I fitted the LSD Stokes I profile with a sum of two gaussians representing the
two components; I then limited the Bl computation to the blueshifted lobe only, using
the HRV window [v0 fit − 1.5σfit, v0 fit + 1.5σfit], where v0 fit and σfit are respectively the
gaussian’s peak position and its FWHM (in km s−1). The resulting Bl values are shown
in Figure 4.13 together with the visual lightcurve. It can be seen in this figure that the
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Date HJD Signature Signature Bl [G] σ [G]
(full mask) (χ ≥ 2 eV) (χ ≥ 2 eV) (χ ≥ 2 eV)

2014/07/15 6854.5 no no – –
2014/07/22 6861.4 yes yes -0.51 0.29
2014/09/02‡ 6903.3 yes yes -0.45 0.51
2014/09/11‡ 6912.3 no no – –
2015/04/13 7126.6 yes yes -0.06 0.46
2015/04/23 7136.6 ambiguous ambiguous 1.38 0.67
2015/05/27 7170.5 no ambiguous -0.27 0.52
2015/06/02 7176.6 no ambiguous -0.10 0.20
2015/06/26‡ 7200.5 no no – –
2015/08/06 7241.9 ambiguous ambiguous -0.37 0.36
2015/08/10 7245.4 no no – –
2015/08/28‡ 7263.4 ambiguous yes -1.27 0.79
2015/10/09 7305.3 no ambiguous 0.14 0.30
2015/10/30 7326.3 no no – –
2016/05/15 7524.6 no no – –
2016/05/20 7529.6 ambiguous yes 0.63 0.49
2016/07/24 7594.4 no no – –
2016/09/28 7660.3 no no – –
2016/10/03 7665.3 no no – –
2017/04/18 7862.6 no no – –
2017/08/21‡ 7987.4 no no – –
2017/09/08 8005.3 no no – –
2017/10/05‡ 8032.3 no no – –
2017/11/01‡ 8059.8 no no – –
2018/06/19 8289.5 ambiguous yes -2.67 1.32
2018/07/28 8328.5 no ambiguous 0.92 0.52
2018/09/08 8370.4 no no – –
2019/06/15 8650.5 no no – –
2019/06/27 8662.5 no no – –
2019/07/18 8683.5 no no – –
2019/08/31‡ 8727.4 no no – –

Table 4.2: Log of Stokes V observations. Calendar and heliocentric Julian dates (HJD)
are given in the first two columns. HJD starts from 2 450 000. The third and fourth
columns show if a signature is present in the Stokes V profile obtained respectively with
the full mask and the χhigh mask: yes, no or ambiguous. The last two columns show
the Bl and its errorbar, computed from the χhigh LSD profiles. The dates for which the
χcool

high mask is used are marked with ‡, and for the rest, the χstandard
high mask is used (see

Section 4.2.2).
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CHAPTER 4. SURFACE MAGNETISM IN R SCUTI

longitudinal magnetic field varies significantly in time, both in strength and in position
relative to the intensity profile.

Figure 4.13: Temporal evolution of the longitudinal component of the magnetic field
Bl(t) of R Sct (upper panel) and lightcurve (bottom panel). The blue vertical lines
in the bottom panel indicate the time of Narval observations that contain Stokes V
measurements, and the red star indicates the date considered as the start of period 0
(see Section 4.2.1). The dashed vertical red lines indicate the approximate beginning
and end of the irregular part of the lightcurve, during which no Stokes V signatures are
observed.

The first half of the dataset, before the irregular portion of the lightcurve (delimited by
the dashed red vertical lines), contains 20 observations, of which 10 show a signature
in Stokes V (5 of which are unambiguous). For 3 dates – 2014/07/22, 2015/08/06,
2016/05/20 – the Stokes V signature appears to be associated only to the blueshifted
lobe of the intensity profile. The Bl varies roughly between -1.3 and 1.4 G in this first
part of the observational dataset.
During the irregular part of the lightcurve, none of the 4 available observations show a
clear polarized signature in Stokes V .
In the last part of the dataset, after the irregular portion of the lightcurve, only 2 out of
7 observations show signatures in Stokes V : 2018/06/19 and 2018/07/28. For the date
2018/06/19, the Bl value measured is impressive: −2.67±1.32. Even though the errorbar
is large for this measurement due to the noise in the polarized spectrum, the Bl value
is higher than those measured from the rest of the observations. For this observation,
the signature seems to be associated to the blueshifted lobe of the intensity profile, in
agreement with the hypothesis that the magnetic field is associated to the matter being
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affected by an emerging shockwave.

4.6 Linear polarization

Linearly polarized signatures in the spectrum of R Sct were reported previously by
Lèbre et al. (2015). I computed the LSD profiles of the Narval observations in linear
polarization listed in Table 4.1 using the full ”standard” and ”cool” masks as described
in Section 4.3. I took into account all atomic lines, without discriminating them by
their excitation potential. The resulting LSD profiles are presented in Figures 4.14 and
4.15. In this figure, the presence of variable signatures in both Stokes Q and U in the
spectrum of R Sct can be seen. In my Thesis however, I only use the linearly polarized
LSD profiles to check for cross-talk between linear and circular polarization in Narval
(see Section 4.3.1) in order to confirm the stellar origin of the Stokes V signal. The
analysis of the Stokes Q and U profiles of R Sct, and their origin, is to be done in a
future study not in the scope of the present Thesis.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, the longest monitoring of the RV Tauri variable star R Sct using high
resolution spectropolarimetry is presented. Circular polarization signatures are detected
in several observations and their stellar and Zeeman origin is confirmed. The timescale
of variation of these signatures appears to be of a few months, similar to the timescale
of pulsation of the star. The differences between the dynamics of the lower (near-
photospheric) and upper layers of the extended atmosphere of R Sct are presented.
These differences introduce the need for a refined approach for the application of the LSD
method when investigating the surface magnetic field. Such an approach is suggested
and applied to the observational dataset. LSD profiles constructed from lines formed
mostly in the near-photospheric layers of the atmosphere are produced, and from their
Stokes V signatures, the longitudinal magnetic field is measured. Always when the
Stokes I LSD profile shows a double-peak profile, the Stokes V signature, when present,
appears to be associated to its blueshifted lobe, suggesting a connection between the
shockwave propagating outwards from the photosphere and the detection of a surface
magnetic field, perhaps due to compression of magnetic field lines at the shock front.
However, further investigation is needed in order to prove or disprove such a connection
between atmospheric dynamics and surface magnetism in R Sct.
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Chapter 5
Imaging the photosphere of Betelgeuse
through spectropolarimetry

In this Chapter, I will present my study of the convective motions in the lower atmosphere
of the red supergiant Betelgeuse using a new method for 3-dimensional (3D) imaging
based on spectropolarimetric observations in linear polarization. First, I will give a brief
introduction of the target star. After that, I will summarize the results of previous
spectropolarimetric studies of Betelgeuse that lay the foundations for the 3D-imaging
of its atmosphere. I will then explain in details how the 3D brightness maps are built
from spectropolarimetric observations and how they should be interpreted. Finally, I
will give a summary of the results and a conclusion. This study is also presented in a
paper accepted for publishing in the journal Astronomy & Astrophysics, and this paper
can be found at the very end of this Chapter.

Summary
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CHAPTER 5. IMAGING BETELGEUSE THROUGH SPECTROPOLARIMETRY

5.1 Introduction

Betelgeuse (α Ori, HD 39801) is a nearby (d = 200 pc, Joyce et al. 2020) M2Iab red
supergiant (RSG) star. Betelgeuse recently experienced an unusual decrease in visual
brightness by about 1 mag (Guinan et al., 2020), which is commonly referred to as the
Great Dimming of Betelgeuse. It lasted between October 2019 and February 2020, which
unfortunately coincided with the shutdown of Narval due to its upgrade to NeoNarval.
Because of the transition to NeoNarval, there are practically no observations of Betel-
geuse in high-resolution spectropolarimetry during its Great Dimming.

The surface parameters of Betelgeuse as determined by Lambert et al. (1984) and Jos-
selin & Plez (2007) are Teff = 3750 K, log g = 0.0, solar metallicity and microtubrulence
of 4.0 km s−1. Being a visually bright object and the star with the largest angular
diameter (42.11 mas, Montargès et al. 2021) after the Sun, Betelgeuse has been a target
of many observations, including spectropolarimetric and interferometric ones. Aurière
et al. (2010) obtained high resolution spectropolarimetric observations of Betelgeuse in
circular polarization (Stokes V ) in the period March - April 2010 using Narval. These
authors were the first to report a direct measurement of the surface magnetic field of
Betelgeuse, which they measured to be of the order of 1 G. The authors also suggest
that, since RSG stars rotate very slowly (for Betelgeuse Prot ≈ 12 to 25 years, Uiten-
broek et al. 1998; Kervella et al. 2018) and have very extended atmospheres, neither a
solar-type dynamo nor a fossile magnetic field from a magnetic main sequence star pro-
genitor are possible explanations of the observed magnetic field of Betelgeuse. Aurière
et al. (2010) instead point to a local-type dynamo due to the presence of giant convective
cells as a possible origin of the magnetic field. Such cells were predicted to exist on the
surface of Betelgeuse by Schwarzschild (1975) and also appear in numerical simulations
by Freytag et al. (2002) and Dorch (2004) and the interferometric observations available
at the time (Haubois et al., 2009; Chiavassa et al., 2010).

A few years later, the first detection of a linearly polarized signal in the spectrum of
Betelgeuse was reported by Aurière et al. (2016), who measured from Narval observa-
tions rather strong signatures in Stokes Q and U , of the order of 10−4 the intensity of
the unpolarized continuum. By analyzing the linearly polarized signatures in individual
spectral lines, namely the sodium doublet NaD, these authors conclude that the net sig-
nal observed with Narval is due to depolarization of the continuum of Betelgeuse (which
is polarized due to Rayleigh scattering) in the absorption lines. Since this effect should
yield zero net linear polarization if the visible disk of the star were uniformly bright,
Aurière et al. (2016) conclude that surface brightness inhomogeneities must be present
in Betelgeuse, and propose a geometrical model to infer their positions on the disk of
the star.

Mathias et al. (2018) studied the long-term variability of the magnetic field of Betelgeuse
using Narval observations in Stokes V . The authors show that the circularly polarized
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

signatures in this star vary on timescales similar to those of linear polarization (around
300 d and 2000 d), suggesting that the two types of signatures originate from the same
structures. The authors point out that the timescale of 2000 d coincides with the typ-
ical long secondary period (LSD) for RSG stars, and that it could be associated with
giant convective cells, since such cells are expected to have lifetimes of the order of years
(Chiavassa et al., 2009, 2010, 2011b).

López Ariste et al. (2018) developed a numerical method to map the surface brightness
of the RSG star Betelgeuse using high-resolution spectropolarimetric observations. The
method is based on the works of Aurière et al. (2016) and Mathias et al. (2018) who
respectively study the linearly and circularly polarized signal in Betelgeuse. It is struc-
tured around the idea that the continuum radiation in Betelgeuse is linearly polarized
due to Rayleigh scattering, and gets then depolarized by atomic lines forming above the
continuum. As Aurière et al. (2016) propose, this effect yields a non-zero polarization
signal in Stokes Q and U due to the presence of surface brightness inhomogeneities at the
surface of Betelgeuse. López Ariste et al. (2018) suggest that these inhomogeneities are
in fact giant convective cells that appear at the level of the photosphere, in agreement
with numerical simulations (Freytag et al., 2002; Dorch, 2004; Chiavassa et al., 2011a).
Using an original method, the authors were able to reconstruct 2D images of the surface
brightness of Betelgeuse for several dates of spectropolarimetric observations and mon-
itor the evolution of convective patterns in its photosphere. The obtained results are
in good accordance with images of Betelgeuse inferred from interferometry (Montargès
et al., 2016; Kervella et al., 2018). This kind of work was also done for another RSG star,
CE Tau, for which the results are also in good agreement with interferometric images
(Montargès et al., 2018).

We used the method presented in López Ariste et al. (2018) as a foundation of a new
technique to infer 3-dimensional (3D) images of the photosphere of Betelgeuse. This
technique is based upon the assumption that we are facing giant convective cells in
Betelgeuse, and allows for detailed examination of the convection velocity in altitude.
Studying the variation of convection velocity may shed light on the physical phenomena
that are responsible for the significant mass-loss which RSG stars are known to exhibit.
The method for 3D-imaging, and the results we obtain for the velocity of the convective
motions in Betelgeuse are presented in a paper accepted for publication in the journal
Astronomy & Astrophysics (A&A) (López Ariste et al., 2022).

Section 5.2 of the present chapter gives a detailed description of the method for sur-
face imaging presented in López Ariste et al. (2018). In Section 5.3, the assumptions
that allow the construction of 3D-images of the photosphere of Betelgeuse are presented
in details and justified. The way that the 3D-images are constructed is described in
Section 5.4, and the way that they should be analysed is explained in Section 5.5. The
results obtained in López Ariste et al. (2022) are presented in Section 5.6, and the
submitted version of the paper itself is presented in Section 5.7.
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5.2 The method for 2D surface imaging

The imaging of the photosphere of Betelgeuse through spectropolarimetric observations
by López Ariste et al. (2018) is only possible by relying upon many assumptions for
the physical conditions in this RSG star. In order to understand and justify these
assumptions, one must first be familiar with previous works that lay the foundations for
them.

5.2.1 Discovery of linear polarization in the spectrum of Betelgeuse

Aurière et al. (2016) analyzed Narval observations of Betelgeuse in linear polarization
obtained between 2013 and 2015. These authors interpret the net linear polarization
signal seen in these data as a result from Rayleigh scattering in the continuum followed
by depolarization in the spectral lines.

Betelgeuse is known to show linear polarization in its continuum beyond 0.5% in the
blue (e.g. Hayes 1984; Clarke & Schwarz 1984; Nordsieck et al. 1994; Magalhaes &
Nordsieck 2000 for recent studies), which is clearly a sign of anisotropy in its radiation
field. It is generally considered that the linear polarization of the continuum is mainly
caused by Rayleigh scattering (in the photosphere) and Mie scattering (by circumstel-
lar dust), and that the anisotropy is due to one or several brightness spots (Schwarz
& Clarke 1984; Clarke & Schwarz 1984; Doherty 1986; Magalhaes & Nordsieck 2000).
Aurière et al. (2016) consider depolarization to be mainly occuring due to the incoherent
process of absorption of photons, followed by their spontaneous re-emission at the origin
of the spectral line, after which the initial polarization of the photon is lost. Since this
process has the same probability for all spectral lines, it is expected that all lines should
depolarize the continuum to the same degree. This is similar to the solar case, where
most absorption lines have very small intrinsic polarization, and mainly depolarize the
continuum, having almost identical linear polarization profiles (Stenflo et al., 1983). An
important indication that this is also the dominating process in Betelgeuse comes from
the polarization signatures of the NaD lines. According to Landi Degl’Innocenti & Lan-
dolfi (2004) the intrinsic polarization of the D1 line (at 589.6 nm) is much smaller than
that of D2 (at 588.9 nm). However, in Betelgeuse the D1 line shows a degree of linear
polarization comparable to that of D2, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 (from Aurière et al.
2016). This cannot be due to instrinsic polarization, but can instead only be explained
by depolarization of the continuum in the spectral lines. Detecting depolarization in
Narval observations this way can be expected, since there the continuum polarization
level is set to zero and any depolarization instead appears as a net signal.
Scattering polarization is orthogonal to the plane of scattering, and so is observed to be
at a tangent to the local limb: as the azimuth changes, the plane of polarization rotates
(see the left panel of Figure 5.2). This means that in a spherically symmetric star with
a uniform surface brightness distribution the observed net polarization signal would be
zero, because the signals coming from every two points that have the same distance from
the center of the disk and are 90-degree angle apart would cancel each other out. Since
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5.2. THE METHOD FOR 2D SURFACE IMAGING

Figure 5.1: Linearly polarized spectra of Betelgeuse in the region of the NaI D lines for
Sets 1 and 2 of Aurière et al. (2016) (corresponding respectively to observations taken on
2013/11/27, 2013/12/11, 2013/12/20 and 2014/01/09, left panel and observations from
2014/09/12-13, right panel). The intensity profiles are shown in the upper spectrum in
black, while the lower spectra show the Stokes U and Q in red and blue, respectively.
It can be seen that the apparent polarization signals of D1 and D2 have comparable
intensity, indicating that they mostly depolarize the continuum. Figure from Aurière
et al. (2016).
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Figure 5.2: Coordinates on the disk of Betelgeuse and polarized spectra in the case of
one bright spot in the model of Aurière et al. (2016). In the left of the figure a cartoon of
the stellar disk shows the polar coordinates for three bright spots at the same positional
angle χ between the radius and the North-South meridian of the disk, but at different
projection angle µ between the spot and the disk center. Accross each spot the arrow
shows both the orientation and relative polarization expected. Around the disk the
dashed arrows show the definition of the Stokes parameters Q, U . In the right part of
the figure, the leftmost two plots show Stokes Q (top) and U (bottom) for the three
spots as they would be seen in a resolved stellar disk. The two rightmost plots show
what would be observed with Narval and the radial velocity scale is shifted to the HRV
of Betelgeuse. Figure and caption from Aurière et al. (2016).

some signal still persists, and all observations and analysis indicate that Betelgeuse has
in fact the shape of a sphere, the only possibility left is that its surface brightness is
not uniform over the disk. This could be explained by the presence of bright spots that
are in fact the rising hot plasma in convective cells, which is consistent with numerical
simulations by Chiavassa et al. (2009, 2010, 2011b) and interferometric observations of
Betelgeuse (e.g. Haubois et al. 2009).

5.2.2 First mapping of bright spots

Based on the assumption that bright spots are present at the surface of Betelgeuse,
Aurière et al. (2016) construct a simple model to map the surface of this RSG star
as a combination of bright spots over a homogeneously bright disk. From polarimetric
observations, one can derive the coordinates of the source of the signal (i.e., the spot)
on the disk of Betelgeuse (see Figure 5.2): the position angle χ between the radius and
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the North-South meridian of the disk and the projection angle µ between the spot and
the disk center. Each spot would create an excess of polarization with orientation θ, the
polarization angle. What is directly obtained from the data is actually the polarization
angle θ. Using the classical linear polarization relations, as described by Bagnulo et al.
(2009), and considering that for Narval, positive Q is defined in the North-South direction
and positive U is defined at 45◦ counterclockwise relative to positive Q, the polarization
angle θ is given by:

θ = 0.5 arctan(U/Q) + c (5.1)

The parameter c = 0 if Q > 0 and U ≥ 0. c = 180◦ if Q > 0 and U < 0 and c = 90◦ if
Q < 0. The position angle χ can be inferred from θ as χ = θ ± 90◦. This ambiguity
of 180◦ in the position angle is inherent to polarization measurements. The projection
angle µ on the other hand is inferred by the authors from the radial velocity of the
polarization signal: the velocity along the line of sight would be maximal for a bright
spot at the disk center, and would decrease when approaching the limb. Aurière et al.
(2016) represent the velocities as in the case of an expanding atmosphere and make the
approximation that all photospheric motions and the motion of the scattering layer are
radial, and that their velocities combine at the polarization level to an identical velocity
Vmax, which they assign the ad hoc value of 50 km s−1. The polarization signal coming
from a spot at a projection angle µ from the disk center then has a radial velocity of
V = Vmax cosµ. Aurière et al. (2016) use their model to map the location of bright
spots on the surface of Betelgeuse between 2013 and 2016. In Figure 5.3, a comparison
of the images obtained with this model and images obtained with quasi-simultaneous
interferometric observations are shown.

5.2.3 Giant convective cells and imaging through spectropolarimetry

Mathias et al. (2018) present a study based on long-term (7.5 years) spectropolarimetric
observations of Betelgeuse with Narval between September 2009 and April 2017, focus-
ing on the circularly polarized signatures (Stokes V ) and their common behaviour with
Stokes Q & U. These authors find that the Stokes V signal is mostly redshifted with
respect to the stellar restframe velocity and to the center of the intensity profile, which
they suggest may indicate that its origin are areas that favour radially downward mo-
tions. They also perform a period analysis of the Stokes I, V, Q and U signatures and
find that they all show variations on the same timescale, which indicates that linear and
circular polarization may have a common origin in Betelgeuse. The authors detect a pe-
riod of around 1850 d, which is close to the LSP of Betelgeuse (around 2000 d) and point
out that giant convective cells have been suggested as the possible origin of LSP of RSG
stars by Stothers (2010), who also compute the typical turnover timescale of 2500 d for
Betelgeuse. Based on the conducted analysis, the authors confirm that giant convective
cells are the origin of polarization in Betelgeuse, and propose that linear polarization
originates from the bright and hot regions of upflowing plasma, and circular polarization
originates from the dark intergranular lanes, where the cooling plasma sinks towards the
stellar interior and the magnetic field lines are trapped by the convective flows.
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CHAPTER 5. IMAGING BETELGEUSE THROUGH SPECTROPOLARIMETRY

Figure 5.3: Comparison of intensity images of Betelgeuse obtained with VLTI/PIONIER
(upper images, from Montargès et al. 2015) and with TBL/Narval (lower images) during
the quasi-simultaneous observations of 2014: January (left) and November (right). North
is up and east is left for all images. Figure and caption from Aurière et al. (2016).
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Based on the works of Aurière et al. (2016) and Mathias et al. (2018) which strongly
indicate that giant convective cells must be the origin of both linear and circular polar-
ization in the spectrum of Betelgeuse, López Ariste et al. (2018) present a method for
imaging the photosphere of RSG stars (in particular Betelgeuse) using high-resolution
linear polarization measurements. The authors develop a new model that presents the
surface brightness distribution of Betelgeuse using a linear combination of real spherical
harmonics. In the model of López Ariste et al. (2018) the surface brightness B as a
function of the distance µ from disk centre and the polar angle χ is defined by a set of
parameters an and is given by

B(µ, χ) =

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑

l=0,lmax
m=−l,+l

aml y
m
l (µ, χ)

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥, (5.2)

where l is the maximum allowed number of the spherical harmonics, and the function
yml (µ, χ) is defined as

yml (µ, χ) =
√

2(−1)mR(Y m
l (µ, χ)), if m > 0, (5.3)

yml (µ, χ) =
√

2(−1)mJ(Y m
l (µ, χ)), if m < 0, (5.4)

yml (µ, χ) = R(Y m
l (µ, χ)), if m = 0, (5.5)

where R and J are the real and imaginary parts of the spherical harmonics, respectively,
and

Y m
l (µ, χ) =

√
2n+ 1

4π

(n−m)!

(n+m)!
eimχPmn (µ), (5.6)

where Pmn (µ) is the associated Legendre polynomial.
López Ariste et al. (2018) argue that in the presence of convection, the radiative losses
(and hence, the brightness) have to be balanced by the enthalpy flux (see Nordlund
et al. 2009 for the case of solar granulation). Thus, brightness must depend on the
radial component of the velocity as

B(µ, χ, Vz) ∝ σT 4
eff ≈ ρVz

(
5

2
kBT + xΞ

)
, (5.7)

where on the left side we have the black body dependency between brightness and
effective temperature, and on the right side we have the enthalpy flux, described by
the density ρ, the vertical velocity Vz, the gas temperature T , the ionization fraction of
hydrogen x and its ionization potential Ξ. However, since the brightness distribution
B(µ, χ, Vz) is adimensional and normalized, the authors calculate a velocity in standard
units by defining a global velocity Vmax that represents the maximum upflow velocity at
the brightest point on the stellar disk. This Vmax is set so that the maximum Doppler
shift, which is observed at the disk centre, can cover the most blueshifted signals observed
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in the stellar spectrum (see Figure 5.4). In the case of Betelgeuse, the authors point
that this velocity must be at least 40 km s−1. The Doppler velocity is then modelled at
any point over the stellar disk as

V = Vmax cos(µ)B(µ, χ, Vz) (5.8)

The authors note that points that are moving away from the observer (i.e. that have

Figure 5.4: An example fit of the observed on 2013/12/20 Stokes Q and U signatures
in the LSD profile of Betelgeuse using the method of López Ariste et al. (2018). The
observed intensity spectrum is shown with a black solid line. The blue and red points
correspond respectively to the observed Stokes Q and U measurements, and the solid
blue and red lines - to their respective fits. The left and right vertical dashed lines
indicate respectively the maximum global convective velocity Vmax (selected so that it
covers the most blueshifted signals) and the restframe velocity of Betelgeuse V?.

a redshifted signal) are assigned values close to zero instead of negative ones, which in
practice only offsets the zero velocity definition. Furthermore, López Ariste et al. (2018)
assume in their model that all the plasma moves only vertically, i.e. in a radial direction
with respect to the center of star. This imposes a condition on the velocity fields. At
the two extremes, the brightest plasma, wherever it is over the disk, is always assumed
to move at the global maximum velocity Vmax, and the darkest plasma, wherever it is
over the disk, is assumed to sink vertically at that same velocity Vmax. As the authors
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point out, this assumption does not necessarily have to be true all the time, and most
likely is not, since there is no reason why the convective motions should have the same
velocity and keep it constant in time. However, in the absence of a way to precisely
determine the individual maximum convective velocities for every single observation,
the only possible solution is to select a single value which is large enough to encompass
the span of polarized signatures in radial velocity space for all the observations. The
plasma which has intermediate brightness also needs to be assigned a sign and velocity.
López Ariste et al. (2018) impose in their model that the 75% brightest plasma is rising
and the darkest 25% is sinking. The choise of this particular ratio is selected so that the
brightness distribution resembles that of the solar granulation.
The reader may view these many assumptions as just guesses as to what the actual
velocity distribution at the photosphere of Betelgeuse is. However, the final results of
the method – the inferred images of the visible surface of Betelgeuse – appear in very
good agreement with those obtained using interferometry, which would then justify the
underlying assumptions.

Finally, in the model of López Ariste et al. (2018) the Stokes Q and U amplitudes
integrated over the stellar disk are given by

Q(V ) =
∑
µ,χ,Vz

B(µ, χ) sin2 µ cos 2χe−(V−Vz)2/62 , (5.9)

U(V ) =
∑
µ,χ,Vz

B(µ, χ) sin2 µ sin 2χe−(V−Vz)2/62 , (5.10)

where e−(V−Vz)2/62 is a term that accounts for the instrumental profile of Narval. As
the authors point out, the brigthness distribution inferred from this model is only one of
the possible distributions, mainly due to the 180◦ ambiguity described in Section 5.2.2.
To pick the solution that best matches the actual surface brightness distribution of
Betelgeuse, López Ariste et al. (2018) check the maps they obtain with images obtained
(quasi-)simultaneously via interferometry. The correspondance between the brightness
maps obtained using spectropolarimetry and interferometry is shown in Figure 5.5 for
two observations of Betelgeuse and one of another RSG star, CE Tau.

The objective of the method of López Ariste et al. (2018) is for each pair of obser-
vational Stokes Q and U to find the set of parameters an in Eq. 5.2 that best fit the
observed profiles (an example fit is shown in Figure 5.4). To do this, the authors use a
Marquardt-Levemberg minimisation over the χ2 difference between model and observa-
tion, limiting the maximum quantum number lmax of the spherical harmonics in Eq. 5.2
to lmax = 5 based on the resolution of their observations. The authors use the described
method to obtain images of the surface brightness of Betelgeuse from observations be-
tween 2013 and 2018; their results are shown in Figure 5.6 (from López Ariste et al.
2018). The images inferred using the described method are in good agreement with di-
rect imaging results for Betelgeuse obtained with interferometry (see Figure 5.5). From
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Figure 5.5: Top left: inferred image of Betelgeuse on January 9, 2014. Top right: recon-
structed image from PIONEER interferometric observation on the same date (Montargès
et al., 2015). Middle left: inferred image of Betelgeuse on December 9, 2015. Middle
right: image from ALMA made from observations on November 9, 2015 (Kervella et al.,
2018). Bottom left: inferred image of the RSG star CE Tau on December 17, 2016.
Bottom right: image of CE Tau on December 22–23, 2016 reconstructed from CHARA
interferometry (Montargès et al., 2018). Figure adapted from López Ariste et al. (2018).
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Figure 5.6: Inferred images from spectropolarimetric Narval observations of Betelgeuse
from November 2013 to August 2018. Figure from López Ariste et al. (2018).
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these reconstructed images the authors find that the typical size of convective cells at
the surface of this RSG is 0.6 times the disk radius, their number is typically 3-5 over
the visible hemisphere and their lifetime can be of the order of a few years. Using this
method, the authors are also able to evaluate the characteristic velocities of the upflow
and downflow of plasma at the surface of Betelgeuse to be of the order of 20 km s−1.

5.3 The path to 3D-imaging of Betelgeuse

In this section, I will introduce our analysis of the profiles of Betelgeuse and discuss the
points which led us to building the 3D-images of its photosphere in the paper accepted
for publication in A&A. I will first explain the way we regard the intensity LSD profiles
of Betelgeuse, since it differs from the way the intensity profiles of most other stars are
viewed, including R Sct and the M giants studied previously in this Thesis. After this,
I will turn to the linearly polarized signatures in Betelgeuse in order to re-evaluate the
convective velocities established by López Ariste et al. (2018), and finally to introduce
the assumptions that allow us to build 3D-images of the photosphere of this RSG star.

5.3.1 Analysing the intensity profiles

The rotational period of Betelgeuse is estimated to be in the range of 12 to 25 years
(Uitenbroek et al., 1998; Kervella et al., 2018) which leads to a maximum rotational
veloctiy of at most 10 km s−1. Such a velocity is much smaller than the value we infer
for the maximum convective velocity in Betelgeuse (∼60 km s−1, see Section 5.3.2). This
is why, to simplify our model, we consider that Betelgeuse does not rotate, as it is also
the case in López Ariste et al. (2018). In our model, the only process which contributes
to the broadening of the LSD mean spectral line is convection, and its effect differs sig-
nificantly from those of rotation and macroturbulence. While the latter two sources of
broadening yield a symmetrical spectral profile for which the peak depth corresponds to
the radial velocity of the star, in the case of convection the peak of the line is shifted to
the blue of the true radial velocity. As explained in López Ariste et al. (2018), in this
case the hot, rising plasma has the largest contribution in the formation of the spectral
profile because it is brighter, and due to its upward motion yields a blueshifted signal;
the cool, sinking plasma has a much smaller contribution to the spectral line profile,
and the signal is redshifted due to its downward motion. Thus, the overall spectral line
profile formed when convection dominates the velocity field is mostly blueshifted, since
the majority of the signal comes from plasma moving upwards.

We retain the same assumption as in López Ariste et al. (2018) that the 75% brightest
plasma is rising towards the surface of the star, while the darkest 25% are moving down-
wards, similar to the case of solar granulation. The 2D-images of Betelgeuse obtained
by López Ariste et al. (2018) also rely on the same assumption. Since they match the
images obtained using interferometry very well (see Figure 5.5), this suggests that this
assumption is acceptable. This 75:25 ratio means that the larger and hotter part of the
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plasma, which is also responsible for most of the signal in the intensity profile, is rising
and so is blue-shifted with respect to the restframe of the star. The darker 25% portion
has only a minor contribution to the intensity profile, diminished even further by its
lower temperature, and is red-shifted from the stellar restframe since it moves towards
the center of Betelgeuse and away from the observer. Because of this assumption of the
distribution of brightness with respect to velocity, one must expect an intensity profile
which is almost entirely blue-shifted from the center of mass of the star, as shown in
Figure 5.4. It is important to note that this view of the intensity profile does not differ
from the one adopted in López Ariste et al. (2018). In Section 5.3.2, we shall see pre-
cisely how to determine both the center of mass velocity V? and the global maximum
convective velocity Vmax.

5.3.2 Characteristic velocities

López Ariste et al. (2018) model the Doppler velocity at a given point over the disk of
Betelgeuse using Equation 5.8. As it was explained in the previous section, the param-
eter Vmax represents the global maximum velocity of the convective motions over the
disk. As López Ariste et al. (2018) point out, this velocity must be at least 40 km s−1

for Betelgeuse. Now, in the present work, we attempt to further precise this parameter
and show that its value may be even higher.

Let us consider the way that the inversion algorithm of López Ariste et al. (2018) deter-
mines the position of a bright spot on the disk of Betelgeuse, and more specifically, the
distance cosµ from disk center. The algorithm considers that all the plasma moves at
vertical velocity Vz = ±Vmax, and it is only its projection Vl along the line-of-sight that
changes for points over the disk with different cosµ. This means that any bright plasma
at disk center is expected to move at velocity Vl = Vmax. If the velocity Vl of the plasma
is lower than the maximum convective velocity Vmax, the inversion algorithm will place it
away from disk center, to a position where Vl = Vmax cosµ. In other words, the algorithm
will consider polarization signatures which appear close to the maximum velocity Vmax

to be formed near the disk center, and signatures which have lower projected velocities
to be formed further away from it. In the extreme case where the projected veloctiy Vl
is equal to the center-of-mass velocity of the star V?, the bright structure will be placed
at the limb of Betelgeuse. The way that the distance of the spot from disk center is
determined based on the position of the linearly polarized signal in radial velocity space
is depicted in Figure 5.7.

In order to establish the global maximum velocity Vmax of the convective flows, I anal-
ysed the distribution of linear polarization signals in radial velocity space for the full
set of Stokes Q and U observations of Betelgeuse available at the time from Narval and
NeoNarval between November 2013 and February 2021. This dataset consists of 62 ob-
servational nights. I examined both the peaks and the limits of the signals; to select the
latter, I located for each observation the bluemost and redmost radial velocities where
the signal is still above 2.5 times the standard deviation of the continuum polarization.
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Figure 5.7: Top: representations of linearly polarized signals at three different radial
velocities; bottom: representations of inferred bright spot positions for each of the cor-
responding velocities. The polar angle χ is not considered here. Notice that the further
away the signal is from Vmax, the closer to the limb the position of the spot is inferred.

The two distributions are shown in Figure 5.8. There, the restframe velocity of Betel-
geuse is shown by a red line and is chosen so that most of the polarization peaks would
be blue-shifted with respect to it, as expected in the case where convection dominates
the velocity fields (see the Section 5.3.1). With that being said, V? is set at 40 km s−1

in the heliocentric restframe. From this stellar restframe velocity V?, it can be seen that
the polarized signatures can be found well up to 50 and even 60 km s−1 towards the
blue. This is why in our analysis the parameter Vmax is set to 60 km s−1 with respect
to V?. This large velocity of the convective flows might be enough to result in mass-loss
from Betelgeuse, provided it does not diminish much in altitude – which indeed appears
to be the case.

5.3.3 Gray atmosphere

To simplify the model, in the present work all polarization of the continuum of Betelgeuse
is assumed to be due to scattering. Let us define Q(ν) as the emergent polarization at a
given frequency ν in the direction of the observer and Iscattered(ν) as the total intensity

of scattered light at the same frequency. The anisotropy factor wν ≈ Q(ν)
Iscattered(ν) is then

computed in two extreme cases, in which: 1) the scattering occurs in a gray atmosphere,
where we have a blackbody emission described by the Planck function; 2) the scattering
occurs in the outer atmosphere, i.e. sufficiently far away from the photosphere that the
radiation field is cylindrically symmetrical around the radial direction. It can be seen
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Figure 5.8: Upper panel: distribution of the observed peaks in the Stokes Q (green) and
U (brown) signals in HRV-space in the spectra of Betelgeuse obtained with Narval and
NeoNarval. Lower panel: distribution of the limits of the Stokes Q and U signals in HRV-
space. NeoNarval data starts from day 2200 on. For both panels, the horizonal lines
mark three velocities: V? = 40 km s−1 (red line), selected so that most of the observed
signal peaks are found towards the blue with respect to it; the blue line corresponds to
Vmax = 60 km s−1 with respect to V?, selected so that all of the observed peaks in the
signal are found towards the red with respect to it; Vcenter = 22 km s−1 (black line), the
intensity line center.
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in Figure 5.9 that the outer atmosphere scenario predicts very high local polarization
levels (∼ 10%) even at very low heights. The gray atmosphere on the other hand pre-
dicts much lower degrees of polarization when approaching the photosphere, which is
consistent with both theoretical and observational estimations, as it will be shown next.

We consider that a gray atmosphere is the right approximation for the polarization
in Betelgeuse for two reasons. First, Aurière et al. (2016) suggest that the observed
net linear polarization in Betelgeuse is in fact due to depolarization of the continuum
in atomic lines. The calculations of Josselin et al. (2015) and López Ariste et al. (2018)
show that the degree of linear polarization in the continuum in this star is about 1%
at the limb. This order of magnitude is in good accordance with the predictions of the
gray atmosphere model. Second, we know from (Neo)Narval observations that the disk-
integrated rate of linear polarization in Betelgeuse is between 0.05% and 0.1%. However,
to compare the observations to the wν values computed from the gray atmosphere model,
we must evaluate the local rate of polarization. In fact, if the disk of Betelgeuse were ho-
mogeneous in terms of surface brightness, local polarization would integrate to zero over
it and we would not observe any net polarization signal. The fact that such a signal can
be measured shows that brightness inhomogeneities exist at the photospheric level. It is
these structures that López Ariste et al. (2018) consider to be convective cells and then
model using spherical harmonics. In Figure 5.10 it is shown that if we model the surface
of Betelgeuse using spherical harmonics with realistic brightness distributions, the most
probable net polarization rate observed would be around 10% of the local polarization.
Since we know that the disk-integrated polarization observed with (Neo)Narval is be-
tween 0.05% and 0.1%, the local polarization must be between 0.5% and 1%, in good
agreement with the gray atmosphere approximation.

The gray atmosphere model agrees with both theoretical and observational estimations
of the local polarization rate. For this reason, we use this approximation in order to
build 3D-images of Betelgeuse. Following the right panel of Figure 5.9, a gray atmo-
sphere would yield polarization rates of up to 1% in the optical depth interval log τ
between -1 and 0, and so the maps we produce are also constrained in this interval.
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Figure 5.9: Calculations of the anisotropy factor w in the outer atmosphere (left) and
in the gray atmosphere (right) approximations. The abscissae are different due to the
nature of those approximations - distance to the photosphere (as a fraction of the stellar
radius) for the outer atmosphere and optical depth for the gray atmosphere.

5.3.4 The linearly polarized profiles: an in-depth view

Aurière et al. (2016) present the variations of the linear polarization PL =
√
Q2 + U2

with respect to the depth of spectral lines for four of their observations of Betelgeuse
(obtained between November 2013 and January 2014): this is shown in Figure 5.11. The
authors build ten excluding sub-masks based on line depth between 0 and 1 with a step
of 0.1. After that, LSD is performed with each of the sub-masks and the respective
values of PL for each LSD output are computed. What is particularly interesting in
Figure 5.11 is that the strength of the linearly polarized signals strictly follows the line
depth: the deeper the lines, the stronger the polarization. In the present work, the same
behaviour is found for most of the observations obtained between 2013 and 2021. Aurière
et al. (2016) already note in their work this dependency of the linear polarization rate on
the line depth, and point out that linear polarization in Betelgeuse must also strongly
increase with altitude, since deeper lines are generally formed higher in the atmosphere.
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Figure 5.10: Expected net linear polarization rates from different realistic surface bright-
ness distributions built from combinations of spherical harmonics of maximum order
l = 3 and l = 5. The computations assume that local scattering results in 100% polar-
ization. It can be seen that both distributions peak at around 10% – that is, the net
polarization rate must be around 10% of the local polarization.

As we shall see next, this idea will turn out to be the key to building 3D-images of the
photosphere of this supergiant star.
In the present work, we make the assumption that the continuum polarization is formed
by a single scattering event in the formation of the continuum; this scattering event
is then immediately followed by an in-place absorption of the polarized photon by an
atom, which then re-emits the photon, now unpolarized (thus atomic lines depolarize the
continuum). This assumption will be referred to as the single scattering approximation.

Using the single scattering approximation, the altitude of formation of spectral lines
in each individual depth range (0.4-0.5, 0.5-0.6, etc.) can be inferred by approximating
their peak polarization rate measured from their LSD profiles with the anisotropy factor
wν in a gray atmosphere. This is shown in Figure 5.12, where it can be seen that the
lines with highest linear polarization signal must form at optical depth log τ = −0.4,
and those with the lowest - at log τ = 0.4.

To summarize, lines which show higher polarization rates must be formed higher in
the atmosphere of Betelgeuse because the anisotropy of the radiation increases with al-
titude, and so does the degree of polarization (since wν ≈ Q(ν)

Iscattered(ν)). This relation
is used to order the spectral lines by altitude of formation. It turns out that, in the
general case, the deeper the spectral line is, the higher its polarization rate, and also the
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Figure 5.11: Variations of the linear polarization PL of Betelgeuse from the LSD profiles
with the depth of the lines. Ten sub-masks are used with line depth domains as indicated
on the graph. The vertical line corresponds to Betelgeuse’s heliocentric radial velocity
as considered by Aurière et al. (2016). Figure from Aurière et al. (2016).
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Figure 5.12: The blue line represents the dependence of the rate of polarization on the
optical depth log τ according to the gray atmosphere model assuming a 1% rate of local
polarization. The black dots represent the observed linear polarization peak amplitudes
for the 6 masks, and their abscissae are determined as the optical depth at which the
grey atmosphere model fits the observed polarization amplitude.

higher it forms in the atmosphere. This goes well with the general notion that the deeper
the line, the higher it forms. In the present work, 3D-images are built only for these
observations in which this ordering is present, which make up most of the observational
dataset. Following the gray atmosphere model, the deepest lines (which also show the
strongest net linear polarization) must be formed at log τ = −0.4, while the shallowest
ones must be formed at log τ = 0.4, which corresponds roughly to 1.1 - 1.3R?.

5.4 Building the 3D-images

In order to create the 3D-images of Betelgeuse, a set of six different and excluding LSD
line masks are used, computed using linelists from VALD for the known parameters of
Betelgeuse: Teff = 3750 K, log g = 0.0 and microturbulence of 4 km s−1 (Josselin & Plez,
2007; Lambert et al., 1984). These are the same parameters Aurière et al. (2016) used
in order to build their line masks. The different masks discriminate spectral lines based
on their depth with respect to the continuum level, starting from 0.4 and going by steps
of 0.1 up to 1.0, similar to the way it was done by Aurière et al. (2016). Following the
gray atmosphere model presented in the previous section, the 0.4-0.5 mask is expected
to probe optical depth of log τ = 0.4, the 0.9-1.0 one – log τ = − 0.4, and the other
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Figure 5.13: Order of fitting of the different LSD outputs corresponding to different
layers of the atmosphere of Betelgeuse. The top layer (0.9-1.0) in the first observation
starts with a random solution. For each individual observation, to ensure consistency
between structures in the different layers, the fitting of each layer (except the top one)
uses the fit of the previous (upper) layer as a starting solution. To ensure consistency
in between structures in different observations, the top layer of each observation uses as
a starting solution the fit of the top layer of the previous observation.

four masks to cover the layers inbetween in ascending order.

After computing for a given observation the six LSD profiles that correspond to the dif-
ferent line masks, the same inversion algorithm developed by López Ariste et al. (2018)
is used to build a 2D-image of each of the six LSD outputs. To ensure that the individual
2D-images for any given date are consistent with each other, when treating any layer
but the top one the inversion algorihtm is forced to use as an initial solution for the
spherical harmonics the solution of the layer above. On the other hand, to ensure that
the 3D-images are consistent date-to-date, the solution of the top layer for the (N −1)th

observation in the data set is used as an initial solution for the top layer of the N th

observation. The top layer of the first observation in the data set starts with a random
initial solution. This order of fitting of the different layers is shown schematically in
Figure 5.13.

In the present work, I use the python3 library mayavi1 for 3D-visualization to draw

1https://docs.enthought.com/mayavi/mayavi/
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for each date of observation the six 2D-images on top of one another, placing them in
the expected order. Simply drawing layers on top of each other, however, would not
result in a true 3D-image; instead, by doing so only the top layer would be visible, while
all the underlying ones would be hidden underneath. In order to be able to see struc-
tures in depth, the layers must be, to a certain degree, transparent. In the 3D-images
we obtain, each pixel in the individual 2D-layers that constitute the full image can have
a brightness value between 0 and 1. Since it is the bright structures (the ascending parts
of convective cells) that are of most interest for the study, all pixels with brightness
above 0.5 are set to have a 95% opacity, those with brightness between 0.15 and 0.5 –
15% opacity (i.e. to be mostly transparent), and those below 0.15 are fully transparent,
meaning they are not drawn at all. In this way, the bright upflowing parts of convective
cells can be easily traced, even if they are covered by dark areas of downflowing mat-
ter above them. An example 3D-image of Betelgeuse inferred from the observation on
2018/09/19 is shown in the left panel of Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Example 3D-images of Betelgeuse on 2018/09/19 in brightness (left panel)
and velocity (right panel). Left image: yellow shows the hotter regions, while red shows
the cooler regions; the rising parts of convective cells are well defined, because they are
non-transparent, while the dark intergranular cells are not shown (i.e., they are made
fully transparent). Right image: the 3D-map of the same observation from the same
point of view, but showing the convective velocity field instead – rising plasma is in
blue, sinking plasma is in red. Both images are not up to scale, but instead the height
of the probed atmospheric layers is exaggerated in order for variations in the convective
structures in altitude to be more easily detectable.

Instead of drawing brightness, it is also possible to draw radial velocity in the exact
same way. While in our model brightness is strictly related to velocity, and the infor-
mation that is shown by drawing one or the other is the same, sometimes looking at
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the same data in different ways can be beneficial. In the case where radial velocity is
drawn, the transparency depends on its absolute value. This means that both upflows
and downflows are opaque, while the pixels with radial velocity close to zero are fully
transparent (and cannot be seen at all). An example of a 3D-image of the velocity fields
in Betelgeuse is shown in the right panel of Figure 5.14.

Another assumption which must be taken into account is that all plasma moves at the
global maximum velocity Vmax, and that it is only its line-of-sight component (the radial
velocity) that changes over the visible disk of Betelgeuse. This is a strong assumption,
which as we will see next will work to our advantage when tracing the velocity fields.

5.5 Reading the 3D-images

When looking at the 3D-images, one must be cautious of all the approximations made
when building them. In particular, it must be kept in mind that the inversion algorithm
is biased towards inferring vertical structures, since each layer uses the solution for the
one above it as an initial solution (as described in Section 5.4), and so it is expected that
the final 3D-image would show vertical structures that may resemble convective flows.
These structures must always be viewed with caution. Let us imagine a rising flow of
plasma that has a radial velocity of Vrad,initial < Vmax at the very bottom layer and then
decelerates in altitude due to gravity. At the lowest layer, considering Figure 5.7, a
bright spot that has a radial velocity less than Vmax must be placed away from the disk
center. Also, since the flow decelerates, in the upper layer its radial velocity will be less
than Vrad,initial. The inversion algorithm is bound to now place this granule closer to the
limb in the upper layer. As the plasma continues to decelerate in altitude, the inversion
algorithm has no other choice but to place the bright spot further and further away from
disk center in each subsequent layer. As a result, in the final 3D-image we would see a
bright structure that progressively bends towards the limb, as it is the case for granule
number 1 in Figure 5.15. In reality, the convective flow does not bend, but instead slows
down in altitude. It is only depicted like this because apart from bending the structure
towards the limb, the inversion algorithm has no other way of handling the decrease in
velocity.

This also works in reverse: for flows that accelerate in altitude, the bright structure
will be drawn as bending towards disk center for the same reason, as it is the case for
granule number 2 in Figure 5.15. Finally, a vertical structure that rises without bending
(such as, e.g., granule 3 in Figure 5.15) would mean that the convective flows main-
tain a constant velocity in altitude. While such vertical flows must always be viewed
with caution since the inversion code is biased to inferring such structures (as explained
above), convective flows that bend, either towards the limb or towards disk center, are
not inherent to the algorithm and the implications they have on changes in velocity must
be regarded as real.
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Figure 5.15: 2-dimensional cuts on the inferred atmosphere of Betelgeuse (not up to
scale) on 2013/12/12 (left) and 2021/02/10 (right). In both panels, the line between the
disk center and the observer is indicated by the dashed green line. In the right panel,
granule 1 appears to be bending towards the limb as it rises. As explained in Section 5.5,
this is due to the convective flow slowing down in altitude. Conversely, granule 2 (right
panel) appears to be bending towards the disk center as it rises, indicating that the
convective flow actually accelerates in altitude. Granule 3 (left panel) appears to have
an almost vertical shape, showing no significant bending towards either the limb or the
disk center.

5.6 Results and conclusion

In the present work, two example dates are shown at which observations of Betelgeuse
are available: December 12th, 2013 and February 12th, 2021. At both these dates, we
find the ordering of atomic lines by linear polarization rate and line depth, as it is shown
in Figure 5.16. The 3D-images reveal several structures which bend towards the limb,
indicating that plasma is slowing down due to gravity; however, structures that maintain
a vertical profile can also be seen, showing that there must be at least one force present
in the lower atmosphere (1.1 - 1.3R?) of Betelgeuse that counteracts gravity and keeps
the vertical veloctiy of plasma constant. We also encounter structures that appear to
change their acceleration with altitude: some begin their ascent at constant velocity and
then decelerate (i.e. appear to bend towards the limb); one particular structure in the
image from 2021 begins rising vertically in the bottom layers, and then bends towards
disk center (granule 2 in Figure 5.15). This suggests that the plasma associated to it at
a certain level actually begins to accelerate in altitude, another sign of the presence of a
force that acts against gravity.

It is also shown in Figure 5.17 that, according to our model, the plasma does not reach
escape velocity in the atmospheric layers probed by the 3D-images, but approaches it
closely for some of the granules. If the force (or forces) counteracting gravity continues
to act in the higher layers of the atmosphere and the plasma maintains the same velocity
until 1.6R?, it will escape the gravity of Betelgeuse and contribute to the stellar wind.
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5.6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

We thus conclude that the mechanisms for wind-driven mass loss in Betelgeuse, and
possibly other RSG stars, may already be present at the level of the photosphere.

Figure 5.16: Upper panel: the Stokes Q and U LSD profiles of Betelgeuse on 2013/12/20
obtained with each one of the six masks which group the atomic lines in the spectrum
of the star by their depth. Lower panel: the same for 2021/02/10. In both observations,
deeper lines show stronger polarization, in agreement with the approximations made.
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CHAPTER 5. IMAGING BETELGEUSE THROUGH SPECTROPOLARIMETRY

Figure 5.17: The four dark blue lines show the escape velocity of Betelgeuse as a function
of height above the photosphere in the cases of stellar mass 15M�, 18M� and stellar
radius 955R� and 1000R�. The light blue, pink, green and red dots indicate the veloc-
ities of four granules found in the 3D-image of 2013/12/12 at the six different altitudes
probed by the inversion algorithm. It can be seen that for the granule represented by
the blue dots, the convective velocity in the top layers is below the escape velocity, but
only barely. The light blue, pink, green and red lines show the expected velocities of the
granules if gravity was the only force acting upon the plasma.

5.7 Paper accepted for Astronomy & Astrophysics
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ABSTRACT

Aims. Understanding convection in red supergiants and the mechanisms that trigger the mass-loss on these evolved stars are the
general goals of most observations of Betelgeuse and its inner circumstellar environment.
Methods. Linear spectropolarimetry of the atomic lines of the spectrum of Betelgeuse contains information on the 3-dimensional
distribution of brightness in its atmosphere. We model the distribution of plasma and its velocities and use inversion algorithms to fit
the observed linear polarization.
Results. We obtain the first 3-dimensional images of the photosphere of Betelgeuse. Within the limits of the used approximations,
we recover vertical convective flows and measure the velocity of the rising plasma at different heights in the photosphere. In several
cases we observe this velocity to be constant with height, indicating the presence of other forces than gravity acting on the plasma
and counteracting it. In some cases, these forces are sufficient to maintain plasma rising at 60 km s−1at heights where this velocity is
comparable to the escape velocity.
Conclusions. Mechanisms are present in the atmosphere of Betelgeuse that allow plasma to reach velocities close to the escape
velocity. These mechanisms may suffice to trigger mass loss and sustain the observed large stellar winds of these evolved stars.

1. Introduction

Betelgeuse is a very interesting target for the observation and
understanding of red supergiants (RSG). The study of the con-
vective movements in these cold, low gravity stars sheds light
on the understanding of turbulent fluid motions (Freytag et al.
2002; Chiavassa et al. 2011). This very same turbulence may
give rise to magnetic fields that have been observed in Betel-
geuse (Aurière et al. 2010; Mathias et al. 2018). And these con-
vective motions in the photosphere may largely contribute to the
increased mass-loss at these stages of the stellar evolution, form-
ing a strong stellar wind which greatly contributes to the chemi-
cal enrichment of the circumstellar and interstellar medium.

Its large angular diameter (Montargès et al. 2021, 42.11 mas
in the K band,), due to its relative proximity (about 200 pc) but
also to its actual size as an MIab supergiant, has made of Betel-
geuse a favourite target for interferometry, allowing for detailed
images of its photosphere which have unveiled large convec-
tive structures (e.g., Haubois et al. 2009; Montargès et al. 2016).
These have been confirmed recently through an unexpected tech-
nique based upon the discovery (Aurière et al. 2016) and inter-
pretation (López Ariste et al. 2018) of linear polarization in the
atomic lines of the spectrum of Betelgeuse. The analysis of these
signals allowed López Ariste et al. (2018) to produce images of
this star. These images were comparable to quasi-simultaneous
interferometric images and unveiled large convective structures
that we can call granulation, as in the Sun. Another result of this
new technique was the observation of large convective velocities,
of about 40 km s−1, well above the predictions in the adiabatic
approximation, but concurring with the results from numerical
simulations of Freytag et al. (2002) and Chiavassa et al. (2011).

The amount of linear polarization observed in these atomic
lines is often of few hundredths of a percent, and is therefore
below the typical signal-to-noise ratios of single observations.
It has been customary in stellar spectropolarimetry to add the
signals of a large number of atomic lines in order to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio of the resulting mean spectral line (Do-
nati et al. 1997). Adding up different spectral lines from different
atomic species may sound incongruous. But it is acceptable if the
polarization signal is expected to be the same, up to a scale fac-
tor, for all the lines added. That this was the case for the linear
polarization of Betelgeuse was justified by Aurière et al. (2016).
The images inferred by López Ariste et al. (2018) depended upon
the interpretation of the linear polarization of this mean line, re-
sult of the addition of over 10 000 atomic lines. But one can
do better than adding up all those lines regardless of the prop-
erties of each individual line. Aurière et al. (2016) already pro-
duced a figure (their Fig. 4) where the line addition was made
over lines with similar depth in the intensity profile. Six masks
were thus produced which included lines with a line depth be-
tween 0.9 and 1, between 0.8 and 0.9, and so on. The authors
did not go forward into the interpretation of the profiles shown
in their figure. But it is apparent that those profiles, while simi-
lar, are not identical. And the differences cannot be attributed to
noise. First, the amplitude changed in such a way that the deeper
the line, the larger the amplitude of linear polarization. A more
subtle result was that the maximum of emitted polarization did
not appear at the same wavelength for different line depths. It
is clear that these lines, grouped by the depth of their intensity
profile, are not sounding the same photospheric structures. It is
also obvious that, since line depth can be roughly seen as a proxy
of height of formation, these lines contain information from dif-
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ferent heights in the atmosphere. The present work stems from
those observations and infers the first 3-dimensional images of
the photosphere of Betelgeuse. Tomography based upon contri-
bution functions is a well-known technique, even for the case of
Betelgeuse and other red supergiants (Kravchenko et al. 2018).
In this work, we are not doing it on the intensity but instead
on the polarization spectra. As it will be discussed below, po-
larization shows particularities that make most of previous work
on tomography basically non-relevant in the present case. These
particularities will force us to re-derive the conditions and con-
straints that apply to our data.

In Section 2 we present our large set of observations col-
lected from 2013 to 2020 with the spectropolarimeters, Narval
and its upgraded version Neo-Narval, at the Telescope Bernard
Lyot at Pic du Midi (France). In Section 3 we discuss the many
approximations needed to produce those 3-dimensional images.
If those approximations prevented a straightforward interpreta-
tion of the inferred images in the 2-dimensional case, they im-
pose even stronger limits to the interpretation of 3-dimensional
images. We nevertheless carry on and, in Section 4, we present
two cases from data from 2013 and 2020 observed with Narval
and its upgraded version Neo-Narval respectively. The inferred
images unveil interesting aspects of the convective movements
in the photosphere of Betelgeuse, in spite of all the approxima-
tions made. In Section 5, we focus on the dependence of the
velocity of the rising plasma with height. We isolate particular
cases in which the plasma rises at constant velocity. This reveals
the presence of other forces counteracting gravity in the photo-
sphere. These forces are present up to considerable heights. The
large velocities measured, 40 and even 60 km s−1 in some cases,
are kept constant up to heights where they are comparable to,
but smaller than, the escape velocity. Even if we are yet unable
to confidently estimate the actual heights, our results and con-
clusions (summarized in Section 6) are a tantalizing proof of the
presence of forces in the photosphere that may allow this plasma
to escape Betelgeuse into the circumstellar environment.

2. Spectropolarimetric data from Narval and
Neo-Narval

We have been monitoring Betelgeuse in linear polarimetry since
November 2013 with the Telescope Bernard Lyot at Pic du Midi
(France,TBL). Until August 2019, the Narval spectropolarimeter
was used, and this data set has been described by Aurière et al.
(2016); Mathias et al. (2018) and López Ariste et al. (2018). In
September 2019 Narval was deeply upgraded into Neo-Narval,
and the first data of Betelgeuse were collected by February 2020.

Neo-Narval maintains the successful polarimeter of Narval,
but has changed the detector for a new, more performant, iXon
CCD by ANDOR. The faster readout times of the new detector
(2 to 3 seconds) at readout noises comparable to the old detector
of Narval (2 to 3 electrons in the usual configuration) and simi-
lar quantum efficiencies allow a more efficient use of telescope
time. The spectrograph itself has been thermally stabilised with
3 concentric enclosures of which the middle one is actively con-
trolled in temperature. The diffraction grating has been mounted
inside an isobaric chamber. Altogether, the goal is a stabilisation
of the spectrograph to allow it to measure velocities with a preci-
sion of 3 m s−1. But it is not sufficient with thermal and pressure
control of the spectrograph. The final sensibility to velocities is
afforded by the introduction of a calibration beam fed with a sta-
ble Fabry-Perot. Each one of the 40 spectral orders seen by Neo-
Narval is thus split in 3: two beams carry the orthogonal polar-
izations that allow the polarization modulation, while the third

one carries the Fabry-Perot spectrum. In order to introduce this
3rd calibration beam the camera optics and the cross-dispersing
prisms were overhauled. As a result, the raw image of the spec-
tral orders differs considerably from the previous one with Nar-
val, and demanded an upgrade of the data reduction software.
Rather than refurbishing the old Libre-Esprit code Donati et al.
(1997), NeoNarval engaged in providing a completely new code
written from scratch. For the present work, the modifications in
Neo-Narval concerning velocity measurements are of no impor-
tance. The new DRS however had to be validated. Since January
2020, three major upgrades of the DRS have been implemented,
and the data re-calibrated with the latest version of the code. Al-
though the DRS shows still room for improvement, the tests with
respect to Betelgeuse spectro-polarimetry show a continuity with
Narval data. Some of the plots in this paper, presenting measure-
ments made directly on the profiles, are particular examples of
this continuous quality of the data.

For completeness, a list of observations of Betelgeuse made
with Narval (August 2018 - August 2019) and Neo-Narval
(February 2020 - February 2021) is presented in Table 1. Note
that the upgrade of Narval into Neo-Narval resulted in an inter-
ruption of several months of our regular monitoring of Betel-
geuse that was also very unfortunately coincident with its fa-
mous episode of great dimming in the period December 2019-
February 2020 (Montargès et al. 2021).

3. Approximations and assumptions

The 2-dimensional images produced by López Ariste et al.
(2018) are the result of fitting the observed linear polarization
profiles with synthetic ones obtained from a model. The basic
idea behind these reconstructed images is that the observed po-
larization is due to the non-uniform distribution of brightness
over the stellar disk. The spatial distribution of the brightness
can be inferred by realizing that, due to Rayleigh scattering, the
polarization emitted by a bright spot over the disk will be tan-
gent to the local limb, and therefore its ratio of Stokes Q to
Stokes U linear polarization signals will provide the polar an-
gle over the disk of such a spot. The distance of that spot to the
center of the disk can be inferred from the wavelength at which
a linear polarization signal is found. Assuming no rotation, the
presence of convective motions will Doppler-shift the signals in
such a way that a bright spot found near disk center will send
its polarization to the blue wing of the atomic line, while a spot
near the limb will send its signal onto the red wing, irrespective
of its polar angle, Although analogous, notice that this projec-
tion of disk positions onto wavelength is completely different
to the more familiar one of a rotationally broadened line. This
basic idea can be extended to more complex scenarios with the
help of an inversion algorithm and of a model for the contin-
uous distribution of brightness and velocities over the disk, as
described by López Ariste et al. (2018). This method to infer im-
ages rests, nevertheless, upon a generous amount of approxima-
tions and assumptions about the structure of the photosphere of
Betelgeuse, radiative transfer, and the emission of polarization.
All of them were vindicated by the observed similarities between
the resulting images and those resulting from interferometric ob-
servations. Furthermore, it appeared that the main conclusions
of that work were not fundamentally altered by them: the spatial
scale of the observed structures was constrained by the spectral
width of the observed polarization signals; the temporal scales
were independently corroborated through time-frequency analy-
sis of the spectra by Mathias et al. (2018); the maximum convec-
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Table 1. Log of Narval and Neo-Narval observations of Betelgeuse and polarimetric measurements since August 2018. Note that previous (Npo-
larizationarval) QU measurements are summarised by Aurière et al. (2016); Mathias et al. (2018) and López Ariste et al. (2018).

Date Julian date Stokes Number of cycles averaged Narval (N) or Neo-Narval (NN)
August 18, 2018 8349.648 Q 02 N
August 18, 2018 8349.654 U 02 N
September 19, 2018 8381.675 Q 02 N
September 19, 2018 8381.680 U 02 N
October 05, 2018 8397.694 Q 02 N
October 05, 2018 8397.700 U 02 N
October 23, 2018 8415.635 Q 02 N
October 23, 2018 8415.640 U 02 N
November 13, 2018 8436.590 Q 02 N
November 13, 2018 8436.596 U 02 N
January 04, 2019 8488.530 Q 02 N
January 04, 2019 8488.535 U 02 N
January 15, 2019 8499.432 Q 02 N
January 15, 2019 8499.436 U 02 N
January 21, 2019 8505.427 Q 02 N
January 21, 2019 8505.433 U 02 N
January 26, 2019 8510.458 Q 02 N
January 26, 2019 8510.463 U 02 N
March 11, 2019 8554.379 Q 02 N
March 11, 2019 8554.386 U 02 N
March 28, 2019 8571.365 Q 02 N
March 28, 2019 8571.370 U 02 N
April 27, 2019 8601.357 Q 02 N
April 27, 2019 8601.366 U 02 N
April 30, 2019 8604.332 Q 02 N
April 30, 2019 8604.341 U 02 N
August 20, 2019 8716.671 Q 02 N
August 22, 2019 8718.676 U 02 N
February 02, 2020 8882.332 Q 02 NN
February 02, 2020 8882.330 U 02 NN
February 14, 2020 8894.369 Q 02 NN
February 14, 2020 8894.366 U 02 NN
February 21, 2020 8901.378 Q 02 NN
February 21, 2020 8901.381 U 02 NN
February 24, 2020 8904.381 Q 02 NN
February 24, 2020 8904.384 U 02 NN
March 11, 2020 8920.289 Q 02 NN
March 11, 2020 8920.287 U 02 NN
August 22, 2020 9084.665 Q 02 NN
August 22, 2020 9084.662 U 02 NN
September 03, 2020 9096.654 Q 02 NN
September 03, 2020 9096.658 U 02 NN
September 29, 2020 9122.699 Q 02 NN
September 29, 2020 9122.701 U 02 NN
October 17, 2020 9140.667 Q 02 NN
October 17, 2020 9140.668 U 02 NN
October 30, 2020 9153.605 Q 02 NN
October 30, 2020 9153.607 U 02 NN
November 23, 2020 9177.468 Q 02 NN
November 23, 2020 9177.469 U 02 NN
December 17, 2020 9201.413 Q 02 NN
December 17, 2020 9201.415 U 02 NN
January 06, 2021 9221.400 Q 02 NN
January 06, 2021 9221.403 U 02 NN
February 10, 2021 9256.418 Q 02 NN
February 10, 2021 9256.421 U 02 NN

Notes. Columns give the date, the heliocentric Julian date (+2 450 000), the observed Stokes parameter, the number of Stokes QU collected and
average, and the instrument used (N stands for Narval, NN for Neo-Narval).
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tive velocities found were forced by the wavelength span of the
observed polarization signal.

This state of affairs cannot be safely pursued when trying
also to extract height information from the data. An examina-
tion of the validity and impact of those approximations is re-
quired before we trust the 3-dimensional images produced in the
present work. The basic approximation taken is that polarization
is emitted by the last scattering in a grey atmosphere. Under this
assumption, we shall be able to order the atomic lines in terms
of height of formation as we shall see, but we will be unable to
compute its height. Next, we should assume certain values for
both the heliocentric radial velocity of Betelgeuse V∗ and the
maximum upward speed of the convective fluxes Vmax. Both pa-
rameters are constrained by observations, but not fixed. While
there is a huge amount of information in the polarised profiles,
it is not sufficient to unambiguously image the photosphere of
Betelgeuse, and therefore there is a random choice of one solu-
tion. We shall next examine these approximations one by one.

3.1. Maximum and minimum velocities

Betelgeuse is modelled as a convective, non-rotating star. This
implies that bright, hot plasma is rising, emitting blue-shifted
profiles, while dark, cold plasma is sinking, emitting red-shifted
profiles. In the absence of rotation, these are the only macro-
scopic velocity fields present. The net addition of spectral line
profiles over the stellar disk (ignoring 3-D radiative transfer ef-
fects) will be dominated by the bright regions. From this argu-
ment, we should expect a net intensity profile which is blue-
shifted with respect to the radial velocity of the center of mass
of the star relative to us. The center of the intensity profile is
not, for a convective non-rotating star, a measure of this radial
velocity. If only convective velocities were present, this radial
velocity, V∗, of the center of mass of the star in the heliocentric
reference system would lie somewhere in the red wing of the ob-
served line. Where it lies exactly depends on the contrast ratio
between the bright rising plasma and the dark sinking plasma,
and of the inhomogeneities of brightness at different parts over
the visible disk. And this is a parameter that should be fixed for
the inversions to be done.

If our model had included the presence of rotation, it would
introduce a symmetrising effect on the atomic line. Were rota-
tion velocities to dominate the profile shape, the true velocity V∗
would be somewhere near the line center. A similar reasoning
can be made for other line-broadening mechanisms: the eventual
presence of macroturbulent velocity distributions would tend to
symmetrize the profile around the true zero velocity of the cen-
ter of mass. Determining this velocity V∗ of the center of mass
of the star requires therefore to disentangle the contribution to
the line profile of these 3 very different velocities: convective
velocities that tend to place V∗ in the red wing of the observed
intensity profile, and rotational and thermal velocities that tend
to shift it towards the center of that profile. The presence of nar-
row lobes in the profiles of linear polarization, as illustrated in
the profiles of Fig.4, is proof that thermal, micro- and macro-
turbulent broadenings are much smaller than the span of values
attributed to convective velocities. The estimated rotational peri-
ods of Betelgeuse (Uitenbroek et al. 1998; Kervella et al. 2018,
in the range of 12 to 30 years,) result in maximum rotation ve-
locities of at most 5 or 10 km s−1. Such rotational velocities are
comparable to the thermal broadenings but, again, much smaller
than the observed span of velocities (40 - 60 km s−1) seen in the
polarization signals. For these a priori reasons, our model ne-
glects rotation and introduces an ad-hoc broadening, that also

takes into account the instrumental spectral resolution. And for
these a priori reasons we expect V∗ to lie somewhere in the red
side of the observed intensity profile. But its true position is un-
known and therefore constitutes a parameter of our model.

Examination of the observed line profiles in polarization pro-
vides important constraints on the velocity fields of our model.
But its comparison with the intensity profiles makes the situ-
ation harder to interpret. Polarization profiles show large am-
plitudes in the far wings of the intensity profiles (an illustra-
tion of this can be found in the data for the dates retained for
the present work which will be introduced and described later,
Fig. 4). As a result, the polarization appears to emerge from an
atomic line many times broader than the observed intensity pro-
file. Our current framework for the interpretation of those po-
larization signals cannot justify this fact. Simple addition of the
intensity over the 2D images produced by López Ariste et al.
(2018) results in intensity profiles much broader than the ob-
served ones. It could be argued that the present model used to
fit the linear polarization profiles is simply wrong if it does not
also fit the intensity profiles. But another possibility emerges
when one takes into consideration the fact that most of the radia-
tive transfer takes place in a moving atmosphere (Chandrasekhar
1945; Bertout & Magnan 1987). The recent example of Mira
stars illustrates that radiative transfer through the moving shells,
ejected by present and previous pulsations, is subject to a ge-
ometry weighing that favours the center of the stellar disk. The
resulting disk-integrated profile is not the simple addition of the
local intensity profiles over the whole disk, but just over a much
smaller region around the disk center (Bertout & Magnan 1987;
López Ariste et al. 2019). Were a similar phenomenon at work
in Betelgeuse, the observed intensity profile would correspond
to a reduced region of the disk justifying its narrow width and its
lack of consistency with the polarization profiles. López Ariste
et al. (2019) demonstrated that, in the case of the expanding at-
mosphere of the Mira star χ Cyg’s, the linear polarization was
also affected by a geometric factor composed of the product of
the same geometric weight in the integral of the intensity over
the stellar disk, which favoured the disk center, but also of a fur-
ther sin2 θ weight, typical of scattering polarization. Polarization
was, unlike intensity, sensitive to the whole disk.

At present, it is not clear if radiative transfer through a mov-
ing atmosphere may explain the differences seen between the
intensity and polarization profiles in Betelgeuse. In what fol-
lows, we trust the information provided by polarization profiles
alone, and assume that the intensity profile has somehow been
restricted to represent a small portion of the disk, and does not
provide information on the convective velocities present in the
atmosphere of Betelgeuse. To determine V∗, we must rely only
on the polarization signals. Figure 1 shows the velocities in the
heliocentric reference frame of both the peaks and the wings of
the polarization signals observed since 2013. The horizontal grey
line in both plots shows the center of the intensity line. The or-
dinates are referred to the barycenter of our solar system. In this
reference system, the estimated radial velocity V∗ of the Betel-
geuse center of mass is red-shifted. Its value of V∗ = 40 km s−1 is
chosen so that most of the polarization peaks are blue-shifted, as
expected from spectral profiles dominated by convective flows.
The reason for not pushing V∗ to a more extreme value is that
we leave a margin of about 10 km s−1, allowing for some red-
shifted profiles. While very few peaks appear red-shifted with
this choice, the second plot shows that there is a non-negligible
amount of red-shifted signal. We attribute these red-shifted sig-
natures mostly to the dark, sinking plasma. With this choice of
V∗, the observed convective velocities span a range of at least
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Fig. 1. Determination of the position of the observed peaks in polariza-
tion (top) and the maximum wavelength at which signal is still above
noise (bottom) for all the data available since 2013. The grey horizontal
line marks the intensity line center wavelength. The blue and red lines
mark the chosen values of Vmax = 60 km s−1 and V∗ = 40 km s−1 re-
spectively. Wavelengths are given in km s−1 and referred to the solar
system barycenter reference. Neo-Narval data starts from day 2700 on.

40 to 50 km s−1, with some examples at even 60 km s−1. As we
mentioned above this large range allows us to discard rotation as
a primary source of line broadening. Similar arguments can be
made to thermal, micro- and macroturbulent velocity fields.

It may be tempting, in spite of the a priori arguments given
above and in view of these two plots in Fig. 1, to return to a sym-
metric distribution of velocities with V∗ at the center of the inten-
sity profile: the linear polarization signals appear symmetrically
distributed respect to the observed center of the intensity line
profile. To counter this possibility we produce a last argument:
we must recall that López Ariste et al. (2018) inferred an image
of CE Tau with a bright granule at disk center, concurrent with
simultaneous interferometric images of Montargès et al. (2018).
In the current framework, the presence of such bright granule at
disk center was inferred from the observation of a strong linear
polarization signal at the most blue-shifted wavelengths. The re-
ality of such a structure forces us to conclude that, first, there
is spatial information in the wavelength distribution of polarized
signals and, second, that disk center emits signals at the bluest
wavelengths and not at the center of the intensity profile. Any
other modelling which would deny a relationship between wave-
length and spatial position (as macroturbulent velocities do) or
that would call for disk center to emit at the line center wave-
length (as rotational velocities do) must be excluded.

Having fixed the value of V∗ in the red wing of the line at
40 km s−1 within a margin of error of about 10 km s−1, we turn
our attention to the span of velocities present in the linear po-
larization signals. Our model assumes that the rising plasma can
have a maximum velocity Vmax. The determination of this sec-
ond velocity parameter Vmax is of paramount importance for our
model and our conclusions. Due to the relationship between ve-
locities and wavelength in the present model, with just convec-
tion and without rotation, a bright granule strictly at disk center
emits its signal at the bluest wavelength, corresponding in ve-
locity coordinates to V∗ − Vmax. Inspection of Fig. 1 shows that,
over the last 7 years, peaks in polarization have been observed
up to 60 km s−1 respect to the star’s zero radial velocity V∗. For
signals in the wings, yet above noise, we should have consid-
ered even larger maximum convective velocities Vmax: beyond

60 km s−1 in the stellar reference frame. Altogether, leaving a
margin of 10 km s−1, we can establish the maximum velocity of
the rising plasma to Vmax = 60 km s−1. Such high velocities of
rising plasma seem to be partially justified by numerical simula-
tions (Chiavassa et al. 2011).

Even if we can, from data, measure the maximum observed
velocity Vmax of the convective flux, we cannot expect this max-
imum velocity to be present at a given moment on Betelgeuse.
But we cannot afford to have a different value of Vmax for ev-
ery observing date, and rather have to fix a constant Vmax for
our whole dataset. The relationship that our model establishes
between wavelength and position over the disk implies that any
bright plasma at disk center is assumed to move at velocity Vmax.
If at a particular date the plasma velocities present over the star
are lower than this maximum Vmax, the inversion algorithm will
not place any bright structure at the center of the disk. The in-
ferred bright structures will be placed off center just because
their velocity is smaller than the maximum velocity. This is an
important bias to keep in mind when analyzing the inferred im-
ages of Betelgeuse, and a bias that shall be exploited later on.
In the absence of any independent method to fix the maximum
velocity for every individual date, this is a limitation difficult to
resolve.

3.2. Grey atmosphere

To simplify the computation of the emergent polarization Q(ν) in
the direction of the observer, we assume that all polarized pho-
tons are due to scattering, and not to any process of dichroism.
This allows us to write, following Landi Degl’Innocenti & Lan-
dolfi (2004), that

Q(ν) =
3

2
√

2

(
1 − µ2

) ∫ ∞

0
βJ2

0(ν)e−
tν
µ

dtν
µ

(1)

with β the fraction of opacity due to scattering, J2
0(ν) the irre-

ducible spherical tensor of the illumination as a function of ν,
the frequency of light, and µ the distance to disk center. It is
useful to introduce the anisotropy factor

wν =
√
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0(ν)
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and rewrite the previous expression as
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0
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=
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4

(
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)
wνIscatt(ν)

(3)

At any given position over the disk of Betelgeuse, the emergent
polarization will vary mostly following this anisotropy factor wν.
In particular, at µ = 0 we have

Q(ν)
Iscatt(ν)

≈ wν (4)

Following closely Landi Degl’Innocenti & Landolfi (2004),
where details of these calculations can be found, we can compute
the anisotropy factor w in two extreme cases: scattering in the
outer atmosphere and in a grey atmosphere.

In the first case, the scattering takes place sufficiently far
away from the star that the illumination is cylindrically sym-
metric around the radial direction with only limb darkening to
take into account. For distances which are small compared to the
radius of the star, an approximation that appears as suitable for
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photospheric lines in Betelgeuse, the anisotropy factor wν can be
written as a correction to the factor at 0 height, wν,0, in terms of
the height h and the limb darkening functions u1(ν) and u2(ν):

wν = wν,0 +
9
5

[1 − u1(ν) − u2(ν)][20 − 5u1(ν) − 8u2(ν)]
[6 − 3u1(ν) − 4u2(ν)]2

√
h

2R∗
(5)

In the second case, the scattering takes place in the midst of a
grey atmosphere, where all the emission is thermal and described
by a Planck function. The radiative transfer equation for the in-
tegrated flux, an approximation to the mean line arising from
Least-Squares Deconvolution (LSD), can be solved in terms of
its moments, and one can derive an anisotropy factor w for any
optical depth τ in the form

w(τ) =
q(∞) − q(τ)
2[τ + q(τ)]

(6)

in terms of the Hopf function q(τ).

Fig. 2. Computation of the anisotropy factor for the case of the grey
atmosphere (left) and the outer atmosphere (right) approximations. Due
to the nature of those approximations, the abscissae are different: optical
depth in the case of the grey atmosphere, distance to the photosphere in
the outer atmosphere case. In this last approximation, computations are
shown for 6 different wavelengths in the spectral domain of Narval.

In Fig. 2 we compute both cases, in terms of height above
the star and a solar-like limb darkening for the extreme outer-
atmosphere case, and in terms of optical depth for the case of
the grey atmosphere. The importance of the figure lays on the
extreme difference in the resulting values of the anisotropy fac-
tor. If one misreads Eq.(4) as an approximation of the observed
linear polarization rate, the outer atmosphere scenario predicts
a local polarization amplitude in the order of a few % even at
very low heights. In the grey atmosphere, polarization ampli-
tudes diminish monotonically down to much lower polarization
amplitudes as one goes deeper into the atmosphere and radiation
arrives isotropically from all directions.

Rather than a demonstration, the previous arguments are just
an educated guess on what the best description for the emergent
polarization of Betelgeuse may be. If this polarization is of the
order of 10% we shall not be able to tell apart the two approx-
imations without computing them in much more detail. But if
the emitted polarization happens to be of the order of 1%, as it

will be shown to be the case, we will be able to conclude that
the grey atmosphere is the right framework. Aurière et al. (2016)
concluded that the observed polarization is just the polarization
of the continuum depolarized by the atomic lines forming right
above it. Continuum polarization in Betelgeuse has been rigor-
ously computed by Josselin et al. (2015) or López Ariste et al.
(2018) and seen to be of the order of 1% at the limb, oversee-
ing wavelength variations, a figure that concurs with the few
measurements available (Doherty 1986a,b; Schwarz & Clarke
1984). If the identification of Aurière et al. (2016) is correct,
then a grey atmosphere is the right scenario. A further confirma-
tion must come from observations. To compare with observed
values we should recall that it is not the local polarization rate
that one measures, either in the continuum or in the atomic lines
of the observed spectrum, but the disk-integrated polarization. A
perfectly homogeneous disk would perfectly cancel out the in-
tegrated polarization. The presence of inhomogeneities ensures
that there is a non-zero integrated polarization, but with a re-
duced amplitude. We can estimate the reduction in polarization
amplitude due to this disk integration by looking into the images
inferred by López Ariste et al. (2018). In that work it was con-
cluded that the observed polarization profiles could all be repro-
duced by assuming photospheric brightness distributions given
in terms of spherical harmonics of maximum degree 5. We have
launched random combinations of spherical harmonics of such
degree to simulate the aspect of Betelgeuse and computed the
net polarization expected compared to the initial local polariza-
tion.

Figure 3 shows histograms of this expected net polarization
(the case of maximum degree 3 for the spherical harmonics is
also shown). These histograms peak at roughly 10%. That is, in-
tegrating over the disk in the presence of brightness structures of
the size of those observed in Betelgeuse roughly reduces the lo-
cal polarization by a factor 10 to a mere 10% of the initial local
polarization. We can now go to the observations and see what
is the actual net polarization observed. Over 7 years of observa-
tions, the maximum amplitudes of polarization rates are seen to
be of 0.05 to 0.1%. We must conclude that the local polarization
in Betelgeuse must have been roughly of 0.5 to 1% in nice agree-
ment with the radiative transfer computations of the polarization
of the continuum.

A consistent picture appears. Assuming that the origin of
polarization is Rayleigh scattering of the continuum, depolar-
ized by atomic lines, we expect a maximum local polarization of
about 1%. With that same hypothesis we can model the bright-
ness distribution of the photosphere of Betelgeuse and fit the
observed polarization profiles. The models that fit the observed
profiles present bright structures of the size predicted by con-
vective theory in red supergiants. Such brightness distributions
would keep linear polarization from cancelling out in the disk-
integrated spectra, but they would nevertheless diminish the ob-
served net polarization by a factor 10. Starting from a maximum
of 1%, we expect that observed polarization should be of 0.1%,
which is the rough order of magnitude of the observed polariza-
tion. This match of predicted and observed amplitudes is a posi-
tive point for the inversion and imaging technique, given that at
no point the inversion algorithms use the result of the expected
local polarization amplitudes computed from radiative transfer.

Re-examination of Fig. 2 at this point leads us to the con-
clusion that only the grey atmosphere can be accepted as ap-
proximation. Indeed, equating the anisotropy factor with emer-
gent polarization, a grey atmosphere would produce local polar-
ization amplitudes of 1% for log τ in the range (−1, 0), while
the outer atmosphere approximation would require heights of
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Fig. 3. Expected polarization rate from different brightness distribu-
tions assuming that local scattering results in 100% polarization. The
histograms are build from realistic brightness distributions built with a
combination of spherical harmonics of maximum order l = 3 and l = 5.

0.001 R∗ to approach such low polarization amplitudes. Since
at these heights, for Betelgeuse, it is not realistic to impose the
approximation of light coming just from one direction that an
outer atmosphere requires, it appears that we must keep the grey
atmosphere as the appropriate approximation to compute our ex-
pected polarizations.

3.3. The single scattering approximation: Information along
the optical path

Figure 4 shows the Stokes Q and U profiles for the dates of De-
cember 20th, 2013 (Narval instrument) and February 10th, 2021
(Neo-Narval instrument). LSD line-addition has been performed
on the observed spectra using 6 different and excluding masks
that classify the atomic lines of the spectrum of Betelgeuse in
terms of the intensity line depth. The 6 masks correspond to line
depths between 0.4 and 1 by steps of 0.1. As in Fig. 4 of Aurière
et al. (2016), in our present Fig. 4 the observed amplitudes of
linear polarization at these dates appear to be well ordered, and
the deeper the line the larger the signal. This is not always the
case, but it is a common feature of the observational data sets
available.

To interpret this order in the signal’s amplitudes, we make
the hypothesis that the observed polarization comes from just
one scattering event in the formation of the continuum at that
wavelength, followed by an immediate and in-place absorption
of the polarized photon by an atom which re-emits it unpolar-
ized. This unique event must happen at a given depth in the atmo-
sphere of Betelgeuse. At this place, we can write a unique sim-
ple form for the illumination moments in terms of the anisotropy
factor wν and use it in Eq.3. Assuming all other terms in this
Eq.3 identical, we insist as in Eq.4 in approximating the ob-
served peak polarization amplitudes by the anisotropy factor wν

and we plot this value at the optical depth at which it is predicted
by a grey atmosphere. Fig. 5 shows the set of dots of the am-
plitudes of observed linear polarization peaks at the depths thus
assigned. The grey atmosphere model, assuming this approxima-
tion of a single scattering event, allows us to easily interpret the
observed ordering of the polarization signals in terms of height
of formation: the deeper the line, the higher its core forms in the

Fig. 4. Stokes Q and U profiles for the two studied dates (December
12th, 2013 above, and February 10th, 2021 below). Above and below,
the left plot shows the observed Stokes Q and U profiles summed for
the full spectral mask (blue and red dots respectively), as well as the fit
produced by the inversion algorithm (full lines). The black line shows
the intensity profile for reference. The dashed vertical lines indicate the
adopted values of V∗ (redshifted one) and Vmaxm(blue shifted one). The
center and right plots show the Stokes Q and U signals respectively, for
each one of the masks grouping atomic lines of the spectra of Betelgeuse
in terms of the depth of the line profile, from 0.4 to 1 in ranges of 0.1.
For the two dates, a perfect ordering is seen: deeper lines show stronger
polarization, comforting the validity of the approximations made. The
Stokes U of December 12th, 2013 shows illustrations of the peaks drift-
ing towards smaller (redder) velocities in one of the lobes, but being
constant in wavelength for all heights in the other lobe.

atmosphere of Betelgeuse. It is tempting to look at the actual op-
tical depths predicted by the grey atmosphere: the deepest lines,
with the largest linear polarization, would form at log τ = −0.4
while the shallowest lines in our analysis (line depths of 0.4 thru
0.5) would form at log τ = 0.4. But at the same time, we must be
cautious about this crude determination of heights of formation.

The ordering in height, and not the actual values, is the only
information we shall use hereafter. We shall just claim that cer-
tain lines form above certain others and that we can therefore
build a 3-dimensional image made of layers, each layer corre-
sponding to a mask filtered by the depth of the intensity line,
following the order given in Fig. 5. The two selected dates show
the expected ordering of the signals and therefore allow us to
order the masks in height and build a 3-dimensional image. It
must be said that not all the observations available and presented
in Table 1 present the right ordering of the signals explained by
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Fig. 5. Observed linear polarization peak amplitudes (dots) for the 6
masks on the polarization spectra, both Q and U, of December 12th,
2013. The abscissae of each dot is determined as the optical depth at
which a grey atmosphere model fits the observed amplitude assuming
a 1% rate of local polarization. The continuous line shows this model
dependence.

our approximations. For those dates for which the ordering is
not present, our model fails and we cannot assign a height to the
masks, a 3-dimensional image is not feasible. But they are not
the object of the present work.

It may be asked if one should not use the contribution func-
tions of the intensity to improve our knowledge on the actual
height of formation of different lines. The doubts about the inter-
pretation of the intensity profile raised above are a strong argu-
ment against using those contribution functions of the intensity.
The imposition of the hypothesis of a single scattering event in a
grey atmosphere keeps us from also using contribution functions
for the polarization. The validity of those approximations made
so far is sufficient to order the heights of emergence of polariza-
tion, but not to go any further.

3.4. Ambiguous solutions

In spite of the large amount of information that is apparently
available in the observed linear polarization spectra of Betel-
geuse, it is not sufficient to produce a unique solution to the
inverse problem of inferring an image which fits the observed
spectrum. Part of this lack of unicity in the solution is due, as of-
ten, to the presence of noise. The broadening of the profiles, both
instrumental and stellar (thermal, micro- and macroturbulence
broadenings would need to be considered) smears out the details
and makes the algorithm particularly insensitive to the position
and brightness of the dimmer granules. Also, linear polarization
carries over its infamous 180-degres ambiguity (López Ariste
et al. 2018), and the whole inferred image can be rotated 180-
degres with no change in the linear polarization profiles. One
can also mirror the image respect to any axis passing through
the center of the stellar disk without changing the resulting po-
larization profiles.

When comparing Betelgeuse and CE Tau images to those in-
ferred by interferometry, Aurière et al. (2016) and López Ariste
et al. (2018) could rely on that bright structures at disk center are
not changed by these ambiguities and that the brightest struc-
tures impose a preferred axis of symmetry. This means that most

of the images produced could be compared to interferometric
analogs after, at most, a 180 degree rotation, comforting the re-
sult that both techniques were detecting the same photospheric
structures.

But in general, multiple ambiguous solutions are available to
the inversion algorithm, and if it is left to handle one observation
independently of other dates, there is no reason for which the
solution found will preserve the same convention for the ambi-
guities of the other dates. We therefore select by hand one par-
ticular solution at an initial date, usually one for which we have
simultaneous interferometric images, and use this solution as ini-
tial guess for the next date. We propagate one preferred solution
among all the possible ones and are able to obtain a coherent
picture from date to date.

The same strategy is applied for the inversion of each one of
the masks filtered by line depth at any date. The solutions for the
mask with the deepest lines, which in the studied data has always
the largest signals and therefore the largest signal-to-noise ratio,
is propagated as initial condition for the next date, but also as
initial solution for the inversion of the next mask with shallower
lines.

This strategy produces coherent solutions from date to date.
But it has a vicious impact on the 3-dimensional images. Since
the solutions are propagated from line mask to line mask, from
one depth to the next one, the same structures tend to appear
in one layer upon the other. The algorithm will tend to produce
column-like 3-dimensional structures. While these can be a wel-
comed result in a convective scenario, we should remember that
this is an implicit bias of the code. On the positive side, we may
claim that any structure that varies with depth in the inferred im-
ages can be trusted as real: the inversion algorithm is biased to
reproduce the structures from the layer above, so any change is
necessarily forced by the presence of information in the profiles,
in defiance of that bias.

3.5. The relation between velocity and brightness

Inferring a brightness distribution over the surface of Betelgeuse
depends critically on retrieving spatial information on the po-
larized spectra. Simplistically, as described above, the ratio of
Stokes Q to Stokes U gives information on the polar angle.
The distance to disk center is recovered by considering that all
light-emitting plasma is moving vertically at the same speed.
The projection of this speed onto the line of sight results in a
linear relationship between distance to disk center and wave-
length. López Ariste et al. (2018) improved upon these rough
rules by assuming a relationship between brightness and veloc-
ity, inspired by solar convection (see the appendix). All plasma
moved vertically, but its velocity and sign depended on its bright-
ness. The assumed relationship was that the brightest plasma,
wherever it was over the disk, was rising at the maximum veloc-
ity Vmax. This plasma would contribute to the signal at the wave-
length given by the projection of that maximum velocity onto the
line of sight. The darkest plasma, wherever it was, was sinking
at this very same maximum velocity and would contribute to the
signal at the appropriated projected velocity. All other plasma
with intermediate brightness was given a velocity following a
linear relationship such that the 25% darkest plasma was sinking
and the 75% brightest was rising. The choice of this ratio of ris-
ing to sinking plasma was chosen by López Ariste et al. (2018)
so that the resulting convective pattern showed a brightness con-
trast similar to the solar granulation.

It is clear that this is a strong and discutable constraint. To
start with, if sinking plasma occupies only a quarter of the sur-
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face, any mass conservation argument would lead to propos-
ing sinking velocities larger than rising ones, subject to density
changes. This is indeed what is observed in the Sun (see the ap-
pendix and the references therein). But taking this fact into ac-
count would imply a new parameter to be retrieved by the inver-
sion algorithm, the sinking velocity, without much information
left in the observations to constraint it. A better solution would
be to infer this formal relationship between velocity and bright-
ness from numerical simulations, with the result that observa-
tions would be dependent on simulations and therefore unable to
confirm or infirm them. So we are left with this ad hoc relation-
ship which, as all the others above, must be considered before
validating any conclusion.

4. 3-dimensional imaging

Making 3-dimensional images requires simply to apply the in-
version algorithm to each one of the LSD profiles resulting from
masks filtered by the depth of the intensity profile. The grey at-
mosphere and the single scattering approximation can ensure
us that if the observed LSD profiles show ordered amplitudes
as described, with deeper lines showing larger polarization am-
plitudes, we can order in height the inferred images. Although
we cannot give an exact, or even approximate, optical depth
for these layers, it appears that we are moving in the range
log τ = (0.4,−0.4). This is very near where the continuum forms
and we can safely claim that we are imaging the photosphere of
Betelgeuse at all those heights.

For the present work, both selected dates from our observa-
tion data set show signal amplitudes which are well ordered with
signal-to-noise ratios high enough. Our conditions to apply the
listed approximations and build 3-dimensional images are thus
fulfilled. Figures 6 and 7 present the inferred 3-dimensional im-
ages for the 2013 Narval data and the 2021 Neo-Narval data,
respectively. In Fig.6 we present two images of the brightness in
3 dimensions: one has a scale height related to what we believe
best ressembles the right geometrical heights, while in the other
the photosphere is stretched so that we can better see the inferred
structures. In Fig. 7 we present only the stretched case. We also
produce, in both figures, a 3-dimensional image of the veloc-
ity along the radial direction which, we recall, is a monotonous
function of the brightness. So there is no information here that
is not also present in the brightness images, except that some-
times looking at the data in different manners can reveal different
aspects. Brightness in those images is just a measure of polar-
ization amplitude. For any given layer, at a constant height, the
polarization amplitude is assumed constant and any change in
the signal can only be attributed to changes in the emitted flux.
Brightness in an image at constant height, represents therefore
true contrast of the emitted flux at that height. But since the po-
larization amplitude increases with height, each layer in the im-
age is attributed to a correspondingly higher brightness than the
layer below, and no information is retrieved of the relationship
between the emitted fluxes at different layers.

The upper limit of the imaged photosphere is estimated be-
tweeen 1.1 and 1.3 R∗, but this is just a rough estimate. This
height range is suggested, on its upper boundary, by the pres-
ence of the molsphere (Perrin et al. 2004) at about 1.3 R∗ which,
we assume, marks the upper limit of formation of atomic lines
in the mean atmosphere model of Betelgeuse. The lower bound-
ary of 1.1 R∗ is estimated from on-going studies on convective
structures seen over the limb of Betelgeuse and µCep. The limb
of the star acts as a geometrical horizon limiting the minimum
height of the observed structures (López Ariste 2022). In optical

depth, the grey atmosphere indicates that the linear polarization
profiles are consistent with a region going from log τ = 0.4 to
-0.4. A solid sphere in the center of the images indicates the sur-
face log τ = 1.

5. Velocity profiles of the rising plasma

As described in 3.4, in order to keep the coherence between the
solutions of one layer and the contiguous ones, we are using,
for the top layer, the solution for the top layer from the previous
date; for the first date a random initial guess is used for this top
layer. For any other layer, at a given date, the solution for the
layer above is used as initial condition. This ensures that the lay-
ers show coherent structures, but biases the algorithm to produce
vertical structures that may be reminiscent of convective flows.
Any such vertical structure in our images must be viewed with
caution, due to this bias in the inversion algorithm.

Another approximation imposed in order to recover the 3D-
images is that the maximum vertical velocity of the plasma is
exactly identical for all the layers. We have described in some
detail this approximation above. This maximum velocity is fixed
once and for all after examination of the bluest wavelengths
where signal can be observed (Fig. 1). This gives us a global
maximum velocity for all the observations in our data set, but
not the actual maximum velocity of the plasma at any particu-
lar date. And it is even more doubtful that at a layer the maxi-
mum velocity of the plasma is the same one as the layers above
or below. Indeed, if the plasma is raising in a ballistic motion,
subject to gravity alone, one would expect that this maximum
velocity decreases with height. As in most other approximations
described above, we are forced to impose this one because we
cannot afford overwhelming the inversion algorithms with more
free parameters.

But in the present case this imposed approximation carries an
unexpected benefit. Once the maximum velocity of the plasma
is fixed the inversion code will interpret any polarization signal
at the wavelength corresponding to this maximum velocity as
light emitted at disk center. The brightest plasma over the disk
will also be assigned such maximum vertical velocity but pro-
jected onto the line of sight if it happens that it is somewhere
else than disk center, so that its projected velocity corresponds
to the wavelength where the strongest signal is observed. Now
we can imagine a situation where, at the bottom layer, we have
the brightest signal exactly at disk center. This plasma is mov-
ing vertically at the maximum speed. But its speed is decreasing
with height. In the next layer above, this plasma still at disk cen-
ter will be moving slower. Its polarization signal will be observed
slightly to the red respect to the signal coming from the layer be-
low. The inversion code, forced to conserve the same value of the
maximum velocity for all layers, will infer that this signal is not
coming from disk center anymore, but from a slightly offset po-
sition. Layer upon layer the situation is repeated: the plasma in
Betelgeuse will still be at disk center and moving vertically but
with smaller and smaller speeds; the inversion algorithm, how-
ever, will place it farther and farther off disk center forced by an
imposed constant maximum velocity. Consequently, the inferred
3-dimensional structure will bend towards the limb. The same
argument will apply to actually any other vertical flow anywhere
over the disk as long as its velocity decreases with height.

This approximation of keeping the maximum velocity of the
plasma independent of height will force any vertical flow sub-
ject to gravity to be inferred as a structure that bends towards
the limb. From its curvature we could infer the effective gravity
force if only we were able to figure out its geometrical height.
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Fig. 6. 3-dimensional views of the photosphere of Betelgeuse on December, 20th 2013. At left, the explored region has been stretched to better see
the inferred vertical structures. The darkest regions have been made transparent. At center, the star with the spatial scale that we consider closest
to reality. At right, radial velocities, scaling from -60 to +60 km s−1; blue is rising plasma.

Fig. 7. 3-dimensional views of the photosphere of Betelgeuse on February, 10th 2021. See the caption of Fig. ?? for details.

Conversely, we could derive the geometrical height of the struc-
tures if assured that gravity was the only force at work in this
movement.

If the plasma, rather than slowing down, was accelerating,
the contrary argument would apply. This cannot happen at disk
center, since we have made sure when fixing the value of Vmax
that no observed signal exceeds this value. But it could happen
for plasma off disk center whose projected velocity is below the
threshold Vmax. In such case, a true acceleration of the plasma
in Betelgeuse would be seen as a polarization signal that, layer
upon layer, shifts towards Vmax. The inversion algorithm would
infer in such case vertical structures bending towards disk cen-
ter. Finally, with this approximation at work, the sole inferred
vertical structures would be those with a velocity constant with
height.

Figure 8 shows 2-dimensional cuts across the inferred im-
ages on the two selected dates. In both cases, we can easily
identify structures bending towards the limb, and also structures
rising radially. For the date of 2013, the image inferred from
Narval data shows a disk center granule rising quite vertically if
one looks at the brightest point at each layer (blue dot). The two
structures on the sides of this center granule are, on the other
hand, clearly bending towards their respective limbs. One could
try to see in this blossoming of the structures as seen from Earth
a coincidence: the granules are really bending and by chance
they are doing so symmetrically as seen from Earth. It appears
simpler to accept that the inversion algorithm, forced to accept a

maximum velocity constant with height is bending the structure
in the inferred images in response to a decreasing velocity with
height in Betelgeuse: these granules are just following a ballistic
motion, slowing down as they rise. The central granule, however,
shows a vertical structure. The symmetric expansion on both
sides of the granule can be seen as a slowing down of some of
its rising material. But if all the material were slowing down, the
center of the granule would dim with height. It actually bright-
ens. We must conclude that the inversion algorithm finds more
and more polarization signal at the correct wavelength. There is
always plasma moving at the maximum velocity at all heights,
and so the velocity of the plasma is constant with height.

The data from Neo-Narval in 2021 provides another illustra-
tion of a common observation over the 7 years of data, indepen-
dent of the instrument used. We see once more a limb-bending
granule towards the left of the image, and a vertically rising gran-
ule near the center. This time the vertical granule is not exactly
at disk center, yet both sides show a radial profile and the center
of the granule is brighter with increasing height. We conclude,
once more, that the plasma in this structure is moving at con-
stant speed independently of height. The granule immediately to
its right is also worth some attention. It shows a radial profile on
its lower layers, then it bends towards disk center at the top. In-
terpretation in terms of velocities would lead us to conclude that
the plasma in the bottom of this structure is rising at a constant
velocity for half of its height, then accelerates in the top layers.
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Fig. 8. 2-dimensional cuts on the inferred photosphere of Betelgeuse on December 12th, 2013 (left, Narval data) and February 10th, 2021 (right,
NeoNarval data). Several limb-bending structures are seen in one and the other images, that we interpret as plasma slowing down as it rises, subject
to gravity. Also visible are two structures showing a radial profile, that we interpret as presenting a velocity constant with height and, therefore,
imply the presence of a vertical force countering gravity. The colored dots identify the two only granules followed in Fig. 9 which are visible in
the image, though projected.

López Ariste et al. (2018) inferred quite high velocities of
up to 40 km s−1 for the rising plasma. Figure 1 confirms such
high speeds and even allows for higher values at some particular
dates, the two under study in this work for example. Inspection
of the 3-dimensional images suggests that this velocity is almost
constant with height. Figure 9 shows the velocities as a function
of height for 4 granules in the image of December 12th, 2013. To
build this figure, we retained the position of the brightest point
at every layer, inside several selected granules two of which are
visible and marked in Fig. 8, and we impose that this is a radial
flow, that is, that in truth all those points are physically one above
the other. Accepting this hypothesis implies that any change in
the distance of the brightest point in the granule to the center of
the disk when changing height must be attributed to a change
in velocity and not a change in position. The measured position
of the brightest point in the granule gives us a measure of the
actual velocity at each layer. We have computed these velocities
as a function of the layer that would leave the bright centers of
each granule at the same position and plotted them in Fig. 9. We
have also plotted in that figure and with thick lines the escape
velocities at each height, assuming masses of 15 and 18 M� and
radii of 955 and 1000 R�. Taking as initial velocity the one found
in the deepest layer, we have also plotted the expected velocities
as a function of height if gravity were the only force acting on
the plasma. The figure confirms the impression obtained from
the cuts in the 3-dimensional image: the plasma is moving at
roughly constant speeds with height.

Two further conclusions are drawn from Fig. 9. One is that
obviously there must be at least one other force at work compen-
sating gravity almost perfectly to keep the velocity of the plasma
constant with height. Of course, the flotability of the hot plasma
makes it rise in any convective motion, so part of this constant
velocity must be due to this Archimedes force. Yet numerical
simulations indicate that this is not enough to keep velocities
constant, and we must conclude that another force must be at
work.

The second conclusion is that on the top layers this veloc-
ity may be very near the escape velocity for some of the ob-
served plasma. For those fast granules, it is sufficient that the
force or forces counteracting gravity continue doing it for just
a little longer for the plasma to escape Betelgeuse’s gravity and
contribute to the stellar wind. By selecting the highest value of
our estimate of height span to draw Fig. 9 we show the most
tantalizing scenario in which this plasma is quite near escaping
Betelgeuse’s gravity and contributing to the stellar wind. Our

lower estimates of the maximum height at about 1.1 R∗, would
leave still room for this plasma to slow down and return to the
star. But this is without taking into consideration that, through
examination of the time evolution of these granular structures
in López Ariste et al. (2018), we know that they are present for
months at a time, and during that timescale the plasma does not
seem to change much its velocity. If our measurements of the ve-
locity of this plasma are valid through our long series of approx-
imations, we captured it while escaping Betelgeuse and joining
the stellar wind of this star.

Fig. 9. The dots show the velocities as a function of height of the center
of 4 granules from Dec 12th, 2013, two of which are identified in Fig. 8.
These are assumed vertical structures and the velocity is computed by
re-interpreting changes in the distance to disk center in terms of veloc-
ity. Two of those granules are identified in Fig. ??y their colour, are For
comparison, the thin colored lines show the expected velocities in a bal-
listic scenario. The four thick blue lines show the escape velocity as a
function of height for the 4 cases of mass 15 or 18 M� and radius 955
or 1000 R�.

6. Conclusion

The examination of the linear polarization in the atomic lines
of the spectrum of Betelgeuse led López Ariste et al. (2018) to
infer images of the photosphere of this red supergiant. In order
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to obtain enough signal-to-noise ratios, the polarization profiles
of about 10 000 lines were added together. But we can also add
polarization over smaller subsets of atomic lines and still recover
signals. Here we classify them in groups for their line depth,
and get, for each date of our observation data set spanning 7
years, several mean polarization profiles, function of line depth.
Aurière et al. (2016) already illustrated that the signals change
from one group of lines to the other, indicating that these groups
of lines contain different information on the physical conditions
that lead to the emission of polarization.

We have examined, and in some cases justified, the many ap-
proximations and hypothesis that lead to the inference of images
from these polarization signals. Two of them, the assumption of
a grey atmosphere and the single scattering approximation allow
us to also interpret the changing profiles seen in lines with simi-
lar line depth. These two hypothesis together suggest that if the
observed polarization amplitudes grow monotonically with line
depth, one can assign an optical height to each group of lines.
The actual value of the optical depth may not be reliable, but the
ordering is. This matches the rough expectation that deeper lines,
their cores, form higher in the atmosphere. Though we reach this
result in disregard of the intensity profiles themselves. Not all
datasets collected by Narval and Neo-Narval show the right or-
dering of polarization amplitudes that justify the two hypothesis
of a grey atmosphere and single scattering. But for the majority
of dates, this condition applies and we can use the polarization
profiles to infer a 3-dimensional image of the photosphere of
Betelgeuse. We present here 3-dimensional images of the photo-
sphere of Betelgeuse for two particular dates in 2013 and 2021.

The many approximations and hypothesis required to infer
such 3-dimensional images must caution against any direct, fil-
terless, interpretation of them. The first date selected to create
these 3-dimensional snapshots has also been studied by Aurière
et al. (2016) and López Ariste et al. (2018). They showed that
the inferred 2-dimensional image was comparable to interfero-
metric images made close in time. This coincidence assigns a
plausibility to the hypothesis used, and to that 2D image. The 3-
dimensional images show how the observed granules form ver-
tical coherent structures. This is somehow expected, since the
inversion algorithm uses as initial condition for a given layer the
solution from the layer above. Compelling as it is to interpret
them as convection fluxes rising through the atmosphere, they
must also be seen with caution.

The inferred images show, nonetheless, features that are not
implicit in the inversion algorithm and that, in our opinion, must
be regarded as real. In the present work we focus in the ra-
dial profile of those granules. The inversion algorithm uses as
approximation an a priori maximum vertical velocity which is
forced to be constant with height. Any plasma rising vertically
through the photosphere and being slowed down by gravity will
produce structures in the inferred image that bend towards the
limb due to this approximation. We see several of them in the
two investigated dates. But we also find examples of inferred
vertical structures, that do not bend. The best interpretation of
this unexpected feature is that the plasma in these structures is
rising at constant speed.

This result can be traced back to the observed polarization
profiles: the points of maximum polarization corresponding to
those structures are seen to be at roughly the same wavelength
independent of height. In our analysis, none of the involved hy-
pothesis appears to be responsible of this observation. Both, the
absence of an alternative explanation in terms of biases in the
inference algorithm and the presence of an observational feature

supporting the result, are tantalizing arguments in favor of the
rightness of our conclusion.

Plasma rising at constant velocity implies the presence of a
force acting against gravity and compensating it. This force is
already present in the low photospheric heights covered by our
data. We have estimated that our top layer may be as high as
1.3 R∗. At this maximum height, the observed velocities are still
below the escape limit, but only barely. If the force countering
gravity acts for a little longer and allows the plasma to reach
1.6 R∗ with this same velocity, the plasma will escape gravity and
enter the realm of Betelgeuse stellar wind. One or several forces
must be counteracting gravity in the photosphere of Betelgeuse
and maintaining plasma velocities up to large heights. Escape
velocities are at reach if just these forces act a little longer. The
mechanisms for wind triggering in Betelgeuse and other red su-
pergiants appear to be at work already in the photosphere.
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Appendix A: Brightness vs. velocity: the solar case

Both López Ariste et al. (2018) and the present work include a
relationship between the velocity of the plasma and its brightness
in the model used to fit the observed linear polarization profiles
and infer the images (2- or 3-dimensional) of the photosphere
of Betelgeuse. That such relationship must exist in a convective
atmosphere is obvious: the hot and bright plasma rises in the
atmosphere; as it cools down it slows down and is advected hor-
izontally towards the edges of the convective cell; the cold and
dark plasma sinks towards the inner layers of the atmosphere.

Koza et al. (2006) and Oba et al. (2017) have published such
relationships for the solar granulation. The typical values of the
solar convection appear in that data. The rising velocity of the
hot plasma can be as high as 2 km s−1. Similar values are seen
for the sinking velocity, although supersonic velocities have of-
ten been measured in the intergranular lanes (Bellot Rubio 2009;
Nesis et al. 1992; Solanki et al. 1996) and in general these sink-
ing velocities are larger than the velocities of the rising plasma.
Indeed, Koza et al. (2006) compare their measurements with nu-
merical simulations by Stein & Nordlund (1998), which show
higher sinking velocities apparently below the formation region
of the spectral line used to measure the solar granulation.

In order to test the functional form given to this relationship
for Betelgeuse, we have made our own measurements using a
dataset of solar granulation observed with Hinode and treated
and described by Malherbe et al. (2012). The time series of the
patch of solar granulation contain measurements of both, the
emergent intensity in the continuum near the Fe i line at 557.6nm
and the velocity along the line-of-sight. Because of the position
of the observed solar region near disk center, this velocity can be
safely seen as the radial velocity of the plasma. Fig. A.1 shows
a 2-dimensional histogram of the number of points for each pair
of values of intensity and velocity.

Fig. A.1. Histogram of pairs of values of radial velocity and relative
intensity in the solar granulation using a dataset observed by Hinode
(Malherbe et al. 2012). Two hyperbolic tangents are plotted over the
histogram to illustrate how this function can capture the relationship
between both observables.

Plotted over that histogram appear two curves following the
function:

V = V0 tanh(slope(B − 0.62)/0.3) (A.1)

where the values of the parameters V0 and slope are given in the
figure. V and B are the radial velocity and the intensity of the

solar granulation respectively. The two other numerical param-
eters just make sure that the curve is well centered and suits to
the relative scale used for brightness. The use of the hyperbolic
tangent gets justified as a function which is linear in its core
but which saturates at large values. This behaviour describes the
quasi-linear relationship between brightness and velocity, while
avoiding numerical issues if anomalous large values were to ap-
pear in the data.

The nice fit of this hyperbolic tangent functional relationship
to the solar granulation is the sole justification to use the same
function for Betelgeuse, adapting the numerical parameters to
the velocities of up to 60 km s−1 observed in its photosphere
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Chapter 6
Summary, main contributions and future
prospects

In this final Chapter, I will give a brief summary of the study of cool evolved stars
presented in my Thesis. I will also list my main contributions in the course of my PhD
program. Finally, I will briefly discuss the prospects for future works on the subject of
magnetism in cool evolved stars.
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6.1. SUMMARY AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

6.1 Summary and main contributions

In my Thesis, I study the subject of magnetism in cool evolved stars. This is a field dif-
ficult to investigate due to the great number of observational limitations – cool evolved
stars have rotational periods so long that they are typically not known, their spectra
contain many features (of both atomic and molecular origin) which often blend with
each other, the velocity fields in their atmospheres are due to several effects that may
be hard to disentangle. However, the late stages of stellar evolution are of importance
not only to those who endeavor to study them, but to every single one of us as human
beings, since they are the cosmic sources of chemical enrichment. Without the heavy
elements produced and ejected by them, the Universe would not be as we know it, and
we ourselves would not exist.

I focus on the study of surface magnetism in three M giant stars which show variable
magnetic fields with different strength, different timescales of evolution, and, probably,
different origins. I also study the possibility for a connection between the pulsations
and the surface magnetic field in one post-AGB pulsating variable star, using a refined
approach to focus primarily on the layers close to its photosphere and to filter out the
contribution of the upper layers of its very extended atmosphere. Lastly, I study the
convective motions which take place in the photospheric layers of the RSG Betelgeuse by
building 3D-images of these layers from spectropolarimetric observations, and investigate
their possible implications on the subject of mass loss in RSG stars.

6.1.1 M giant stars

Chapter 3 presents a study of three magnetically active M giant stars: RZ Ari, β Peg
and EK Boo. From evolutionary point of view, β Peg and EK Boo are early-AGB stars.
RZ Ari is also most likely at the early-AGB evolutionary stage, although there is a pos-
sibility that it is at the tip of the RGB. For each of the M giants, a variable surface
magnetic field is measured and followed in a long term spectropolarimetric monitoring
over several years.

RZ Ari shows a relatively strong longitudinal magnetic field (∼ 10 G) while being out-
side the magnetic strips on the HRD (see Chapter 1). This means that for this star
the Rossby number is Ro >> 1, and so the magnetic dynamo is most certainly not of
the αΩ type. Two possibilities remain: an α2Ω type dynamo or a local type dynamo
due to giant convective cells, if such cells exist in RZ Ari. The latter type of dynamo is
known to be operating in the RSG star Betelgeuse (Aurière et al., 2010, 2016; Mathias
et al., 2018). Giant convective cells were previously discovered using interferometric ob-
servations in the 1.5 M� AGB star π1 Gru (Paladini et al., 2018). The lithium content
of RZ Ari is also abnormally high, considering its evolutionary status. This suggests
that RZ Ari may have recently engulfed a nearby planet, which would explain its high
lithium content and could also play a role in the magnetic activity of the star, due to an
increase in angular momentum as a result of the engulfment.
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β Peg shows a surface magnetic field which appears to have a simple poloidal topology,
likely a dipole one, judging from the coherent variability of its longitudinal component
Bl and that of the spectral lines CaH&K, Hα and CaIRT, known to be indicators of
magnetic activity. On the HRD, this star is inside the second magnetic strip, which
means that the origin of its magnetic field could be an αΩ dynamo. On the basis of
the long term variability of its Stokes V signatures, I propose that the polarity of the
magnetic field of β Peg changes once per year: see Section 2 of Chapter 3 and Section 6.2
of the present Chapter for more information.

EK Boo is also inside the second magnetic strip on the HRD, which means that an αΩ
dynamo is the likely origin of its surface magnetic field. Judging from the variability
of its spectral activiy indicators and Bl, the topology of the magnetic field of this star
is probably a more complex one. EK Boo also shows a long term trend in its radial
velocity, which is an indication that it is not a single star, but has a companion at a
large distance. This companion is most likely an active M dwarf, since this could explain
the large X-ray luminosity of EK Boo, which is not characteristic for its evolutionary
status. EK Boo is also the only one of the three M giants studied in my Thesis for which
I find net linear polarization signatures. These signatures are variable with time, and
their origin is still unknown and out of the scope of the present work.

6.1.2 R Scuti

In Chapter 4, a study of the surface magnetism and atmospheric dynamics in the post-
AGB pulsating variable R Sct is presented, using the longest monitoring of this star
with high resolution spectropolarimetry. The periodic emergence of shockwaves from
the photosphere of this star is confirmed and followed throughout the available dataset.
The presence of Stokes V signatures is found in several observations, and their Zeeman
origin is confirmed. A refined approach for the use of high resolution spectropolari-
metric observations with LSD is proposed for the case of pulsating stars with extended
atmospheres, hosting periodically propagating outward shockwaves, and is applied to
the available observations of R Sct. In all the cases when the LSD Stokes I profile has
a double peak, the Zeeman signature is only associated to its blueshifted lobe, which
is formed in the part of the photosphere being affected and lifted by the propagation
of a radiative shockwave. This indicates that the atmospheric dynamics and surface
magnetism in R Sct are possibly connected, with the shockwaves locally amplifying –
through a compression process – a weak surface magnetic field. Also, the presence of
variable mean linearly polarized signatures associated to atomic lines in the spectrum of
this star is reported.

6.1.3 Betelgeuse

The presence of giant convective cells at the surface of Betelgeuse has been proposed
many times in the literature. Using spectropolarimetric observations in linear polariza-
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tion, López Ariste et al. (2018) inferred images of the surface of Betelgeuse which are
built assuming giant convective cells are present at the level of the photosphere. These
authors obtain results which successfully match the direct images of the star obtained
through interferometry, suggesting that indeed such giant cells are present in Betelgeuse.

The study presented in Chapter 5 of my Thesis is a continuation of the work of López Ariste
et al. (2018). A careful inspection of the LSD profiles of Betelgeuse in linear polarization
shows that the convective velocities in this RSG star may reach up to 60 km s−1, close
to the escape velocity of the star. By analyzing the way the Stokes Q and U ampli-
tudes are ordered for atomic lines of different depths, the relative altitude of formation
of these lines in the atmosphere of Betelgeuse is found. This allows the construction of
3-dimensional images of the low atmosphere (1−1.3R?) of the star, assuming a constant
velocity of the convective flows with height. From the resulting images, this assumption
appears to sometimes not be correct – some of the inferred convective cells appear to
bend towards the limb as they ascend, suggesting that the convective flows decelerate
with altitude. However, many others appear to be rising in a vertical manner, suggesting
that the convective velocity is indeed constant for them. This requires the presence of
at least one force which counteracts gravity by accelerating the particles upwards. The
proposed velocity of 60 km s−1 is barely below the expected escape velocity in the layers
probed by the 3-dimensional images, but if the force(s) counteracting gravity continue to
act only a little higher, up to 1.6R?, the convective flows could reach the escape velocity.
Thus, it may be that the mechanisms which cause mass loss in RSG stars are already
at work at the level of the photosphere.

Main technical contributions

My main technical contributions during the course of my PhD are:

1. I created a fully automated interface for LSD which not only performs autonomously
all the computations necessary to produce the LSD profiles, but also runs the
detection statistics, calculates the longitudinal magnetic field (for Stokes V ob-
servations), computes the spectral activity indicators and radial velocity using a
gaussian fit on the Stokes I LSD profile.

2. In order to estimate the projected rotational velocity and the macroturbulent ve-
locity of the M giant star RZ Ari, I developed an improvement of the classical
method for determination of stellar parameters using spectrum synthesis and the
LSD software.

3. During the time NeoNarval was still being set up, I helped the engineering team by
analyzing the data obtained with the instrument and pointed out possible technical
issues with the data reduction procedures.

4. I wrote a program which converts the data obtained with NeoNarval into the format
of Narval. There was a large popular demand for such a tool, since it allows for
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maximum consistency between measurements done with the two instruments. The
program is available at the official TBL website.

5. During my 2-months stay (February and March 2021) under the ERASMUS EU
program for doctoral mobility at the Institut de Recherche en Astrophysique et
Planétologie (IRAP) in Toulouse, I wrote the software tool which creates the 3-
dimensional images of Betelgeuse from Narval and NeoNarval observations.

Main scientific contributions

My main scientific contributions in the Thesis are:

1. I studied, using the LSD method, the surface magnetic field variation in the M giant
stars β Peg and EK Boo, and showed that their topologies are probably different:
a simple dipole-like one for β Peg and a more complex one for EK Boo.

2. I found a significant long-term variability in the radial velocity of EK Boo, con-
firming the existence of a companion star.

3. I report, for the first time in an M giant star, the presence of variable net linear
polarization in the atomic lines of EK Boo.

4. I estimated the projected rotational velocity v sin i of RZ Ari to be 6 km s−1, which
allowed the computation of the upper limit of its rotational period.

5. I studied the surface magnetic field variation in RZ Ari. The origin of the magnetic
activity of this star is still unknown, although some possible scenarios exist: an
α2Ω type dynamo, or a local dynamo due to giant convective cells, if such cells
exist in RZ Ari, and/or due to a planet engulfment event.

6. Using an improvement of the usual approach for the analysis of spectra of pulsating
evolved stars via LSD, I studied the surface magnetic field in the post-AGB star
R Sct. I showed that the surface magnetic field of this pulsating variable star could
be linked to the atmospheric dynamics.

7. During my 2-months stay in Toulouse under the ERASMUS EU program, I worked
under the direct supervision of Dr. Arturo López Ariste on a study of the convec-
tive motions at the level of the photosphere of Betelgeuse by building 3-dimensional
images of its photosphere from spectropolarimetric observations. It was found that
the convective velocity in this RSG star is very close to the escape velocity, which
might explain the severe mass loss that RSGs are known to experience.

6.2 Future prospects

The long-term monitoring of M giant stars, R Sct and Betelgeuse using the TBL contin-
ues even after the shutting down of Narval – now using its successor, NeoNarval. In this
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section, I will discuss the measurement of the spectral activity indicators using NeoNar-
val and how their values can be compared to those measured from Narval observations.
I will then briefly list some of the prospects for future work concerning M giant stars,
and will also list some of the questions regarding R Sct and Betelgeuse which remain to
be answered by future studies.

6.2.1 M giant stars

An important proxy for the magnetic field in M giant stars are the spectral activity
indicators (described in Section 5 of Chapter 2) which trace the magnetic heating in
the stellar chromosphere. However, there are two key points that must be kept in mind
when computing the spectral activity indicators from NeoNarval observations. The first
point concerns comparing activity indicators computed from NeoNarval data to those
computed using data from Narval, or from any other instrument in general. The activity
indicators are calculated generally as a ratio between the flux inside certain spectral lines
Flines and the flux Fcontinuum in some adjacent spectral window, considered to represent
the level of the continuum. However, due to the instrumental differences between in-
dividual spectrographs, and the different ways the observations are processed by their
respective data reduction softwares, the normalization to the continuum is not the same
for data obtained with different instruments. Because of these differences, both Flines

and Fcontinuum will usually depend on the instrument used, and so will the final value I
of the activity indicator being computed. This is why the exact values of the activity
indexes are instrument dependent. In the study of M giants presented in Chapter 3 of
my Thesis, this is not a problem, since I use a homogeneous data set consisting solely
of Narval observations. However, the Hα and CaIRT activity indexes computed from
NeoNarval data (INeoNarval) have systematically larger values than those obtained with
Narval (INarval), and thus they cannot be directly compared to each other.

One way to solve this problem would be to find a function f such that f(INeoNarval) =
INarval, i.e. to calibrate NeoNarval fluxes to the Narval ones. For example, this was
done by Aurière et al. (2015) who calibrated the S-indexes of Narval and ESPaDOnS.
In the future, such a calibration may be done for Narval and NeoNarval by measuring
INeoNarval for stars which have been observed with Narval that show no variability in
their spectral activity indicators, i.e. chromospherically inactive stars.

Another solution would be to simply regard Narval and NeoNarval indicators separately.
For long datasets, this is possible because it is only the variability of the indicators that
is used to study the magnetic activity, and not their precise values. If looking at a
dataset which consists of measurements of the activity indicators from both Narval and
NeoNarval observations of a star with a variable magnetic field, one would be able to
detect this variability in both the Narval and the NeoNarval subsets. What would not be
possible is to detect any variability, or lack thereof, between the last Narval observation
and the first NeoNarval one in the dataset.
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The second key point that must be considered when computing spectral activity indica-
tors with NeoNarval concerns the S-index, which measures the flux at the cores of the
CaH&K lines. NeoNarval is less sensitive in the blue part of the spectrum than it is in
the red. This has to be taken into account when picking exposure times in order for
sufficient signal to be acquired in the CaH&K lines. Unfortunately, for the observations
of M giant stars obtained so far (up to September 2021), this different sensitivity was
not considered. Because of this, the CaH&K lines show practically no signal in any of
them. This is why no values of the S-index could be computed for these observations.

RZ Arietis

Interferometric observations of RZ Ari are scheduled with the interferometer CHARA at
Mount Wilson, California. The purpose of these observations is to obtain images of the
surface of RZ Ari, in order to establish if giant convective cells are present in this M giant
(as it has already been found to be the case for the AGB star π1 Gru by Paladini et al.
2018). If such cells exist in RZ Ari, then the magnetic field of this star could be caused
by a local dynamo operating between them, as it has been established to be the case in
the RSG star Betelgeuse. The interferometric observations will be quasi-simultaneous
with observations in high resolution spectropolarimetry using NeoNarval, and in this
way information on the surface magnetic field will also be available.

β Pegasi

β Peg continues to be observed in circular polarization using NeoNarval. So far, 10
such observations have been obtained in the period September 2019 - September 2021.
For 3 observations, a definite detection of Stokes V signatures is obtained: 2020/07/06,
2020/08/23 and 2021/06/06. The polarity of the calculated magnetic field is negative
in 2020 and positive in 2021. This is in good agreement with the hypothesis I make in
Section 2.2 of Chapter 3 that the magnetic field of β Peg changes polarity once every
year, with the exception of an unexpected change that occurred at some point in time
between December 2016 and June 2018. Future observations may be necessary in order
to prove or disprove this suggested periodicity.

EK Boötis: is it possible to map M giant stars?

Certainly, a future prospect for the study of EK Boo is the exploration of its linear po-
larization signatures. Having a spectral type of M5III, EK Boo is the coolest and most
evolved of the three M giants presented in my Thesis. It could be that this is the reason
why linear polarization is present in its spectrum, while it is not present in the spectra
of RZ Ari and β Peg.

The origin of these linearly polarized signatures in EK Boo remains so far unexplained.
One may wonder if it is possible to apply the method developed by López Ariste et al.
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(2018), either directly or after some modification, to map the surface brightness of an
M giant star such as EK Boo. While at the time of writing of this Thesis no such maps
have been produced, in the present section I will give some thoughts in this direction,
in hope to provide inspiration and a good starting point for future works.

Firstly, direct application of the inversion code to observations of M giants, EK Boo
in particular, will likely not yield any meaningful results, since certain observational
characteristics (mentioned below) of these stars appear to be rather different than those
of RSGs such as Betelgeuse. The model of López Ariste et al. (2018) is based on the
key fact that the linear polarization signal observed in the spectrum of Betelgeuse is
caused by the polarized (due to Rayleigh scattering) continuum being depolarized in
atomic lines which form above it. A key discovery that leads to this conclusion is the
fact that the D1 and D2 lines of the sodium doublet show similar degrees of linear po-
larization; following Aurière et al. (2016), this is a clear sign that these signatures are
not formed by intrinsic polarization, but are instead likely due to depolarization of the
continuum. Aurière et al. (2016) generalize this result, suggesting that this is the case
for most atomic lines, and so that the net linear polarization of Betelgeuse is caused by
depolarization of the continuum in the lines and is detectable due to surface brightness
inhomogeneities. This leads to the conclusion that for each point across the disk of the
star, there is a direct link between the surface brightness and the observerd degree of
polarization.

With the data present at this time, the same claim cannot be made however for EK Boo:
while average signatures can be seen in the LSD profiles of this M giant, no signal has
been found so far inside individual spectral lines, including the NaD. This likely means
that in EK Boo there is a linearly polarized signal associated to atomic lines (as it is
detected in its averaged profiles using LSD), but this signal is simply too faint to be
detected in individual lines, as it might be below the noise level. Still, we could suppose
that the linear polarization profiles of the NaD spectral lines of EK Boo have the same
relative amplitudes as those found in Betelgeuse, but that we are unable to confirm it
due to the low SNR. We could then further assume that perhaps the linearly polarized
signatures in EK Boo are also due to depolarization of the continuum in the atomic lines,
and in turn attempt to link the polarization rate and the surface brightness based on
this assumption. While the currently available observations do not point towards this
scenario, they do not exclude it either.

However, even if we assume that the net linear polarization observed in EK Boo has
the same physical origin as in Betelgeuse and other RSGs, there still remain differences
in these two types of stars that need to be considered. One such difference can be found
in the position of the polarization signal in radial velocity space. Following Mathias et al.
(2018), in Betelgeuse the Stokes V signal appears redshifted with respect to the centre of
gravity of the Stokes I profile, which these authors interpret as the magnetic field being
locally constrained to areas where downflow movements of the plasma dominate (i.e.
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the dark intergranular lanes between convective cells). The Stokes Q&U signatures,
on the other hand, are strongly blue-shifted in Betelgeuse, which López Ariste et al.
(2018) consider to be caused by the upflowing bright parts of convection cells. These
two phenomena play a key role in the model of Betelgeuse proposed by López Ariste
et al. (2018). There, the local brightness at a given point of the photosphere depends
on the local radial velocity: red-shifted motion corresponds to lower brightness, and
blue-shifted motion – to higher brightness.
This does not seem to be the case for the EK Boo. In its LSD spectrum, neither linear
nor circular polarization profiles show any significant radial velocity displacement with
respect to the Stokes I. Thus, the relation between velocity and brightness, which is
fundamental when building images of the photospheres of RSGs, does not appear to be
present in the M giant EK Boo.

The differences in rotation are also a point which must be considered. Because the
velocity fields in Betelgeuse are completely dominated by convection (the convective
flows having velocities as high as 60 km s−1), in the models of López Ariste et al. (2018)
and López Ariste et al. (2022) the star is considered to not be rotating. This is not a
good approximation for M giants, and especially β Peg, where we observe strong indi-
cations of rotational modulation of both the Bl and the spectral activity indicators.

To summarize, in RSGs linear polarization reflects both the radial velocity and sur-
face brightness distributions, while it may not be the case for EK Boo. This fact, along
with stellar rotation, must be taken into account when constructing an inversion model
for this M giant star. Future observations with higher SNR are crucial to give a definitive
answer to the question for the origin of linear polarization signals in the spectrum of
EK Boo, and to give insight whether surface mapping using these signatures is possible
or not. Interferometric observations of EK Boo and other M giant stars are also neces-
sary in order to establish if surface brightness inhomogeneities, such as giant convective
cells are present at their surfaces. The presence of such structures has already been
confirmed for the AGB star pi1 Gru by Paladini et al. (2018).

6.2.2 R Scuti

The study of R Sct presented in Chapter 4 of my Thesis aims to study the surface mag-
netic field in this pulsating post-AGB star, to trace the dynamics in its atmosphere and
to find if there is an interplay between them. While the results of this study show that
such a connection between dynamics and magnetism is indeed possible, the observations
available from Narval are insufficient to give a definitive answer if it exists or not. Future
observations of R Sct in circular polarization with NeoNarval could be the key to prove
or disqualify the existence of such a connection.

In Chapter 4, I also report the presence of mean linear polarization in the atomic lines
in the spectrum of R Sct. Another point which remains yet to be studied is the physical
origin of these polarized signatures. One possible such origin are asymmetrical velocity
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fields caused by the radiative shockwaves, as it has been proposed by López Ariste et al.
(2019) for the Mira star χ Cyg.

In the study presented in Chapter 4, I use a refined LSD mask, consisting only of atomic
lines with high excitation potential (χ ≥ 2 eV) to probe the magnetic field and dynamics
only at the level of the photosphere. One direction future studies could take is to embark
on a full tomographic analysis of R Sct (see, e.g., Kravchenko et al. 2018), in order to
build a very detailed picture of the atmospheric dynamics in its extended atmosphere.

6.2.3 Betelgeuse and other RSG stars

In Chapter 5, I have presented the methods for 2D and 3D imaging of Betelgeuse using
spectropolarimetric observations. In these methods, the radial velocity of the linearly
polarized signatures is used to infer the distance from disk center of the source of polar-
ization signal: signals associated to the maximum convective velocity Vmax are considered
to be connected to structures at disk center, while signals associated to the restframe
velocity of the star V? are considered to originate from the limb of Betelgeuse. However,
in some of the observations obtained with Narval and NeoNarval, signatures are also
seen beyond V?. One way to interpret these signatures, which seem to originate from
structures beyond the limb of the star, is to consider that they are formed in convective
cells which are located on the far side of Betelgeuse, just beyond the visible edge of the
disk, but are so high in altitude that they can be seen emerging over the limb. Such
beyond-the-limb structures, if they are indeed the correct explanation for the observed
polarization signals, may give precious information on the maximum height a convective
cell may reach above the photosphere of Betelgeuse. This would in turn lead to a better
understanding of the origin of mass loss in Betelgeuse, as well as in other stars where
beyond-the-limb structures are suspected, e.g. the RSG µ Cep.
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